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Abstract
Reconfiguration and assembly of robots, and manipulation of particles by robots are
prominent problems in robotics. Additionally, the concept of online algorithms plays a
big role in robotics, because robots always have to deal with events that are unknown in
advance. Any wrong handling could lead to catastrophic failure. In this cumulative thesis
we present results for these problems when robots are simple, i.e., they have limited
computational power, memory size, and energy supply, or may only perform a handful of
physical operations. In particular, we consider four categories of problems (A), (B), (C),
and (D) that are defined below. Results in categories (A)—(D) are published in papers
that appeared in the following proceedings and journals: Algorithmica, International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), Robotics and Automation Letters
(RA-L), Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics (WAFR), Workshop on
Approximation and Online Algorithms (WAOA).
For category (A), we consider the assembly problem of robots that can only be moved
through global control, i.e., on actuation, every robot moves in the same direction. The
goal is to construct a workspace with obstacles (also called a maze) in which all robots
are assembled correctly. We consider two variants: In the first variant, only one robot is
allowed to be added to a subassembly at a time, whereas in the second variant, several
subassemblies may be combined at the same time. We provide several hardness results
in the first variant and efficient algorithms for a large class of shapes in both variants.
Category (B) deals with reconfiguring robots through global force in a convex workspace
without obstacles. Using static friction at boundary walls allows arbitrary reconfiguration
of two robots if the friction is sufficiently large.
Category (C) includes the problem of manipulating an environment by robots. In our
model, robots acting as finite automata move on an infinite grid, whose cells may be
occupied by particles, and perform physical operations such as picking up and removing
particles from the grid. We give an overview that a single robot can perform various
operations like bounding, copying, reflecting, and rotating on a given arrangement.
However, the arrangement may be disconnected during the transformation, which is
problematic in outer space, where parts would simply float away. We further show that
two robots are sufficient to perform any of those operation while preserving connectivity.
Finally, category (D) considers the problem of handling events that are unknown in
advance. In a system with multiple robots it is often sufficient that only one of them
provides a good solution after the input sequence. We demonstrate this for the bin
packing problem and provide better results than previous work for a small number of
parallel algorithms.
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Kurzfassung
Das Rekonfigurieren und Bilden von Formen von Robotern, sowie die Manipulation von
Partikeln durch Roboter sind prominente Probleme in der Robotik. Auch das Behandeln
von Ereignissen, die im Vorhinein unbekannt sind, ist essentiell, da falsches Handeln
schwerwiegende Fehler verursachen kann. In dieser kumulativen Arbeit betrachten wir
Roboter mit starken Einschränkungen in Rechenleistung, Arbeitsspeicher, Energieversorgung oder physikalischen Operationen. Die Ergebnisse für diese Probleme, welche
in Kategorien (A) bis (D) unterteilt werden, sind in den folgenden Konferenzen und
Journals erschienen: Algorithmica, International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA), Robotics and Automation Letters (RA-L), Workshop on Algorithmic Foundations
of Robotics (WAFR), Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms (WAOA).
In Kategorie (A) betrachten wir das Bilden einer Form aus Robotern, wobei die
Roboter nur durch eine globale Steuerung bewegt werden können, das heißt, bei einem
Signal bewegen sich alle Roboter in die gleiche Richtung. Das Ziel ist, eine Umgebung
mit Hindernissen zu erstellen, sodass darin eine vorgegebene Form konstruiert werden
kann. Wir unterscheiden zwei Varianten: In der ersten Variante darf nur ein Roboter
zu einer bestehenden Konstruktion hinzugefügt werden, während bei der zweiten Variante mehrere Teilkonstruktionen miteinander verknüpft werden dürfen. Wir zeigen
komplexitätstheoretische Ergebnisse mehrerer Teilprobleme für die erste Variante und
präsentieren effiziente Algorithmen für spezielle Klassen von Formen für beide Varianten.
Kategorie (B) befässt sich mit dem Problem der Rekonfigurierung, wobei Roboter in
einer konvexen Form wieder nur durch globale Steuerung bewegt werden können. Durch
das Ausnutzen von Reibungskräften an den Wänden können wir zwei Roboter beliebig
rekonfigurieren, sofern die Reibungskraft genügend groß ist.
In Kategorie (C) betrachten wir das Problem wie Roboter eine gegebene Ansammlung
von Partikeln umstrukturieren kann. Dabei agieren die Roboter wie endliche Automaten,
bewegen sich auf einem Gitter, dessen Zellen teilweise durch Partikel belegt ist, und können
Partikel auf das Gitter platzieren oder Partikel entfernen. Wir zeigen, dass ein einzelner
Roboter verschiedene Operationen wie dem Begrenzen, Kopieren, Rotieren und Skalieren
durchführen kann, solange die Zwischenstrukturen unzusammenhängend sein dürfen.
Allerdings ist Zusammenhang eine wichtige Eigenschaft, wenn beispielsweise Strukturen im
Weltraum konstruiert werden sollen, die sich ohne Zusammenhang auseinander bewegen
würden. Sobald zwei Roboter involviert sind, kann der Zusammenhang während der
Durchführung dieser Operationen gewährleistet werden.
Als letztes betrachten wir in Kategorie (D) das Problem, dass Roboter unbekannte
Ereignisse bearbeiten müssen. Da es oftmals reicht, eine einzige gute Lösung zu erhalten,
bietet es sich an, mehrere Roboter zu nutzen, die die gleichen Ereignisse parallel bearbeiten.
Wir betrachten diese Herangehensweise am Beispiel des Bin-Packing-Problems.
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1 Introduction
Reconfiguration of tiny robots in micro- or nanoscale, or manipulation of particles by
simple robots comes with challenges. In the former case, small robots have a limited
amount of energy supply and may loose the ability to move on their own. Instead, a
global force like gravity or an electromagnetic field is often used to control the movements
of all robots, i.e., on actuation, all robots move in the same direction. As shown in
Figure 1.1, we can assemble particles into a desired shape with global control within a
custom-designed maze. By repeating a small sequence of control moves, one particle
after another is added to an existing assembly. How can we decide, whether there is
a custom-designed maze in which we can construct a certain shape, and how can we
perform efficient assembly? On the practical side, constructing such mazes in micro- or
nanoscale is difficult because any incorrectly placed obstacle may yield a wrong assembly.
When we get rid of these difficulties, we are left with a bounded workspace that contains
no obstacles. This raises the question, “how can particles be reconfigured in this specific
class of mazes?”
In the latter case, simple, mass-produced robots may have restrictions in memory
size but are still able to perform a certain set of physical operations such as grabbing
material. A plausible scenario is large-scale constructions in space, where the difficulties of
expensive supply chains, scarcity of building materials, dramatic costs and consequences
of even small errors, and the limitations of outside intervention in case of malfunctions
pose a vast array of extreme challenges. Right now, the largest in-space construction is
the International Space Station (ISS, see Figure 1.2). However, the actual construction
needs specially trained astronauts and took about 20 years for its current state. This
approach clearly is not scalable. While the ISS is relatively small (109m×51m×73m),
the construction of larger structures like the Death Star at the same rate could take
about 30 million years, according to techrepublic.com1 . This raises the question, “how
can elementary operations like scaling be performed by a considerable amount of simple
robots instead of relying on highly trained astronauts?”
Another problem that arises in space are unknown events. Robots may malfunction
due to wrong handling and thus, may not be able to complete their tasks. One way
1

https://www.techrepublic.com/blog/geekend/how-much-and-how-long-would-it-take-nasa-tobuild-a-death-star/
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n
w

e
s

Figure 1.1: A practical demonstration of assembling magnetized alginate (i.e., a gel made
by combining a powder derived from seaweed with water) particles [124].
Obstacles appear as white lines and block the motion of particles. (a) Particles
in initial positions. (b) Situation after control moves of he, s, w, n, e, si (for
east, south, west, north). (c) Situation after hw, ni input. (d) The next
subshape is produced after applying multiple he, s, w, ni cycles. (e) Final
shape consisting of four particles.

Figure 1.2: Left: The international space station [129] with dimensions 109m×51m×73m.
Construction began in 1998. Right: Death Star with a radius of approximately
160km. Picture taken from wallpapersafari.com.
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1.1 Preliminaries
of handling this problem is to use multiple robots performing the same task. Another
benefit of this redundancy is that each robot could handle the events differently. In the
end, at least one robot survives and can complete the task. Further examples where
redundancy is used against extreme failure include scenarios from biology, where a large
and diverse progeny increases the odds of surviving offspring; finance and insurance,
where a suitable combination of investment strategies is employed to balance a portfolio
against extreme losses; and engineering, where redundancy is used to protect against
catastrophic failure, either on individual components (such as parts in a machine) or on
whole systems (such as automata in a robot swarm or spacecraft in a group of satellites),
for which it suffices that just one machine delivers a good outcome. This raises the
question, “how can multiple strategies be synchronized such that there is always at least
one strategy with a good outcome?” As is common for online problems, the quality of
the solution is analyzed with the competitive ratio, i.e., the cost of our solution compared
to the cost of an optimal offline solution.

1.1 Preliminaries
In this thesis, we present results for four categories (A) assembly of polyominoes and
(B) reconfiguration of particles using global force, (C) manipulation of passive particles
by simple robots, and (D) event handling of identical machines to guarantee a better
outcome.
(A) Tilt Assembly: Consider a polyomino P , i.e., a set of unit squares connected through
edge-to-edge contact. Decide whether there exists a workspace, a configuration of
square-shaped particles, and a sequence of moves that assemble the polyomino P
from particles under the following constraints. The workspace is a grid of empty
and occupied pixels. Pixels may be occupied by a fixed element called walls, or by
movable particles. A move is defined by a direction d. Every particle moves as long
as possible into the direction d until a wall or another particle is hit. Whenever two
particles meet, i.e., they occupy adjacent pixels, they stick together. If only one
particle can be added at a time step, we call this the Tilt Assembly Problem (A.1).
If instead whole subassemblies can be combined in a single step, then we refer to
this problem as the Staged Tilt Assembly Problem (A.2).
To allow a pipelined construction, i.e., by repeating a sequence of moves we obtain
several copies of the same shape, we relax the constraint that any two particles stick
together. Instead, we allow two different types of particles, namely red and blue
particles. Two particles stick together when they are of different colors. With this
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relaxation, particles of the same color can be kept in depots without sticking to each
other.
(B) Tilt Reconfiguration: Given a set of particles lying in a convex polygon, the task
is to find a sequence of moves such that each robot ends in the target position
under the following constraints. The workspace does not contain fixed obstacles but
particles induce static friction when lying at a boundary wall. Similar to the assembly
problem, all particles are controlled by a global force. However, by switching off the
actuation, all particles stop immediately. We refer to the problem of reconfiguring
particles with friction along boundary walls using global force by (B.1).
(C) Manipulation with Finite Automata: Given a set of robots on a grid arrangement
of empty and occupied pixels, the task is to reconfigure a polyomino defined by
occupied pixels. The reconfigurations may be the outcome of transformations like
a reflection, or a rotation. The robots may perform physical tasks like placing or
removing particles, or moving to an adjacent particle. We further assume that all
robots have constant memory, i.e., they act as finite automata.
We consider two variants (C.1) and (C.2): In the first variant, only one robot is
allowed. However, the robot may move on empty pixels and may not be connected
to the possibly disconnected set of particles. Because unconnected parts would
float away in space, we add the constraint that intermediate configurations must be
connected in the second variant.
(D) Parallel Online Algorithms: Consider k online algorithms A1 , . . . , Ak , each of them
processing the same input list I := [σ1 , ..., σm ] of m items in parallel. For some
1 ≤ i ≤ m, as soon as item σi arrives, any online algorithm must already have
processed items σ1 to σi−1 without handling these items again. We call the set
A := {A1 , . . . , Ak } a k-copy online algorithm. The cost of a k-copy online algorithm
is evaluated as the smallest cost of any algorithm Ai ∈ A.
We apply this model to the bin packing problem, where the task is to pack a
given sequence of items of size [0, 1] into as few unit sized bins as possible. We refer
to this problem as the Parallel Online Bin Packing Problem (D.1).

1.2 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of all mentioned problems and related work. We start with coordinating swarms of particles (see Section 2.1).
In particular, we give an overview of reconfiguration problems in different models in
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1.2 Outline
Section 2.1.1 and proceed with a subproblem: Shape formation. In this special case, the
target configuration is a connected shape (see also Section 2.1.2). The third part of this
section, i.e., Section 2.1.3, is dedicated to assembly problems.
In Section 2.2, we list previous work on how robots can manipulate a given arrangement
of particles or reconfiguring objects. While Section 2.2.1 gives an overview of practical
oriented work, Section 2.2.2 focuses on more theoretical results and sketches possibilities
and impossibilities using simple robots acting as finite automata. A short survey of
the current state of materials and robots used for ultralight construction is given in
Section 2.2.3. The last section gives an overview on various online algorithms for bin
packing (see Section 2.3), online algorithms with advice (see Section 2.3.1), and parallel
online algorithms (see Section 2.3.2).
Chapter 3 then highlights results from the following conference paper and journal
articles from the past years.
(A.1) The journal article “Tilt Assembly: Algorithms for Micro-factories That Build
Objects with Uniform External Forces” [28] appeared 2020 in the Algorithmica
special issue: Algorithms and Computation (see Section 3.1.1).
(A.2) The journal article “Efficient Parallel Self-Assembly Under Uniform Control
Inputs” [146] appeared 2018 in Robotics and Automation Letters (see Section 3.1.2).
(B.1) The journal article “Coordinated Particle Relocation using Finite Static Friction
With Boundary Walls” [145] appeared 2020 in Robotics and Automation Letters
(see Section 3.2).
(C.1) The conference article “CADbots: Algorithmic Aspects of Manipulating Programmable Matter with Finite Automata” [75] appears 2020 in International Workshop
on Algorithmic Foundations of Robotics (see Section 3.3.1). Also attached to this
thesis is a preprint version submitted for journal publication.
(C.2) The conference paper “Recognition and Reconfiguration of Lattice-Based Cellular
Structures by Simple Robots” [131] appeared 2020 in International Conference on
Robotics and Automation (see Section 3.3.2).
(D.1) The conference paper “Parallel Online Algorithms for the Bin Packing Problem” [76] appeared 2020 in Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms
(see Section 3.4). Also attached to this thesis is a preprint version submitted for
journal publication.
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2 Related Work
In this section, we give an overview of existing work related to the problems considered
in this thesis. We start with coordinating a swarm of particles in different models and
problem settings, i.e., work related to categories (A) and (B). After this, we consider work
related to category (C), i.e., reconfiguration problems regarding simple robots and passive
particles. Finally, we survey related work on parallel online algorithms for category (D).

2.1 Coordinating Swarms of Particles
We split this section into three subsections. We begin with related work for reconfiguration
problems and proceed with subproblems, namely shape formation and assembly.

2.1.1 Reconfiguration
Coordinating movable objects has a long history. In 1979, Reif [138] showed that the
movers problem can efficiently be solved in two and three dimensions. Given a set R of
polyhedral obstacles and a shape S, the movers problems asks whether S can be moved
from an initial position to a target position by only allowing translations and rotations.
Schwartz and Sharir [147] showed in 1983 how multiple circular objects can be moved
collision-free through a region containing obstacles. Their algorithm is polynomial in the
complexity of the region but exponential in the number of movable objects. Rubenstein
et al. [144] present algorithms for robots that are able to perform local operations to
avoid collisions among themselves. They evaluated their algorithms with a swarm of over
a thousand kilobots [142]. A survey from 2017 about robotics and algorithmic motion
planning can be found in [98, 99]. Demaine et al. [61] showed how a set of individual
movable robots in free space can be reconfigured with constant stretch, i.e., the makespan
is only a constant larger than an optimal makespan. However, if the robots are too
densely packed, no constant stretch is possible. See also [27] for a visual presentation.
With robots getting smaller, using an external force for moving the robots becomes
inevitable at some scale because the energy capacity decreases faster than the energy
demand. On actuation, all non-fixed robots/particles perform a movement into the same
direction until they hit an obstacle or another particle. Thus, making use of obstacles
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allows to reconfigure a set of particles. Deciding whether a given initial configuration of
particles in a given environment can be transformed into a desired target configuration is
NP-hard [22]. This even holds in a grid-like setting. Finding an optimal control sequence
is shown to be PSPACE-complete by Becker et al. [24]. However, if designing the obstacles
is allowed, arbitrary permutations of particles arranged as a rectangle is possible [22].
Moreover, even complex computations become possible: If we allow additional particles
of double size (i.e., two adjacent fields), full computational complexity is achieved, see
Shad et al. [149]. Further related work includes gathering a particle swarm at a single
position within polyominoes [26, 122] or Jordan regions [128]. For the case in which
human controllers have to move objects by such a swarm, Becker et al. [25] study different
control options. The results are used by Shahrokhi and Becker [151] to investigate an
automatic controller.
Considering this approach of navigation by a global external force gives rise to a number
of problems, including navigation of one particle from a start to a goal position [117],
particle computation [23, 24], or emptying a polygon [9]. Although the kilobots have
individual actuation and energy supply, they often make use of an external light source
for navigation [142]; as a consequence, directing a swarm of kilobots by switching on a
light beacon works just like activating an external force.
Recent work by Zhang et al. [174, 175] shows that there exists a workspace a constant
factor larger than the number of agents that enables complete rearrangement for an initial
rectangular configuration of agents. Shahrokhi et al. [152, 153] considered reconfiguration
problems of particles using friction at the boundary walls. However, they assume walls
have infinite friction, i.e., a particle lying at a wall will not move when there is a resulting
force parallel to the wall. Schmidt et al. [145] provide reconfiguration strategies in convex
workspaces using finite static friction.

2.1.2 Shape Formation
When robots have to reconfigure into a connected set with possibly connected intermediate
configurations, then we call the reconfiguration shape formation. There are a number of
different, related basic models. Arbuckle and Requicha [15] show how a self-organized
swarm of robots can construct a certain shape. In case of robot failures or external
disturbance, the swarm is also able to repair the shape.
In the crystalline model [163], robots are cubes with expandable and contractible arms.
With these arms, the robots can push themselves away or pull themselves to other robots.
Aloupis et al. [11] show that O(log n) parallel steps suffice to transform an arbitrary
shape into a target shape. In a subsequent paper, Aloupis et al [10] consider the model
under physical constraint like maximum velocity and strength of a single robot.
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2.1 Coordinating Swarms of Particles
Walter et al. [164] consider a model of hexagonal robots that can move on a hexagonal
grid. They provide algorithms that are (asymptotically) optimal in the number of moves.
Similar to this model, Derakhshandeh et al. [63] introduced a fundamental concept for
studying algorithmic approaches for extremely simple robots, called the Amoebot model.
In this model, decentralized active particles move on hexagonal cells by expanding (and
thus occupying two cells) and contracting. With only a few rules how the particles have
to move, the particles can form shapes like lines, triangles or hexagons [65, 67]. By first
performing a leader election, further operations are possible [57, 68]. An algorithm for
universal shape formation was presented by Di Luna et al. [70] and by Derakhshandeh et
al. [66]. The problem of coating an arbitrarily shaped object by particles was solved by
Derakhshandeh et al. [67] and analyzed in [64].
When robots are able to duplicate themselves, shapes like lines and squares can be
constructed in polylogarithmic time [171]. Further work regarding the Nubot model can
be found in [46, 47]. In the Claytronics Project [91, 92], micro-robots called Claytronic
atoms (or in short: Catoms) stick together and can move on the perimeter of each other.
Various work shows practical and theoretical results using Catoms [35,36,130,136,159,161].
Butler et al. [41] introduced a generic model to reconfigure cellular automata. This work
is then extended by Hurtado et al. [103]. They show that any reconfiguration can be
done in O(n) steps.
Other related work includes shape formation in a number of different models, such
as agents walking on DNA-based shapes [139, 160, 169], or variants of population protocols [127]. Further work includes approaches like self-folding matter [78, 100, 115] or
self-disassembling magnetic robot pebbles [87].

2.1.3 Assembly
When particles start with a disconnected configuration, stick together on contact, and the
goal is a connected shape, we call this assembly. In DNA tile self-assembly, the particles
are equipped with sophisticated bonds that ensure only a predesigned shape is produced
when mixing together a set of tiles, see [170]. This abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM)
uses Wang Tiles [165], which have a square shape and glue types on every side. Tiles
with equal glues on a square side can stick together to form larger arrangements of tiles,
provided their bonding strength exceeds the threshold value τ , called the temperature. For
early examples of related work, see Rothemund and Winfree [141] and Adleman et al. [4]
for the running time and program size for self-assembling squares. Apart from the aTAM,
there are various other models like the Two-Handed Tile Assembly Model (2HAM) [42]
and the Hierarchical Tile Assembly Model [45], in which we have no single seed but pairs
of subassemblies that can attach to each other. Furthermore, the Staged Tile Assembly
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Model [43, 44, 59, 62, 148] allows greater efficiency by assembling polyominoes in multiple
bins which are gradually combined with the content of other bins.
The aTAM and its extensions (e.g. [3, 5, 155]) are used for further research in tile-based
self-assembly. Another generalization was defined by Fekete et al. in [77], where they
use polyominoes, which consist of any number of unit square tiles, instead of only single
square tiles. Furthermore, Demaine et al. [60] show that if polygonal tile shapes are
allowed, any square-shape based assembly system can be simulated by a polygonal tile
assembly system consisting of a single tile. A survey of DNA self-assembly can be found
in [134].
In DNA self-assembly, the assembly process is non-deterministic and works by diffusion.
When particles cannot move on their own but can be controlled by a global force (e.g.,
gravity or magnetic fields) as seen in Section 2.1.1, we consider Tilt Assembly. Recent
practical work by Manzoor et al. [124] shows, it is possible to use “sticky” particles that
can be forced to bond: the overall assembly is achieved by adding particles one at a time,
attaching them to the existing sub-assembly. Becker et al. [28] show that it is possible
to decide in polynomial time if a hole-free polyomino can be constructed and provide
several theoretical results for two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes. Schmidt et
al. [146] provide algorithms for assembling subassemblies instead adding single tiles to a
seed assembly. Balanza et al. [17, 18] give complexity results for combining single tiles or
subassemblies.
This approach of externally movable tiles has been considered in practice at the
microscale level using biological cells and an MRI, see [29, 112, 113]. Becker et al. [30]
consider this for the assembly of a magnetic Gauß gun, which can be used for applying
strong local forces by very weak triggers, allowing applications such as micro-surgery.

2.2 Manipulating Programmable Matter
In this section we consider active particles (e.g., robots) that reconfigure, shape, assemble,
or disassemble passive particles (e.g., building material, or polygonal objects). In general,
a discrete grid is considered on which the robots can walk and move particles. When the
grid is the square grid, connected shapes of passive particle are also called polyominoes.
The first appearance of polyominoes is in the work from Golomb [93]. Future work
then considered different problems regarding polyominoes: Packing rectangles with
polyominoes [96, 114, 137, 157], or tiling the plane [21, 94]. Work for three-dimensional
tiling can be found in [172]. Tiling the plane or a given polyominoe with shapes is
important in our setting because robots could simply construct a scaffold and tile this
with simple shapes.
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2.2.1 Reconfiguring Objects
On the practical side, recent years have seen significant progress towards realizing systems
with simple robots moving on programmable matter. For example, it has been shown
that nanomachines have the ability to act like the head of a finite automaton on an input
tape [139], and to walk on a one- or two-dimensional surface [120, 132, 169]. Thubagere
et al. [154, 160, 166] show that robots made from DNA can simultaneously sort molecular
cargoes. Rubenstein et al. [143] consider a swarm of simple robots moving an object to a
desired destination without knowing its shape and weight. Becker et al. [31] extend this
work by using swarms of kilobots for moving objects. Hoffmann [102] proves that it is
NP-hard to decide if a robot can push its way through an area filled with movable blocks.
Akella et al. [6] consider the problem of reconfiguring an object on a conveyor belt with
a simple robot, and Lynch et al. [121] use a mobile robot with a flat pusher plate as the
gripper to manipulate objects. Sliding a component using an active tilting tray has a rich
history, especially on sensorless part orientation, see [74, 123]. Similar work also applies
to using sliding-jaw grippers with low-friction contact surfaces to localize parts without
sensing [90]. Werfel and Nagpal [167, 168] show how multiple robots can move tiles to a
partial assembly to construct a desired shape in 2D and 3D. For a connection to other
approaches to agents moving tiles see [58, 158].

2.2.2 Finite Automata as Active Particles
When dealing with micro- and nano-robotics, memory may be limited. Therefore,
considering robots with constant memory size is crucial. On the algorithmic side, there
has been a considerable amount of work dealing with robots or agents on graphs. Blum
and Kozen [33] showed that two finite automata can jointly search any unknown maze.
Other work has focused on exploring general graphs (e.g., [79,84,133]), as a distributed or
collaborative problem using multiple agents (e.g. [32, 39, 56, 82]) or with space limitations
(e.g. [72, 83–86]). Recent work by Disser et al [73] shows that for agents with constant
memory Θ(n log n) pebbles are always sufficient and sometimes necessary to explore a
graph.
Another problem related to robots on graphs is the rendezvous search problem [12],
where two robots are searching for each other in a known or unknown environment.
Anderson and Weber [13] presented an optimal strategy for discrete locations. The
deterministic rendezvous problem as a variant of the previously described problem was
also a subject of research [69, 125, 135, 156]. Considering more than two robots, we
face the gathering problem, which was investigated on graphs [54, 71, 111] or, related
to more realistic robotic scenarios, in the plane [49, 53, 80]. Further work focusing on
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a setting of robots on graphs includes network exploration [55], intruder caption and
graph searching [34, 81], and black hole search [126]. Models based on automate and
movable objects have also been studied in the context of one-dimensional arrays, e.g.,
pebble automata [150].
Gmyr et al. [89] introduced a model with two types of particles: active robots acting
like a deterministic finite automaton moving on passive tile particles. They present
algorithms for shape formation [89] and shape recognition [88] using this Hybrid model.
Using the same model with some modifications, Fekete et al. [75] introduced more complex
geometric algorithms for copying, reflecting, rotating and scaling a given polyomino as
well as an algorithm for constructing a bounding box surrounding a polyomino. One
modification with a big impact is that the robot and the particles may now be disconnected
during the transformation. As shown in [131], we are able to adapt all our presented
algorithms to maintain connectivity during the runtime, provided that we are allowed to
use at least two robots or one robot and a special marker. Practical motivation for this
work arises both at very small and very large dimensions. See also the overview in [23]
for a discussion of work on particle computation and programmable matter, and [1, 131]
for a description of possible applications for building large-scale structures in space.

2.2.3 Robots and Material
On the practical side ultra-light material has been developed, as described by Cheung and
Gershenfeld [48], and Gregg et al. [95]. Modular two-dimensional elements mechanically
link in 3D to form reversibly assembled composite lattices. This process is not limited by
scale, and it enables disassembly and reconfiguration. As shown by Cramer et al. [51] and
Jenett et al. [105], large but light-weight structures can be built from these components.
Jenett et al. have developed autonomous robots that move on the surface [104, 107] or
within the cellular structure [106]. With the help of these robots, individual cells can be
attached to an existing assembly, or moved to a different location. An approach for global
optimization of a corresponding motion plan has been described by Costa et al. [50],
while the design of hierarchical structures was addressed by Jenett et al. [108].

2.3 Online Algorithms
Online algorithms have a rich history. However, we will only give an overview of online
bin packing and online algorithms with advice in this section. For an overview for general
online algorithms, e.g., see the survey of Albers [7].
Regarding bin packing, there is a wide range of classical online algorithms. The
Next Fit algorithm [52] achieves a competitive ratio of 2, whereas Almost Any
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Fit algorithms [109] like First Fit or Best Fit achieve competitive ratios of 1.7.
An important online bin packing algorithm is HarmonicM , introduced by Lee and
Lee [116], which achieves a competitive ratio of less than 1.692 for M → ∞. In this
algorithm, M is an input parameter denoting how many different item classes should be
considered. Based on HarmonicM , Son Of Harmonic by Heydrich and van Stee [101]
achieves a competitive ratio of 1.5816. The currently best known algorithm is Advanced
Harmonic, which achieves a competitve ratio of 1.57829 [19].
For lower bounds, Yao [173] established a value of 3/2 that was later improved to
1.536, independently by Brown [40] and by Liang [118]. Using a generalization of their
methods, van Vliet [162] proved a lower bound of 1.5401. Balogh et al. [20] improved the
lower bound to 1.54278.

2.3.1 Related Work on Online Bin Packing With Advice
In the context of online algorithms with advice, Boyar et al. [38] showed that an
online algorithm with ndlog(OP T (I))e bits of advice is sufficient and that at least
(n − 2OP T (I)) · log(OP T (I)) bits of advice are necessary to achieve optimality. Here, n
denotes the length of the input sequence I, and OP T (I) denotes the cost of an optimal
offline solution. In the same paper, they presented an online bin packing algorithm, namely
ReserveCritical, with O(log(n)) + o(log(n)) bits of advice that is 1.5-competitive and
an algorithm with 2n + o(n) bits of advice that is 43 -competitive. Zhao and Shen [176]
developed an algorithm using 3n + o(n) bits of advice achieving a competitive ratio of
1
5
1
4 opt + 2. Renault et al. [140] developed an (1 + ε)-competitive algorithm using O( ε log ε )
bits of advice per request.
Based on ReserveCritical, Angelopoulos et al. [14] developed the algorithm RedBlue with constant advice that is 1.5-competitive. Their second algorithm achieves a
competitive ratio of 1.47012 + ε with finite advice that is exponentially dependent on ε.
However, to beat the competitive ratio of 1.5 an enormous amount of advice is needed,
which makes the algorithm impractical.
In terms of lower bounds, Boyar et al. [38] proved that no competitive ratio better
than 9/8 can be reached by any algorithm that uses sub-linear advice. Angelopoulos et
al. [14] improved this bound to 7/6.

2.3.2 Related Work on Parallel Online Algorithms
Parallel algorithms have already been considered in the field of online algorithms with
advice. Boyar et al. [37] presented an algorithm for the online list update problem,
making use of 2 bits of advice to choose one out of three algorithms. This algorithm
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achieves a competitive ratio of 5/3, beating the lower bound for conventional online
algorithms of 2. A practical application of this algorithm was shown by Kamali and
Ortiz [110], who applied it in the Burrows-Wheeler transform compression. More work
on parallel online algorithms include parallel scheduling [8], finding independent sets [97]
and the “multiple-cow” version of the linear search problem [119].
While online algorithms with advice mostly focus on the amount of advice to allow
classification of online algorithms and problems, k-copy online algorithms focus on small
finite values for k and thus small finite amounts of advice, with more emphasis on
practical application. The perspective on different algorithms running in parallel instead
of abstract arbitrary information facilitates finer optimization in some cases.
Also, when considering online algorithms with advice, the number of algorithm can
only be doubled by increasing the amount of advice by one bit. The perspective of k-copy
algorithms allows arbitrary k ∈ N for the number of algorithms.
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3 Summary
This section highlights the results from our papers attached to this thesis and provides a
set of open problems for each category. In addition to the published conference version
for (C.1) and (D.1), we also attach a version submitted for journal publication.

3.1 Assembly With Global Control
This first section is dedicated to category (A): Tilt Assembly. We start with providing
results for (A.1), i.e., when only one particle at a time can be added. In the second
subsection we show results for (A.2), i.e., when multiple subpolyominoes can be combined
in a single step.

3.1.1 Tilt Assembly
In our paper “Tilt Assembly: Algorithms for Micro-factories That Build Objects with
Uniform External Forces” [28], we consider the problem (A.1), i.e., assembling a polyomino
from N particles through global control with the restriction that only one particle at a
time can be added to the seed assembly. We assume that the initial seed assembly is a
single particle. Furthermore, we consider a relaxed model, in which the current assembly
P is fixed in space and particles are shot at P . More precisely, we consider the following
model: Given a direction d ∈ {n, e, s, w} (for north, east, west, and south) and ` ∈ Z, a
construction step is defined by (d, `). In a construction step, a particle t arrives from
coordinates (`, ∞) (i.e., from the north), (∞, `) (i.e., from the east), (`, −∞) (i.e., from
the south), or (−∞, `) (i.e., from the west) and moves in direction d until t is adjacent
to a particle of P . A polyomino P is constructible if and only if there is a sequence
σ = ((d1 , `1 ), (d2 , `2 ), . . . , (dN −1 , `N −1 )), such that the resulting polyomino P 0 , induced
by successively adding tiles with σ, is equal to P .
Clearly, the relaxed model can be converted back to the original model. Given a
construction sequence σ for a polyomino P , we can show how to generate a maze from σ,
in which we can produce several copies of P , with each copy assembled from N particles
in amortized constant time.
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t

(a) Removing t destroys decomposability. The polyomino can be decomposed by starting with the three particles above t.

t

(b) Removing the locally convex particle
t leaves the polyomino non-decomposable;
it can be decomposed by starting from the
bottom or the sides.

Figure 3.1: Two polyominoes and their locally convex particles (white). (a) Removing
non-locally convex particles may destroy decomposability. (b) With nonsimple polygons we may not be able to remove locally convex particles.
To decide if a polyomino P is constructible, we look at the reverse. P is decomposable
if and only if there is a particle t such that P \ t is decomposable and such that we
can remove t from P along a vertical or horizontal line without hitting or sliding along
another particle. Reversing this decomposition sequence yields a construction sequence.
Now, the goal is to identify particles in P that we can remove without destroying
constructibility. Figure 3.1 shows that removing certain particles may destroy decomposability. A class of particles preserving decomposability after their removal for simple
polyominoes (i.e., polyominoes that do not contain holes) is the set of locally convex
particles. We call a particle t locally convex if we can place a 2 × 2 square S such that
S only contains t. With that, we can remove one locally convex particle after another
yielding a decomposition sequence. By reversing this sequence we obtain a construction
sequence. If at some point no locally convex particle can be removed, then P is not
constructible. By using balanced trees of particles for every x- and y- coordinate, we
achieve a runtime of O(N log N ).
Theorem 1. The decision problem, whether a simple polyomino with N pixels can be
constructed, can be solved in time O(N log N ).
For non-simple polyominoes (i.e., polyominoes with holes) the hardness of the decision
problem is still open. One problem is that the removal of a locally convex particle can
destroy constructibility (see Figure 3.1(b)).
This leads us to the following question. What can we do for polyominoes that are not
constructible in this model or for which we do not know if they are constructible? We
also consider the maximization problem: For a given polyomino P , what is the largest
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in

out

Figure 3.2: (Left) This polyomino can only be constructed by starting at “in” and ending
at “out”. (Right) Generalization to three dimensions. If we start on the right
side, then we cannot insert the red cube because it is blocked from all six
directions. With these gadgets we can enforce a seed particle.
P 0 ⊆ P that is constructible? By a reduction from the independent set problem, we see
1
0
3
that
√ it is hard to even approximate the polyomino P better than Ω(N ). However, an
O( N ) approximation is possible with the following strategy, if P is simple. Consider an
optimal solution P ∗ and a smallest enclosing box B containing P ∗ . Then, there are two
pixels onpthe boundary, such that the shortest path S between both pixels has length
at least |P ∗ |. To find a constructible path that has length at least |S|, we check for
any two pixel p1 and p2 in P if a shortest path from p1 to p2 within P is constructible.
√
Clearly, taking the longest constructible path has length at least |S| and is thus a N
approximation.
What about 3D?
In 3D, we can easily prove the decision problem to be NP-hard by a reduction from 3SAT.
By using a one-way gadget as shown in Figure 3.2, we can enforce a construction sequence
to begin with this gadget. Then a layer is used to choose a true/false assignment of
variables (see Figure 3.3(a)). Beneath this layer we use clause gadgets (see Figure 3.3(b)).
Only if at least one of the three parts is kept free from above, then we can construct this
gadget completely. Therefore, we can construct this polycube if only if the 3SAT formula
is satisfiable. An example of the resulting polycube can be seen in Figure 3.4.
Theorem 2. Deciding whether a polycube is constructible is NP-hard.
Similar to the two-dimensional case, approximating polycubes is NP-hard within a
certain factor. However, no approximation algorithm is known so far. The difficulties
of 3D constructions is further highlighted by the fact that even deciding if there exists
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true

false

true

x1

false

x2

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Top-view on the polycube. (Left) In the beginning we have to block the
access from the top for either the true or false part of the variable. The
variable is assigned the blocked value. (Right) Three gadgets for a clause.
Only two of them can be built if the particles are only able to come from the
east, south, and west.

x1 _ x2 _ x 3

x2 _ x3 _ x4

x1 _ x3 _ x4
n
e

w
s

x1

x1

x2

x2

x3

x3

x4

x4

Figure 3.4: Top-view on the polycube. We start building the top layer (crosshatched
area as in Figure 3.3(a)) and have to block either the true or the false part of
each variable from above. The blocked parts have to be built with insertions
only from east, west, and south. For each clause, we use the gadget from
Figure 3.3(b). All other parts can simply be inserted from above in the end.
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a constructible path between two particles is NP-hard. Again, a proof is based on a
reduction from 3SAT.
Open Problems
Using our relaxed model for Tilt Assembly, we have shown that we can decide constructibility in polynomial time for simple polyominoes. However, when using the original
model, i.e., the seed assembly moves within a maze together with all other particles,
the class of constructible shapes increases. Figure 3.5 shows a polyomino that is not
constructible in our relaxed model but constructible in the original model using a sophisticated maze construction. This also opens the question whether scaling is useful. By
scaling up a given polyomino P , the space between two particles of P increases and we
may be able to transport a new particle within the shape using a small maze gadget.
Open Problem 1. In the Tilt Assembly model, classify constructible shapes. Furthermore, is it true that any shape can be constructed if scaling is allowed?
When considering non-simple polyominoes, multiple questions remain open. The most
interesting question is the constructibility of these shapes.
Open Problem 2. What is the complexity of deciding whether a non-simple polyomino
is constructible? Is there an approximation algorithm for the optimization problem?
In our model, we considered full tilts only, i.e., particles move as long as they are not
blocked by an obstacle or by another particle. What happens if we consider single step
tilts? One conjecture is that any shape can be built if we are allowed to scale the shape
by factor three. The idea is to construct a scaffold and keep tunnels free to still reach
positions within the shape.
Open Problem 3. How do the complexities of problems change when we consider tilt
assembly with single step tilts?
√
Another problem is that we only can guarantee a approximation factor of O( N )
when searching for a polyomino P 0 ⊆ P . However, when adding/removing only a few
pixels to/from P , the resulting polyomino is easily constructible. For an example see
Figure 3.6. When only adding pixels is allowed, this problem gets closely related to 3D
printing where auxiliary material is used to print areas that are not reachable otherwise,
or to stabilize weak spots.
Open Problem 4. Let P be a polyomino. What is the complexity to find a constructible
polyomino P 0 that best approximates P ? What is the complexity in three dimensions?
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(a) Polyomino P

(b) Intermediate configuration

(c) Left

(d) Up

(e) Right

(f) Down

(g) Right

(h) Left

(i) Down

Figure 3.5: (a): A polyomino P that is not constructible in our relaxed model. (b): An
intermediate configuration. (c)-(g): Steps for adding a particle to the shape
at a position that is unreachable in our relaxed model. (h)-(i) Releasing P .
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t1

t2

Figure 3.6: A polyomino P (gray) we cannot construct. When adding any of the black
particles to P or removing t1 or t2 from P , the resulting shape becomes
constructible.

3.1.2 Parallel Tilt Assembly
For problem (A.2), where subpolyominoes can be combined with each other, challenges
arise because all particles must stay in the same labyrinth all the time: How can we
synchronize the global movements such that all subpolyominoes are built and fused in a
correct way, and how many subpolyominoes can we combine at the same time?
In our second paper of this thesis, “Efficient Parallel Self-Assembly Under Uniform
Control Inputs” [146], we show that orthogonal convex polyominoes can be constructed
using O(1) steps (see Figure 3.7). A polyomino P is called orthogonal convex if the
intersection of any vertical or horizontal line with the polyomino P is a connected
set. Furthermore, we provide construction sequences for a large class of polyominoes,
where, apart from orthogonal convex subpolyominoes, subpolyominoes can only be joined
pairwise at each step. The class of polyominoes includes simple polyominoes as well as
non-simple polyominoes, whose holes are convex.
Similar to the previous section, we consider a deconstruction sequence instead of
constructing the shape bottom-up. We start with the definition of cuts. Consider some
polyomino P and some line ` cutting P between particles. We say ` is a valid p-cut
if ` cuts P into p subpolyominoes that can be pulled apart into opposite directions
without blocking each other. A valid p-cut is straight if any intersection of the cut with
P has no turns. A valid p-cut in a polyomino P preserves deconstructibility if P and
all induced subpolyominoes P1 , . . . , Pp are deconstructible by cuts. Using only valid
2-cuts for polyominoes, we can show that these cuts preserve deconstructibility. Another
positive aspect of valid 2-cuts is that only 2-cuts starting at locally reflex particles have
to be considered. A particle t is called locally reflex if and only if there is a 2 × 2 square
containing t, two neighbors of t, and an empty pixel.
Theorem 3. For simple polyominoes with N pixels, a valid straight 2-cut can be found
in time O(N + r2 log r), where r is the number of locally reflex particles. For polyominoes
with convex holes, the time increases to O(N + r3 log r).
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Polyomino P

1. Right

2. Up

3. Right

4. Left

5. Down

6. Right

7. Up

8. Right

Figure 3.7: Convex polyominoes can be assembled in six movement steps. A copy of the
polyomino P is released every five steps after the first copy. A video showing
an animation can be found at https://youtu.be/_R_puO0smPs.

Recursively using valid 2-cuts on non-convex polyominoes yields a deconstruction tree,
whose leaves are orthogonal convex polyominoes. By using cuts through locally reflex
corners, we can bound the depth of this tree by O(r) for simple polyominoes (O(r2 ) for
polyominoes with convex holes). From this decomposition tree we can easily construct
a maze and a move sequence that build the polyomino. We reverse the decomposition
tree and obtain a construction tree. Using the construction shown in Figure 3.7, we can
construct the convex polyominoes in the leaves in parallel with a constant number of
commands, i.e., hr, u, r, l, di. Note that repeating this sequence produces a convex shape
in each gadget for each repetition.
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Now, consider two nodes in the construction tree that have a common parent. We can
use the gadgets shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9 to easily combine two subpolyominoes induced
by a vertical 2-cut. When turning these gadgets by 90 degrees we obtain gadgets that
combine subpolyominoes induced by horizontal 2-cuts. If we use a rotated gadget, then
we extend our tilt sequence to hr, u, d, u, r, l, di. Note that this sequence still correctly
assembles all convex polyominoes and subpolyominoes (comparing with Figure 3.7, we
would insert a d and u tilt between steps 2 and 3, and between 7 and 8). All these
gadgets can be used in parallel and can also be used with the same sequence of commands
(see Figure 3.10 for an example). Whenever we repeat the sequence hr, u, d, u, r, l, di,
we move one level up in the construction tree. Thus, O(r) (O(r2 ), resp.) commands
suffice to produce the polyomino. This is sublinear in the number N of particles of many
polyominoes, namely for polyominoes with N ∈ ω(r) (N ∈ ω(r2 ), resp.). However, for
simple polyominoes there are examples for which we cannot perform better than O(N ) if
we only use 2-cuts for non-convex polyominoes (see Figure 3.11).
A further positive result is that monotone shapes can be constructed in time logarithmic
in the number of locally reflex particles. A polyomino P is x-monotone if and only if any
intersection of a vertical line with P results in a connected set. It comes immediately
clear that cutting with any vertical line yields a valid 2-cut. By recursively choosing the
cut such that the number of locally reflex particles is halved, we obtain a decomposition
tree with height O(log r), whose leaves are again orthogonal convex polyominoes.
Open Problems
Instead of only relying on straight 2-cuts, we can also use valid non-straight 2-cuts to
decompose polyominoes. However, it is currently not known whether using non-straight
2-cuts increases the class of constructible shapes using 2-cuts.
Open Problem 5. Let P2− (P2∼ , resp.) be the class of polyominoes constructible by
valid straight 2-cuts (valid non-straight 2-cuts, resp.). Is it true that
P2− 6= P2∼ ?
Another problem occurs when considering p-cuts for p > 2 for non-convex polyominoes.
As can be seen in Figure 3.11 right, there are polyominoes that cannot be constructed by
only using 2-cuts. However, combining more than two subpolyominoes seems harder and
requires sophisticated maze gadgets.
Open Problem 6. How can we make use of p-cuts to efficiently assembly polyominoes
for any p ≥ 2? Are there shapes we cannot construct in this model?
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Figure 3.8: Assembling two subpolyominoes P1 and P2 , where the topmost particle of P1
lies above the topmost particle of P2 . This is the same movement sequence
as for constructing convex polyominoes.
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Figure 3.9: Assembling two subpolyominoes P1 and P2 , where the topmost particle of P2
lies above the topmost particle of P1 . This is the same movement sequence
as for constructing convex polyominoes.
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Figure 3.10: A complete example constructing the polyomino in the top-left box. State
shown is after an up-movement and its previous state in translucent colors.
Top-left box: A polyomino P with locally convex particles (red), locally
reflex particles (blue), and particles that are both locally convex and locally
reflex (orange, striped).

Figure 3.11: Left: A polyomino needing Ω(N ) steps to build because we cannot separate the green nor the orange part efficiently from the grey part. Right:
Polyomino which is not 2-cuttable. Any cut splits the polyomino either in
two subpolyominoes which cannot be pulled apart or into more than two
subpolyominoes.
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3.2 Reconfiguration With Global Control and Static Friction
This section considers problem (B.1) and highlights results from our paper “Coordinated
Particle Relocation using Finite Static Friction With Boundary Walls” [145]. See also [16]
for an animation of our results. Given a start configuration configuration C and a target
configuration C 0 , we are interested in a sequence of moves that transforms C into C 0 .
Previous work [22] use obstacles placed at specific locations as seen in the previous
section. However, this can be difficult and intricate in practice. Therefore, we are
interested in the following question: How can we reconfigure particles when no obstacles
are present and when the workspace is convex? We consider a model of global control in
junction with finite static friction along the boundary. For infinite friction, Shahrokhi
et al. [152, 153] show that any configuration can be transformed into any other by a
minimum number of steps.
In the following, we denote by θ the angle of friction and by µ := tan θ the coefficient
of friction. For a particle r at time t, let N(boundaryxr (t) ) be the normal to the boundary
at position xr (t). If it is clear from the context we also refer to r as the position of
the particle. Let u(t) denote a move command at time t. For a particle r lying on the
boundary, let α = arccos(u(t) · N(boundaryxr (t) )). The velocity ẋr (t) of particle r at time
t is defined as follows:


if xr (t) ∈ boundary and α ≤ θ,
0,
ẋr (t) = ck ku(t)k · sin α, if xr (t) ∈ boundary and π2 ≥ α > θ,


ku(t)k,
otherwise

Here, ck < 1 is some coefficient depending on the kinetic friction. See Figure 3.12 for
an illustration. In our paper, we only consider the first and the third case, i.e., each
particle moves at full speed or does not move at all.
It is straightforward to see that this model is less powerful than with infinite friction.
This is shown by the fact that in a square with three particles there are extreme
configurations we cannot reach: Let r1 , r2 and r3 be three particles in a unit square and
let r̃1 = (0, 0), r̃2 = (0, 1) and r̃3 = (1, 12 ) be their target positions. By a simple case
analysis, we can show that none of the three particles can be the last particle that reaches
its target position. Therefore, we firstly concentrate on two particles. To reconfigure
two particles r1 and r2 , we proceed in two steps: As a first step, reconfigure the two
particles such that their relative position matches the relative position of their goals, i.e.,
r1 − r2 = r̃1 − r̃2 . Then, translate both particles to their goal positions.
A tool used for the analysis is the ∆-configuration ∆P denoting the set of all possible
relative positions of two particles in a polygon P . More formally, ∆P := {p1 − p2 |
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r2
r2
u(t)
r1

ures (t) r1

u(t)

u(t)

θ
u(t)

N (boundaryxr1 (t) )

θ θ
N (boundaryxr1 (t) )

Figure 3.12: Left: An input force command u(t) within the cone ±θ about the normal to
the boundary results in no motion of r1 . Right: An input force command
u(t) outside the cone results in a motion of both particles. Observe that r1
slides along the boundary with a resulting force ures (t).
Cj

r2 − r1

r̃1

r2

(0, 0)

Ci

r1

r̃2
r̃2 − r̃1

Figure 3.13: Left: A six-sided polygon P with start positions r1 and r2 for two particles
and their goal positions r̃1 and r̃2 . Middle: The ∆ configuration of the polygon and the positions of the start and end configuration. Right: Lightgray
(darkgray) area corresponds to the Ci -area (Cj -area, resp.).
p1 , p2 ∈ P }. By defining strategies how to move the particles, we cover parts of ∆P . If
the covered area in ∆P over all strategies is exactly ∆P , then we can reconfigure two
particles to an arbitrary configuration. In particular, the strategies we developed for a
polygon with n corners C0 , . . . , Cn−1 cover parts of the Ci -area for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
The Ci -area is the union of P and −P (i.e., P rotated by π2 ) in ∆P both having Ci
centered at the origin. For examples see Figure 3.13.
In the following, we describe a strategy to cover a Ci -area. One approach is to fix
one particle r1 in Ci and use zig-zagging movements to translate the second particle r2 .
Provided that θ is sufficiently large, we can place r2 anywhere in P without moving r1 .
The second approach is to place r2 in a corner Cj and r1 in Ci . From this configuration,
we try to move r2 anywhere in P while keeping r1 in Ci . This, however, does not work
for any corner Cj because some movements for the particle in Cj will always move the
particle in Ci no matter how large θ is. On the positive side, for any corner Ci there
is at least one corner Cj from which we can move r2 anywhere in P while keeping r1
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in Ci provided that there is sufficient friction. For a corner Ci , the set of all such Cj is
denoted by Pi . With this strategy, we can provide a sufficient large angle of friction with
which we can cover the whole ∆-configuration, i.e., we can reach any configuration. The
following theorem shows that θ only depends on the geometry of the polygon.
Theorem 4. Let P be a convex polygon with vertices C0 , . . . , Cn−1 , angles γ0 , . . . , γn−1 ,
+
−
and exterior angles δ0 , . . . , δn−1 . Also define Pi,j
:= {Ci , Ci+1 , . . . , Cj−1 , Cj } and Pi,j
:=




γ
+
−
{Ci , Ci−1 , . . . , Cj+1 , Cj }. If θ > max min γ2i , max 2j , ηi,j
, where
− π2 , ηi,j
− π2
0≤i<n j∈Pi
P
P
+
−
ηi,j
:=
:=
δk and ηi,j
δk , then every configuration of two particles can be
−
Ck ∈Pi−1,j+1

+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j−1

reached.

Theorem 4 directly implies that for regular polygons a coefficient of friction of µ > cot( πn )
is sufficient for reconfiguration, and for triangles with angles α ≤ β ≤ γ an angle of friction
θ > π2 − β suffices to guarantee any reconfiguration. But, what can we achieve with
more than two particles? As already noted, for three particles there are configurations
we cannot reach. However, if θ > π4 ,1 then we can reach all configurations, where one
particle lies within the rectangle spanned by the other two particles. Another positive
result is that we can arbitrarily permute a line of particles in a square provided that
θ > π4 .1
Open Problems
In our paper, we only provided angles of friction that are sufficient. Therefore, an
interesting open problem is to find lower bounds for θ until which we are not able to
reach all configurations.
Open Problem 7. Given a convex polygon P and two particles, what is the minimum
required angle of friction to reach all configurations?
Furthermore, we only considered special cases for many particles. Extending the work
to more classes of configurations seems natural.
Open Problem 8. Classify configurations of n particles that can or cannot be reached.
Another extension is to consider dynamic friction. Depending on the shape of the
polygon, even small friction values seem to suffice to reach more configuration than with
static friction only.
Open Problem 9. How can we use dynamic friction to reach more configurations?
1

In the paper we state θ >
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π
,
2

which corresponds to infinite friction. This is typographical error.
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3.3 Reconfiguring Passive Particles With Finite Automata
In this section, we provide results for category (C), where the task is to reconfigure a
given arrangement of particles into a target configuration through simple robots. We
start without enforcing connectivity of intermediate configurations, i.e., (C.1) and then
show for (C.2) how multiple robots can be used to maintain connectivity.
In particular, we consider the following model. Let G = (Z, E) be the (infinite) grid
with edges between all pairs of nodes that are within unit distance. Each node of G is
called a pixel , and each pixel may be occupied by a particle, or is empty. Two pixels p1
and p2 build a diagonal pair if |x1 − x2 | = |y1 − y2 | = 1. Consider the maximal connected
set of particles P . If for each diagonal pair (p1 , p2 ) ∈ P × P there is a particle p that is
adjacent to p1 and p2 , then we call P a polyomino. If there is no such particle p, then
(p1 , p2 ) is called a forbidden pair. By w (h) we denote the width (height) of P . The
boundary ∂P of a polyomino P is the set of all particles that are adjacent to an empty
pixel or build a diagonal pair with an empty pixel.
Robots move on pixels and act as deterministic finite automata. More precisely, robots
perform look-compute-move cycles, i.e., the robot reads the states of the underlying and
adjacent pixels, computes the next step, and performs one of three actions. (1) The robot
moves to an adjacent pixel, (2) places a particle, i.e., changes the state of the pixel to
occupied, or (3) removes a particle, i.e., changes the state of the pixel to empty. To allow
communication between multiple robots, the look-phase of each robot can be extended
to scan the states of robots in the neighborhood, i.e., the set of all pixels within unit
distance.

3.3.1 Without Connectivity Constraints
In our paper “CADbots: Algorithmic Aspects of Manipulating Programmable Matter with
Finite Automata” [75], we show that one single robot can perform operations such as
counting the number of particles or corners, or bounding, scaling, rotating, reflecting and
copying a given shape. In particular, the robot is able to perform any operation that
can be described by a Turing machine. However, we do not guarantee that intermediate
configurations are connected.
To bound a given polyomino P , the robot seeks for a suitable starting position (e.g.,
local minimum in the vertical direction) and starts constructing a rectangular bounding
box in a zig-zag fashion (see Figure 3.14). With this zig-zag shape the robot can always
distinguish between particles of P and the bounding box because P does not contain a
forbidden pair.
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The construction proceeds in three phases. (I) Finding a leftmost local y-minimal
particle, (II) the bounding box construction, (III) a clean-up phase. In Phase (II), we
begin two positions beneath the starting position to wrap a zig-zag line around P , i.e.,
whenever we encounter a convex corner of P we construct a corner of the bounding box;
otherwise we try to build a zig-zag line straight ahead. At some point, we cannot carry
on building this line because there is a particle of P blocking further construction. In
this case, we shift the current line as shown in Figure 3.15 left. If this is not possible,
we distinguish two cases. (1) If the line we shift is the first line of the bounding box,
then there is a particle of P to the left of our starting position. We remove the line and
move left until this particle of P is reached. From there, we restart with Phase (I). (2)
Otherwise, we deconstruct the current line until shifting is possible again or we proceed
constructing the previous line (see Figure 3.15 right).
When the robot finds another particle of the bounding box, Phase (III), the clean-up
phase is started. The robot removes tiles beginning with the starting position, and pushes
the last line until we obtain a rectangular box (see Figure 3.16).
After constructing the bounding box all other operation are straightforward. To count
the number of particles of the polyomino P , we scan the bounding box column-wise.
Every time we encounter a particle of P , we move it aside to mark this pixel as counted,
and increase a counter we place outside the bounding box. Note that this procedure is
not only restricted to counting particles. We can count any feature as long as we can
identify this feature with a local lookup, e.g., when counting corners of the polyomino.
Being able to count brings us to the next operation: simulating Turing machines. See
Figure 3.17 for an overview of the construction. The idea is to code the height and width
of the bounding box in binary on a one dimensional tape (‘1’ if a pixel is occupied, ‘0’ if
a pixel is empty) and then write the polyomino onto the same tape. By using particles

Figure 3.14: A polyomino P (gray) surrounded by a bounding box of particles (black) on
the inner lane (solid line) and particles on the outer lane (dashed line).
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Figure 3.15: Left: Further construction is not possible. Therefore, we shift the line
upwards (see light gray particles). Right: A further shift produces a conflict
with the polyomino. Thus, we remove particles (diagonal stripes) and
proceed with the shift (light gray) when there is no more conflict.

t
s

Figure 3.16: Left: During Phase (II), starting in s, we eventually reach a particle t
(diagonal stripes) at which the bounding box is split into three directions.
In the clean-up phase (Phase (III)), the part between s and t (dark gray
particles) gets removed, followed by straightening the bounding box along
the dashed line. Right: The final bounding box.
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modified bounding
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smallest rectangle R
that contains the
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to be filled by the
binary representation of the black polyomino

1 1 t 1 1 0 t

blank tiles separating different binary strings
auxiliary
line `3

↑

position tile indicating current writing position

auxiliary
line `1

Figure 3.17: Overview of the Turing machine simulation. After writing the number of
lines and columns of the polyomino onto the tape (`2 ), we can write down
P . Particles below the tape denote separators t. Using another line `3 , we
can mark the current writing position.
at special places, we can denote a separator (‘t’) to split the strings for width, height,
and the polyomino. Further particles mark the left and right border of the tape. After
applying the operation of the Turing machine, we can transform the resulting string back
to obtain a two dimensional shape again.
Theorem 5. Let P1 and P2 be two polyominoes with |P1 | = |P2 | = N . There is a
strategy transforming P1 into P2 if there is a Turing machine transforming S(P1 ) into
S(P2 ). The robot needs O(∂P1 + ∂P2 + ST M ) auxiliary particles, O(N 4 + TT M ) steps,
and Θ(N 2 + ST M ) of additional space, where TT M and ST M are the number of steps and
additional space needed by the Turing machine.
Although we can perform all further operation with the help of this reduction to a
Turing machine, a lot of extra space and particles may be needed. In the following, we
describe how other operations can be performed in a more efficient way.
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Copying
To copy a polyomino P , we again scan column-wise through the bounding box and copy
particles one at a time. To guarantee that all particles in the copy have the identical
distances to all other particles like in the original polyomino, we use bridge particles as a
special marker (see Figure 3.18). While we scan a column, we add a bridge particle to
the copy for each empty pixel. When a column has been copied, we remove all bridge
particles and carry on with the next column.
Theorem 6. Copying a polyomino P column-wise can be done within O(wh2 ) unit
steps using O(N ) auxiliary particles and O(wh) additional space in O(h) extra rows and
columns.

Bridge Tiles

Figure 3.18: Left: Intermediate step while copying the third column of a polyomino (gray
particles) with bridges (dark gray particles). The robot ( ) moves to next
pixel along the black line. Right: When the column is copied the bridges
get removed and the robot proceeds with the next column. In this case the
robot finds an empty pixel, places a bridge particle two steps to the left and
a bridge particle below the bounding box.

Reflecting
A reflection is done in a similar way. For a horizontal reflection, we proceed row-wise
from bottom to top and transfer each row in the reversed order below the bounding box.
Again, by using bridge particles, we also guarantee correct distances between particles.
See Figure 3.19 for an illustration of intermediate steps.
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Theorem 7. Reflecting a polyomino P horizontally can be done in O(w2 h) unit steps,
using O(w) of additional space and O(w) auxiliary particles. A vertical reflection can be
performed analogously.

Current row
for polyomino tiles
and bridge tiles

{

Figure 3.19: Left: Beginning of reflecting the second row. Because the current pixel is
occupied, the robot moves the particle to the right below the bounding box
(particle with dotted border). Note that the extra space between P and
the bounding box is used by bridge particles (dark gray) to denote empty
pixels above. Right: Intermediate step of reflecting the second row. The
next position is empty, thus, the robot will move the corresponding bridge
particle next.

Rotating
Rotating a shape poses a challenge because the dimensions of a polyomino with width
w and height h changes from w × h to h × w. A straightforward approach by moving
the rows bottom-up to the right of the bounding box is therefore inefficient because
too much space is needed. By first reflecting the shape across the line y = x and then
reflecting horizontally or vertically (depending on a left or right rotation), we obtain
a more efficient strategy. We already know how to perform the latter reflection. The
former reflection can be achieved by the following strategy.
We place particles to mark the current column and the current row we want to reflect
next (see tc and t1 in Figure 3.20(a)). Another particle marks the pixel whose state we
transfer next (see t2 in Figure 3.20(a)). Once more, bridge particles are used to denote
empty pixels. Figure 3.20 shows intermediate steps how to reflect across the line y = x.
Theorem 8. There is a strategy to rotate a polyomino P by ± π2 within O((w + h)wh)
unit steps, using O(w + h + |w − h|h) of additional space in O(|w − h| + 1) extra rows
and columns and O(w + h) auxiliary particles.
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(a) Left: Intermediate construction before expanding the bounding box. Markers t1 , t2 and tc are
already placed. Middle: Construction after expanding the bounding box. Right: Intermediate
step while reflecting the first column over the x = y line. Note that we start the column with
distance five to the bounding box. This is needed to build the row upwards without hitting P if
w is close to h.
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(b) Left: Intermediate step while building the first reflected row. Note that the left side of the
bounding box has been extended to make more space. Right: Intermediate step after reflecting
the first column and row (original column and row are marked in light gray). Numbers show the
matching between original position and new position of particles.
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(c) Left: First row and column have been moved down and left to make space for the next row
and column. Right: Merging the first two columns and rows.

Figure 3.20: Intermediate steps of reflecting a polyomino across the line y = x.
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Scaling
Scaling a shape by a constant factor c is straightforward when the bounding box is
already present. First, scale each column, then, scale each row. To scale a column, we
proceed from left to right, shift any column to the right of the current column c units
further to the right, and fill up the gap with copies of the current column. Scaling a row
is done analogously.
Theorem 9. Given a constant c, the robot can scale the polyomino by c within O((w2 +
h2 )c2 N ) unit steps using O(c2 wh) of additional space in O(c(w + h)) additional rows
and columns, using O(c2 N ) auxiliary particles.

3.3.2 Connected Reconfiguration
When connection of intermediate arrangements is required, e.g., when working in space
where disconnected parts could simply float away, new challenges arise. One particular
problem is that one robot cannot even search a maze. However, two robots are sufficient [33]. Also, while constructing a bounding box, the robot must always be able
to distinguish between the bounding box and the polyomino while both of them are
connected through a particle. Furthermore, the bounding box may not build as a zig-zag
line as shown in the previous section because this structure is not connected. All these
issues are addressed in our paper “Recognition and Reconfiguration of Lattice-Based
Cellular Structures by Simple Robots” [131]. In the following, we show how two robots
are able to construct a bounding box and to scale the polyomino by factor three. Being
able to do this, we can then adapt all algorithms from the previous section guaranteeing
connectivity.
Firstly, consider the construction of the bounding box. Similar to the approach of
the previous section, we first search for a suitable starting position. From there, the
second robot keeps the polyomino P and the bounding box connected, while the first
robot constructs the bounding box (see Figure 3.21). The robot now builds a simple
line around P . The immediate consequence is that the robot is not able to distinguish
between bounding box and P by a local lookup. In the following, we describe how to
decide whether a particle t belongs to P or the bounding box. We traverse the boundary
of the structure t belongs to until we reach the second robot. If the second robot is met
from above, then t belongs to P , otherwise, t must belong to the bounding box. By
moving below the second robot and following the bounding box until the end, we can
find back to the particle t. Afterwards we proceed with the bounding box construction
similar to the previous section.
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Figure 3.21: Snapshots from building a bounding box for a z-shaped polyomino using a
2D simulator, a 3D simulator, and staged hardware robots, synchronized so
all are shown at steps {0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120}.
Experiments with a 2D simulator show that most of the time is spent moving, and
shifting lines of particles (see Figure 3.22). The time spent for the initial search and
deleting particles is only a tiny percentage of the overall time. However, the tested shapes
were nicely shaped such that these two parts were not needed often. Shapes tested are
various sizes of squares, L-shapes, u-shapes, c-shapes, A-shapes, and n-shapes.
To scale a polyomino after constructing the bounding box, we fill up the rightmost
column within the bounding box (except the topmost pixel), and remove the bottommost
particle of the right side of the bounding box and the particle two position above. Using
this column marker and row marker, the robot is always able to find the next particle that
needs to be scaled next. Figure 3.23(a) shows the configurations after this preparation
phase. To scale a pixel, the robot searches for the column marker, moves to and updates
the row marker, moves two steps to the left, and stores the state of the pixel. Afterwards
it moves to the position where the scaled pixel has to be built. If the pixel was occupied,
then the robot constructs a 3 × 3 square, else, the robot constructs a 3 × 3 square with
the middle particle missing. By updating the markers appropriately, the robot eventually
scales the polyomino by factor three (see Figures 3.23(b) and 3.23(c)). After scaling, the
robot can simply remove the area containing the old bounding box, and, if necessary,
also remove scaled pixels that represent empty pixels.
An immediate consequence of being able to scale is that we can now perform operations
from the previous section while maintaining connectivity of intermediate configurations.
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Figure 3.22: Steps required for six canonical shapes. All shapes fill an n × n bounding
box, with n ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. Shapes include filled squares, and five shapes
composed of single width polyomino lines: L-shapes, u-shapes, c-shapes,
A-shapes, and n-shapes. The time requirements increase from left to right.
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Figure 3.23: (a) Configuration after the preparation phase showing the column marker
(blue circle), the row marker (red circle), and the next tile to scale (teal
circle). (b)-(d) Cases that appear during the scaling: (b) Scaling an occupied
vertex; (c) scaling an empty vertex; (d) reaching the end of a column. See
also [2] for an animation.
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Figure 3.24: (a) An assembled cuboctahedral lattice specimen, made from (b) Ultem 2200
(20% glass fiber reinforced polyetherimide) octahedral unit cells (highlighted),
termed voxels. (c) A single monolithic RTP 2187 (40% carbon fiber reinforced
polyetherimide) injection molded voxel. (See [95].)
Consider any configuration of particles. By using the 3 × 3 squares as above, we observe
that the scaled version of this configuration is connected. Thus, the robot can effectively
move over empty pixels without being connected to the polyomino. With this idea, we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 10. If there is an algorithm A for some problem Π with runtime T (A), such
that the robot moves within a w0 × h0 rectangle, then there is an algorithm A0 for Π with
runtime O(wh · (c2 + cw + ch) + max((w0 − w)h0 , (h0 − h)w0 ) + c · T (A)) guaranteeing
connectivity of intermediate constructions during execution.
Open Problems
An interesting step for future work is to consider three-dimensional shapes. New lightweight material as shown in Figure 3.24 can be used to build structures by robots that can
walk on the boundary of the shape or even walk through voxels as shown in Figure 3.25.
Open Problem 10. What can be achieved in a three-dimensional setting?
So far, we assumed that the robots can get material at the current position. When
robots have to get material from a fixed pixel, i.e., a depot, it is not clear how the robots
can find a depot and how they get back to their construction site without scanning the
whole polyomino.
Open Problem 11. How can we adapt our algorithms, when robots must get new
material from fixed depots?
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Figure 3.25: Modular reconfigurable 3D lattice structure and mobile robots, showing the
small size of the robots relative to the structure that they work on, and the
parallel use of multiple robots. (See [50].)
Another direction includes the use of multiple robots. Robots could work in parallel on
distinct areas to speed up the construction, or they can help each other by transporting
material from depots to the construction site. Then, we could classify robots into
constructors and suppliers.
Open Problem 12. How can we manage multiple robots to increase time efficiency?

3.4 Parallel Online Bin Packing
In this final section, we highlight results from our paper “Parallel Online Algorithms for
the Bin Packing Problem” [76] for category (D): Parallel online algorithms. Firstly, we
recall the model definition.
Consider k online algorithms A1 , . . . , Ak , each of them processing the same input list
I in parallel. The set A := {A1 , . . . , Ak } is called a k-copy online algorithm. Let A(I)
denote the cost of algorithm A on input list I, and opt(I) the cost of an optimal offline
algorithm for the same input list. The absolute competitive factor RA is then defined as


minA∈A A(I)
RA := lim sup
,
opt(I)
I
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∞ as
and the asymptotic competitive ratio RA

minA∈A A(I)
∞
RA = lim lim sup
n→∞
opt(I)
I



opt(I) = n .

We apply this model to the bin packing problem, where the task is to pack a given
sequence of items of size [0, 1] into as few as possible unit sized bins. Items of size
[0, 1/3] are called small, items of size (1/3, 1/2] are called medium, items of size (1/2, 2/3)
are called large, and all other items are called extra large. We denote by IS , IM , IL , and
IXL the setPof small, medium, large, and extra large items. For a set of items I 0 , let
size(I 0 ) := a∈I 0 a.
Our goal is to achieve an asymptotic competitive ratio near 3/2 for a small number
of algorithm. To achieve an asymptotic competitive factor of 3/2, any algorithm can
pack each extra large items into one bin. Medium items can be packed pairwise into
separate bins. All these bins will have a packing density of at least 2/3. Large and small
items must be handled differently. More precisely, because no two large items fit into
one bin and each large item has size less than 2/3, we have to pack small items together
with large items. However, we do not know in advance how many large items will arrive.
Therefore, it may be a good idea to fill bins only partially with small items and add
large items when they arrive. But, how many bins have to reserved this way? Clearly, if
we reserve too many bins and no large item arrives, we obtain a bad competitive ratio.
Conversely, if we do not reserve any large bin, and many large items arrive, we obtain a
bad competitive ratio again.
In our paper, we present a parameterized algorithm called Predictive Harmonic 3
(PH3) that gets as input a parameter rL ∈ [0, 1] representing the quotient of the number
of large items to the size of all small items. PH3 packs extra large and medium items
as described above. For small items, PH3 tests whether rL is strictly larger than the
quotient of the small items in large bins to the total size of small items packed so far. If
this is true, then small items are packed with Next Fit into large bins, i.e., bins that will
contain a large item. Otherwise, small items are packed into small bins, i.e., bins only
containing small items.
n
o
|IL |
∗ = min
∗ . PH3 achieves the asymptotic
Theorem 11. Let rL
,
1
and δ = rL −rL
6 size(IS )
competitive ratio



3
1
3


+
min
,
for δ ≤ 0

∗ 6r ∗ + 2 · (−δ)
2
4rL
L
∞
RP H3 ≤



3
3
9


for δ ≥ 0.
 + min
∗ , 6r ∗ + 2 · δ
2
4rL
L
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Figure 3.26: Competitive ratio of the optimal 1-copy PH3 algorithm dependent on rL
1
a fixed rL = 19
.

∗ ≤ r , and
For fixed rL we can prove that RP∞H3 is monotonically decreasing for rL
L
∗
∗
monotonically increasing for rL ≥ rL . Therefore, for values of rL ∈ [a, b] we can compute
∗ = a and r ∗ = b. By doing a binary search on r ,
RP∞H3 by taking the maximum for rL
L
L
we can compute the best possible competitive ratio on the interval [a, b]. Figure 3.26
1
shows a plot with the best possible choice rL = 19
if only one algorithm is used on the
interval [0, 1].

When dealing with more than one algorithm, we can distribute all algorithms such
that any algorithm has a specific interval for which it is R-competitive for some fixed
R > 3/2. Because we only have to consider the left and the right borders of the interval
∗ = 0 and compute the largest r for which
to compute the competitiveness, we start at rL
L
∗ = 0. Having r , we can compute the largest r ∗ for which
PH3 is R-competitive at rL
L
L
we are R-competitive. From there, we repeat the procedure with the next algorithm
until the [0, 1] interval is completely covered. For a fixed number k of algorithms, we can
do a binary search on R to compute the best values rL for each algorithm. Figure 3.27
shows the best possible competitive factor for k algorithms. We see that with only 11
algorithms we can surpass the lower bound of classical bin packing, i.e., only one online
algorithm is allowed.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of k-copy PH3 to various upper bounds like Almost Any Fit,
Son of Harmonic and Advanced Harmonic, and to the 1-copy lower bound.
An open problem in our conference version [76] asks, “how can we bound the competitive
ratio from above in dependence of k?” The full version submitted for journal publication
(attached to this thesis) shows an explicit formula bounding the competitive ratio from
above. By bounding how many algorithm are needed to cover both intervals [0, 1/3] and
[1/3, 1] with a fixed competitive ratio, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 12. PH3 with k algorithms has an asymptotic competitive ratio of at most
3 3 · 41/k − 3
.
+
2 6 · 41/k + 2
Open Problems
We only considered a packing density of 2/3 in our paper and showed that we can get
arbitrarily close to a competitive ratio of 1.5. Previous work [14] shows that it is possible
to get below this value. However, tremendous (but constant) many algorithms are needed
to even get to a competitive ratio of 1.5 and this is therefore only of theoretical interest.
Open Problem 13. Is there a small constant K such that K algorithms suffice to
guarantee an asymptotic competitive factor of ≤ 1.5?
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Besides the asymptotic competitive ratio, also the absolute competitive ratio is of
interest. The fact that Partition is NP-hard implies a lower bound of 1.5 for the bin
packing problem. This holds true, even if the number of used algorithms is polynomial
in the number of arriving items.
Open Problem 14. Can we achieve an absolute competitive ratio of 1.5 + ε with a
small number of algorithms for bin packing?
Related work consider online algorithms with advice, which can be translated to
an k-copy algorithm. However, using our model, a more precise analysis is possible.
Therefore, it seems plausible to apply the k-copy model to other problems.
Open Problem 15. Analyze other problems with the k-copy algorithm model.
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Abstract
We present algorithmic results for the parallel assembly of many micro-scale objects in
two and three dimensions from tiny particles, which has been proposed in the context
of programmable matter and self-assembly for building high-yield micro-factories.
The underlying model has particles moving under the influence of uniform external
forces until they hit an obstacle. Particles bond when forced together with another
appropriate particle. Due to the physical and geometric constraints, not all shapes can
be built in this manner; this gives rise to the Tilt Assembly Problem (TAP) of
deciding constructibility. For simply-connected polyominoes P in 2D consisting of
N unit-squares (“tiles”), we prove that TAP can be decided in O(N log N ) time. For
the optimization variant MaxTAP (in which the objective is to construct a subshape
of maximum possible size), we show polyAPX-hardness: unless P = NP, MaxTAP
1
cannot be approximated within a factor of (N 3 ); for tree-shaped structures, we give
1
an (N 2 )-approximation algorithm. For the efficiency of the assembly process itself,
we show that any constructible shape allows pipelined assembly, which produces
copies of P in O(1) amortized time, i.e., N copies of P in O(N ) time steps. These
considerations can be extended to three-dimensional objects: For the class of polycubes
P we prove that it is NP-hard to decide whether it is possible to construct a path
between two points of P; it is also NP-hard to decide constructibility of a polycube
P. Moreover, it is expAPX-hard to maximize a sequentially constructible path from a
given start point.
Keywords Programmable matter · Micro-factories · Tile assembly · Tilt ·
Approximation · Hardness
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1 Introduction
In recent years, progress on flexible construction at micro- and nano-scale has given
rise to a large set of challenges that deal with algorithmic aspects of programmable
matter. Examples of cutting-edge application areas with a strong algorithmic flavor
include self-assembling systems, in which chemical and biological substances such
as DNA are designed to form predetermined shapes or carry out massively parallel
computations; and swarm robotics, in which complex tasks are achieved through the
local interactions of robots with severely limited individual capabilities, including
micro- and nano-robots.
Moving individual particles to their appropriate attachment locations when assembling a shape is difficult because the small size of the particles limits the amount
of onboard energy and computation. One successful approach to dealing with this
challenge is to use molecular diffusion in combination with cleverly designed sets
of possible connections: in DNA tile self-assembly, the particles are equipped with
sophisticated bonds that ensure only a predesigned shape is produced when mixing
together a set of tiles, see [31]. The resulting study of algorithmic tile self-assembly
has given rise to an extremely powerful framework and produced a wide range of
impressive results. However, the required properties of the building material (which
must be specifically designed and finely tuned for each particular shape) in combination with the construction process (which is left to chemical reactions, so it cannot be
controlled or stopped until it has run its course) make DNA self-assembly unsuitable
for some applications.
An alternative method for controlling the eventual position of particles is to apply
a uniform external force, causing all particles to move in a given direction until they
hit an obstacle or another blocked particle. As two of us (Becker and Fekete, [4]) have
shown in the past, combining this approach with custom-made obstacles (instead of
custom-made particles) allows complex rearrangements of particles, even in grid-like
environments with axis-parallel motion. The appeal of this approach is that it shifts
the design complexity from the building material (the tiles) to the machinery (the
environment). As recent practical work by Manzoor et al. [23] shows, it is possible
to apply this to simple “sticky” particles that can be forced to bond, see Fig. 1: the
overall assembly is achieved by adding particles one at a time, attaching them to the
existing sub-assembly.
Moreover, Manzoor et al. [23] argue that it is possible to enhance the overall assembly environment to allow pipelined construction, as shown in Fig. 2: after constructing
the first polyomino, each cycle of a small control sequence produces another polyomino. However, the algorithmic part of [23] is purely heuristic; providing a thorough
understanding of algorithms and complexity is the content of our paper.
One critical issue of this approach is the requirement of getting particles to their
destination without being blocked by or bonding to other particles. As Fig. 3 shows,
this is not always possible, so there are some shapes that cannot be constructed by Tilt
Assembly.
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n
w
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s

Fig. 1 A practical demonstration of Tilt Assembly based on alginate (i.e., a gel made by combining a powder
derived from seaweed with water) particles on a silicon wafer with obstacles etched in photoresist [23]. The
obstacles appear as white lines and block the motion of particles. a Alginate particles in initial positions.
b After control moves of e, s, w, n, e, s (for east, south, west, north), the alginate microrobots move to the
shown positions. c After w, n inputs, the system produces the first multi-microrobot polyomino. d The
next three microrobot polyominoes are produced after applying multiple e, s, w, n cycles. e After the
alginate microrobots have moved through the microfluidic factory layout, the final 4-particle polyomino is
generated

n
w

e
s

Fig. 2 (Top left) Initial setup of a seven-tile polyomino assembly; the composed shape is shown enlarged
on the lower left. The bipartite decomposition into blue and red particles is shown for greater clarity, but
can also be used for better control of bonds. The sequence of control moves is e, s, w, n, i.e., a clockwise
order. (Bottom left) The situation after 18 control moves. (Right) The situation after 7 full cycles, i.e., after
28 control moves; shown are three parallel “factories” (Color figure online)

This gives rise to a variety of algorithmic questions: (1) Can we decide efficiently
whether a given polyomino can be constructed by Tilt Assembly? (2) Can the resulting
process be pipelined to yield low amortized building time? (3) Can we compute a
maximum-size subpolyomino that can be constructed? (4) What can be said about
three-dimensional versions of the problem?
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Fig. 3 A polyomino (black) that
cannot be constructed by Tilt
Assembly: the last tile cannot be
attached, as it gets blocked by
previously attached tiles

Table 1 Results for Tilt Assembly Problem (TAP) and its maximization variant (MaxTAP)
Dimension

Polyomino

Decision

Maximization

Approximation

2D

Simple

O(N log N )
(Sect. 3)

polyAPX-hard

O(N 1/3 ),
(Sect. 4)

3D

General

NP-complete
(Sect. 5)

polyAPX-hard

O(N 1/3 ),
(Sect. 4)

Constructible
path
√
( N )
–

O(N log N )
(Sect. 4)
NP-complete
(Sect. 5)

1.1 Our Contribution
Our main contribution is a characterization of deciding constructibility and efficient
construction for simply connected two-dimensional shapes: For a simple polyomino
P with N pixels, we can decide in time O(N log N ) whether P can be constructed;
using pipelining, a constructible polyomino can be built in amortized time O(1). On
the other hand, we show that deciding constructibility in 3D is NP-complete. We also
provide a number of additional results on approximation and the constructibility of
subpaths; see Table 1 for an overview.
1.2 Related Work
Assembling polyominoes with tiles has been considered intensively in the context of
tile self-assembly. In 1998, Erik Winfree [31] introduced the abstract tile self-assembly
model (aTAM), in which tiles have glue types on each of the four sides and two tiles can
stick together if their glue type matches and the bonding strength is sufficient. Starting
with a seed tile, tiles will continue to attach to the existing partial assembly until they
form a desired polyomino; the process stops when no further attachments are possible.
For early examples of related work, see Rothemund and Winfree [24] and Adleman et
al. [1] for the running time and program size for self-assembling squares. Apart from
the aTAM, there are various other models like the two-handed tile self-assembly model
(2HAM) [11] and the hierarchical tile self-assembly model [13], in which we have
no single seed but pairs of subassemblies that can attach to each other. Furthermore,
the staged self-assembly model [12,14,16] allows greater efficiency by assembling
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polyominoes in multiple bins which are gradually combined with the content of other
bins.
All this differs from the model in Tilt Assembly, in which each tile has the same glue
type on all four sides, and tiles are added to the assembly one at a time by attaching
them from the outside along a straight line. This approach of externally movable tiles
has been considered in practice at the microscale level using biological cells and an
MRI, see [7,20,21]. Becker et al. [8] consider this for the assembly of a magnetic
Gauß gun, which can be used for applying strong local forces by very weak triggers,
allowing applications such as micro-surgery.
Using an external force for moving the robots becomes inevitable at some scale
because the energy capacity decreases faster than the energy demand. A consequence
is that all non-fixed robots/particles perform the same movement, so all particles move
in the same direction of the external force until they hit an obstacle or another particle. These obstacles allow shaping the particle swarm. Designing appropriate sets of
obstacles and moves gives rise to a range of algorithmic problems. Deciding whether
a given initial configuration of particles in a given environment can be transformed
into a desired target configuration is NP-hard [4], even in a grid-like setting, whereas
finding an optimal control sequence is shown to be PSPACE-complete by Becker et
al. [5]. However, if designing the obstacles is allowed, the problems become more
tractable [4]. Moreover, even complex computations become possible: If we allow
additional particles of double size (i.e., two adjacent fields), full computational complexity is achieved, see Shad et al. [26]. Further related work includes gathering a
particle swarm at a single position [22] and using swarms of very simple robots (such
as Kilobots) for moving objects [9]. For the case in which human controllers have to
move objects by such a swarm, Becker et al. [6] study different control options. The
results are used by Shahrokhi and Becker [27] to investigate an automatic controller.
The construction of polyominoes has also applications in the field of robot swarms,
e.g., shape formation. Werfel and Nagpal [29,30] show how multiple robots can move
tiles to a partial assembly to construct a desired shape in 2D and 3D. Derakhshandeh
et al. [17,18] consider the robots as building material, which have O(1) memory,
and provide algorithms letting the robots form or coat shapes. In a very recent paper,
Demaine et al [3,15] show that a robot swarm can be reconfigured in time O(d) unit
steps, where d is the maximum distance of any robot. However, this requires the robots
to be well separable. Arbuckle and Requicha [2] show how a self-organized swarm of
robots can construct a certain shape. In case of robot failures or external disturbance,
the swarm is also able to repair the shape.
Further related work includes robots performing various tasks: Thubagere et al. [28]
show that robots made from DNA can simultaneously sort molecular cargoes. Rubenstein et al. [25] consider a swarm of simple robots moving an object to a desired
destination without knowing its shape and weight. Hoffmann [19] proves that it is
NP-hard to decide if a robot can push its way through an area filled with blocks.
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2 Preliminaries
Polyomino: For a set P ⊂ Z2 of N grid points in the plane, the graph G P is the
induced grid graph, in which two vertices p1 , p2 ∈ P are connected if they are at
unit distance. Any set P with connected grid graph G P gives rise to a polyomino
by replacing each point p ∈ P by a unit square centered at p, which is called a
tile; for simplicity, we also use P to denote the polyomino when the context is
clear, and refer to G P as the dual graph of the polyomino; P is tree-shaped if G P
is a tree. A polyomino is called hole-free or simple if and only if the grid graph
induced by Z2 \ P is connected.
Blocking sets: For each point p ∈ Z2 we define blocking sets N p , S p ⊆ P as the
set of all points q ∈ P that are above or below p and | px − qx | ≤ 1. Analogously,
we define the blocking sets E p , W p ⊆ P as the set of all points q ∈ P that are to
the right or to the left of p and | p y − q y | ≤ 1.
Construction step: A construction step is defined by a direction d ∈{north, east,
south, west} (abbreviated by n, e, s, w) from which a tile is added and a latitude/longitude l describing a column or row. The tile arrives from (l, ∞) for north,
(∞, l) for east, (l, −∞) for south, and (−∞, l) for west into the corresponding
direction until it reaches the first grid position that is adjacent to one occupied by
an existing tile. If there is no such tile, the polyomino does not change. We note
that a position p can be added to a polyomino P if and only if there is a point
q ∈ P with || p − q||1 = 1 and one of the four blocking sets, N p , E p , S p or W p ,
is empty. Otherwise, if none of these sets are empty, this position is blocked.
Constructibility: Beginning with a seed tile at some position p, a polyomino P
is constructible if and only if there is a sequence σ = ((d1 , l1 ), (d2 , l2 ), . . . ,
(d N −1 , l N −1 )), such that the resulting polyomino P , induced by successively
adding tiles with σ , is equal to P. We allow the constructed polyomino P to
be a translated copy of P. Reversing σ yields a decomposition sequence, i.e., a
sequence of tiles removed from P.

3 Constructibility of Simple Polyominoes
In this section we focus on hole-free (i.e., simple) polyominoes. We show that the
problem of deciding whether a given polyomino can be constructed can be solved in
polynomial time. This decision problem can be defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Tilt Assembly Problem). Given a polyomino P, the Tilt Assembly Problem (TAP) asks for a sequence of tiles constructing P, if P is constructible.
3.1 A Key Lemma
A simple observation is that construction and (connectivity-preserving) decomposition
are the same problem. This allows us to give a more intuitive argument, as it is easier
to argue that we do not lose connectivity when removing tiles than it is to prove that
we do not block future tiles.
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t

t

(a)

Removing t destroys decomposability. The
polyomino can be decomposed by starting with
the three tiles above t.

(b)

Removing the locally convex tile t leaves the
polyomino non-decomposable; it can be decomposed by starting from the bottom or the sides.

Fig. 4 Two polyominoes and their locally convex tiles (white). a Removing not locally convex tiles may
destroy decomposability. b With non-simple polygons we may not be able to remove locally convex tiles

Theorem 2 A polyomino P can be constructed if and only if it can be decomposed using
a sequence of tile removal steps that preserve connectivity. A construction sequence
is a reversed decomposition sequence.
Proof To prove this theorem, it suffices to consider a single step. Let P be a polyomino
and t be a tile that is removed from P into some direction l, leaving a polyomino P .
Conversely, adding t to P from direction l yields P, as there cannot be any tile that
blocks t from reaching the correct position, or we would not be able to remove t from
P in direction l.
For hole-free polyominoes we can efficiently find a construction/decomposition
sequence if one exists. The key insight is that one can greedily remove locally convex
tiles. A tile t is said to be locally convex if and only if it is locally extremal, i.e., there
are two axis-parallel orthogonal directions for which there is no tile connected to t;
see Fig. 4. If a locally convex tile is not a cut tile, i.e., it is a tile whose removal does
not disconnect the polyomino, its removal does not interfere with the decomposability
of the remaining polyomino.
This conclusion is based on the observation that a minimal cut (i.e., a minimal
set of vertices whose removal leaves a disconnected polyomino) of cardinality two
in a hole-free polyomino always consists of two (possibly diagonally) adjacent tiles.
Furthermore, we can always find such a removable locally convex tile in any decomposable hole-free polyomino. This allows us to devise a simple greedy algorithm.
We start by showing that if we find a non-blocked locally convex tile that is not
a cut tile, we can simply remove it. It is important to focus on locally convex tiles,
as the removal of not locally convex tiles can harm the decomposability: see Fig. 4a
for an illustration. In non-simple polyominoes, the removal of locally convex tiles can
destroy decomposability, as demonstrated in Fig. 4b.
Lemma 3 Consider a non-blocked, non-cut, locally convex tile t in a hole-free polyomino P. The polyomino P − t is decomposable if and only if P is decomposable.
Proof The first direction is trivial: if P − t is decomposable, P is decomposable as
well, because we can remove the non-blocked tile t first and afterwards use the existing
decomposition sequence for P −t. The other direction requires some case distinctions.
Suppose for contradiction that P is decomposable but P − t is not, i.e., t is important
for the later decomposition.
Consider a valid decomposition sequence for P and the first tile t we cannot remove
if we were to remove t in the beginning. W.l.o.g., let t be the first tile in this sequence
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 The red marks indicate that no tile is at this position; the dashed outline represents the rest of the
polyomino. a If the unblocked directions of t and t are orthogonal, one of the two adjacent tiles (w.l.o.g. a)
cannot have any further neighbors. There can also be no tiles in the upper left corner, because the polyomino
cannot cross the two free directions of t and t (red marks) and b if the unblocked directions of t and t
are parallel, there is only the tile c for which something can change if we remove t before t (Color figure
online)

(removing all previous tiles obviously does not destroy the decomposability). When
we remove t first, we are missing a tile, hence t cannot be blocked but has to be a cut
tile in the remaining polyomino P − t. The presence of t preserves connectivity, i.e.,
{t, t } is a minimal cut on P. Because P has no holes, then t and t must be diagonal
neighbors, sharing the neighbors a and b. Furthermore, by definition neither of t and
t is blocked in some direction. We make a case distinction on the relation of these
two directions.
The directions are orthogonal (Fig. 5a): Either a or b is a non-blocked locally
convex tile, because t and t are both non-blocked; w.l.o.g., let this be a. It is
easy to see that independent of removing t or t first, after removing a we can also
remove the other one.
The directions are parallel (Fig. 5b): This case is slightly more involved. By
assumption, we have a decomposition sequence beginning with t . We show that
swapping t with our locally convex tile t in this sequence preserves feasibility.
The original sequence has to remove either a or b before it removes t, as otherwise
the connection between the two is lost when t is removed first. After either a or
b is removed, t becomes a leaf and can no longer be important for connectivity.
Thus, we only need to consider the sequence until either a or b is removed. The
main observation is that a and b block the same tiles as t or t , except for tile
c as in Fig. 5b. However, when c is removed, c has to be a leaf, because a is
still not removed and in the original decomposition sequence, t has already been
removed. Therefore, a tile d = t would have to be removed before c. Hence, the
decomposition sequence remains feasible, concluding the proof.
Next we show that such a locally convex tile always exists if the polyomino is decomposable.
Lemma 4 Let P be a decomposable polyomino. Then there exists a locally convex tile
that is removable without destroying connectivity.
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(b)

Fig. 6 Polyominoes for which no locally convex tile should be removable, showing the contradiction to t
being the first blocked locally convex tile in P removed. a If the removal direction of t is not crossed, the
last blocking tile has to be locally convex (and has to be removed before t) and b If the removal direction
of t crosses P, then P gets split into components A and B. Component B has a locally convex tile t that
needs to be removed before t

Proof We prove this by contradiction based on two possible cases.
Assume P to be a decomposable polyomino in which no locally convex tile is
removable. Because P is decomposable, there exists some feasible decomposition
sequence S. Let Pconvex denote the set of locally convex tiles of P and let t ∈ Pconvex be
the first removed locally convex tile in the decomposition sequence S. By assumption,
t cannot be removed yet, so it is either blocked or a cut tile.
t is blocked: Consider the direction in which we would remove t. If it does not
cut the polyomino, the last blocking tile has to be locally convex (and would have
to be removed before t), see Fig. 6a. If it cuts the polyomino, the component cut
off also must have a locally convex tile and the full component has to be removed
before t, see Fig. 6b. This is again a contradiction to t being the first locally convex
tile to be removed in S.
t is a cut tile: P −t consists of exactly two connected polyominoes, P1 and P2 . It is
easy to see that P1 ∩ Pconvex = ∅ and P2 ∩ Pconvex = ∅, because every polyomino
of size n ≥ 2 has at least two locally convex tiles of which at most one ceases to
be locally convex by adding t. (A polyomino of size 1 is trivial.) Before being able
to remove t, either P1 or P2 has to be completely removed, including their locally
convex tiles. This is a contradiction to t being the first locally convex tile in S to
be removed.
3.2 An Efficient Algorithm
An iterative combination of these two lemmas proves the correctness of greedily
removing locally convex tiles. As we show in the next theorem, using a search tree
technique allows an efficient implementation of this greedy algorithm.
Theorem 5 A hole-free polyomino can be checked for decomposability/constructibility
in time O(N log N ).
Proof Lemma 3 allows us to remove any locally convex tile, as long as it is not
blocked and does not destroy connectivity. Applying the same lemma on the remaining
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polyomino iteratively creates a feasible decomposition sequence. Lemma 4 proves
that this is always sufficient. If and only if we can at some point no longer find a
matching locally convex tile (to which we refer as candidates), the polyomino cannot
be decomposable.
Let B be the time needed to check whether a tile t is blocked. A naïve way of doing
this is to try out all tiles and check if t gets blocked, requiring time O(N ). With a
preprocessing step, we can decrease B to O(log N ) by using O(N ) binary search trees
for searching for blocking tiles and utilizing that removing a tile can change the state
of at most O(1) tiles. For every vertical line x and horizontal line y going through P,
we create a balanced search tree, i.e., for a total of O(N ) search trees. An x-search tree
for a vertical line x contains tiles lying on x, sorted by their y-coordinate. Analogously
define a y-search tree for a horizontal line y containing tiles lying on y sorted by their
x-coordinate. We iterate over all tiles t = (x, y) and insert the tile in the corresponding
x- and y-search tree with a total complexity of O(N log N ). Note that the memory
complexity remains linear, because every tile is in exactly two search trees. To check if
a tile at position (x , y ) is blocked from above, we can simply search in the (x − 1)-,
x - and (x + 1)-search tree for a tile with y > y . We analogously perform search
queries for the other three directions, and thus have 12 queries of total cost O(log N ).
We now iterate on all tiles and add all locally convex tiles that are not blocked and
are not a cut tile to the set F (cost O(N log N )). Note that checking whether a tile
is a cut tile can be done in constant time, because it suffices to look into the local
neighborhood. While F is not empty, we remove a tile from F, from the polyomino,
and from its two search trees in time O(log N ). Next, we check the up to 12 tiles that
could have been blocked by the removed tile, see Fig. 7. Only these tiles can become
unblocked or a locally convex tile. Those that are locally convex tiles, not blocked, and
not a cut tile are added to F. All tiles behind those cannot become unblocked as the
first tiles would still be blocking them. If one of those tiles becomes a cut tile, then we
remove it from F. The cost for this is again in O(log N ). This is continued until F is
empty, which takes at most O(N ) loops each of cost O(log N ). If the polyomino has
been decomposed, the polyomino is decomposable/constructible by the corresponding

Fig. 7 When removing the red
tile (dark gray in grayscale),
only the yellow tiles (light gray
in grayscale) can become
unblocked or locally convex
(Color figure online)
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tile sequence. Otherwise, there cannot exist such a sequence. A specific start tile can
be enforced by prohibiting the removal of that tile.

3.3 Pipelined Assembly
Given that a construction is always possible based on adding locally convex corners
to a partial construction, we can argue that the heuristic idea of Manzoor et al. [23] for
pipelined assembly can be formally realized for every constructible polyomino: We
can transform the construction sequence into a spiral-shaped maze environment, as
illustrated in Fig. 8. This allows it to produce D copies of P in N + D cycles, implying
that we only need 2N cycles for N copies. It suffices to use a clockwise order of four
unit steps (west, north, east, south) in each cycle.
The main idea is to create a spiral in which the assemblies move from the inside to
the outside. The first tile is provided by an initial south movement. After each cycle,
ending with a south movement, the next seed tile of the next copy of P is added. For
every direction corresponding to the direction of the next tile added by the sequence,
we place a tile depot on the outside of the spiral, with a straight-line path to the location
of the corresponding attachment.
Theorem 6 Given a construction sequence σ := ((d1 , l1 ), . . . , (d N −1 , l N −1 )) that
constructs a polyomino P, we can construct a maze environment for pipelined tilt
assembly, such that constructing D copies of P needs O(N + D) unit steps. In particular, constructing one copy of P can be done in amortized time O(1).
Proof Consider the construction sequence σ , the movement sequence ζ consisting of
N repetitions of the cycle (w, n, e, s), and an injective function m : σ → ζ , with
m((w, ·)) = e, m((n, ·)) = s, m((e, ·)) = w and m((s, ·)) = n. We also require that
m((di , li )) = ζ j if for all i < i there is a j < j with m((di , li )) = ζ j and j is the
smallest possible. This implies that in each cycle there is at least one tile in σ mapped
to one direction in this cycle.
Labyrinth construction: The main part of the labyrinth is a spiral as can be seen
in Fig. 8. Consider a spiral that is making |ζ | many turns, and the innermost point
q of this spiral. From q upwards, we make a lane through the spiral until we are
outside the spiral. At this point we add a depot of tiles, such that after each south
movement a new tile comes out of the depot (this can easily be done with bottleneck
constructions as seen in Fig. 8). Then, we proceed for each turn in the spiral as
follows: For the j-th turn, if m −1 (ζ j ) is empty we do nothing. Else if m −1 (ζ j )
is not empty we want to add the next tile. Let ti be this particular tile. Then, we
construct a lane in direction −ζ j , i.e., the direction from where the tile will come
from, until we are outside the spiral. By shifting this line in an orthogonal direction
we can enforce the tile to fly in at the correct position relating to li . There, we add
a depot with tiles, such that the first tile comes out after j − 1 steps and with
each further cycle a new tile comes out (this can be done by using loops in the
depot, see Fig. 8). Depots, which lie on the same side of the spiral, can be shifted
arbitrarily, so they do not collide. These depots can be made arbitrarily big, and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 8 a A polyomino P. Shown is the assembly order and the direction of attachment to the seed (tile 0). b
A depot (orange; light gray area in grayscale) having loops to delay the tile output and a bottleneck (purple;
dark gray area in grayscale) to guarantee that only one tile can move to the spiral. c–f A maze environment
for pipelined construction of the desired polyomino P. After the fourth cycle, each further cycle produces
a new copy of P. Shown states are after a sequence of down (c), left (d), up (e) and right (f) moves (Color
figure online)
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Fig. 9 Two different sequences. The red tile represents the bounding box of the current polyomino. (Left)
A desired sequence. The latitude intersects the bounding box. (Right) A sequence where the latitude does
not intersect the bounding box (Color figure online)

thus, we can make as many copies of P as we wish. Note that we can make the
paths in the spiral big enough, such that after every turn the bounding box of the
current polyomino fits through the spiral.
Correctness: We will now show that we will obtain copies of P. Consider any j-th
turn in the spiral, where the i-th tile ti is going to be added to the current polyomino.
With the next step, both ti and the polyomino move in direction ζ j . While the
polyomino does not touch the next wall in the spiral, the distance between ti and
the polyomino will not decrease. However when the polyomino hits the wall, the
polyomino stops moving and ti continues moving towards the polyomino. Wallhitting is the same situation as in our non-parallel model: To a fixed polyomino
we can add tiles from n, e, s or w. Therefore, the tile connects to the correct place.
Since this is true for any tile and any copy, we conclude that every polyomino we
build is a copy of P.
Time: Since the spiral has at most 4N unit steps (or N cycles), the first polyomino
will be constructed after 4N unit steps. By construction, we began the second copy
one cycle after beginning the first copy, the third copy one cycle after the second,
and so on. This means, after each cycle, when the first polyomino is constructed,
we obtain another copy of P. Therefore, for D copies we need N + D cycles (or
O(N + D) unit steps). For D ∈ (N ) this results in an amortized constant time
construction for P.
Note that this proof only considers construction sequences in the following form: If
a tile ti increases the side length of the bounding box of the current polyomino, then the
tile is added from a direction with a longitude/latitude, such that the longitude/latitude
intersects the bounding box (see Fig. 9). In the case there is a tile, such that the
longitude/latitude does not intersect the bounding box, then we can rotate the direction
by π2 towards the polyomino and we will have a desired construction sequence.

4 Optimization Variants in 2D
For polyominoes that cannot be assembled, it is natural to look for a maximum-size
subpolyomino that is constructible. This optimization variant is polyAPX-hard, i.e.,
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Fig. 10 Reduction from MIS to MaxTAP. (Left) A graph G with four vertices. (Right) A polyomino
constructed for the reduction with a feasible, maximum solution marked in gray

we cannot hope for an approximation algorithm with an approximation factor within
1
(N 3 ), unless P = NP.
Definition 7 (Maximum Tilt Assembly Problem). Given a polyomino P, the Maximum Tilt Assembly Problem (MaxTAP) asks for a sequence of tiles building a
cardinality-maximal connected subpolyomino P ⊆ P.
Theorem 8 MaxTAP is polyAPX-hard, even for tree-shaped polyominoes.
Proof We reduce Maximum Independent Set (MIS) to MaxTAP; see Fig. 10 for
an illustration. Consider an instance G = (V , E) of MIS, which we transform into
a polyomino PG . We construct PG as follows. First, construct a horizontal line from
which we go down to select which vertex in G will be chosen. The line must have
length 10n − 9, where n = |V |. Every 10th tile will represent a vertex, starting with
the first tile on the line. Let ti be such a tile representing vertex vi . For every vi we add
a selector gadget below ti and for every {vi , v j } ∈ δ(vi ) we add a reflected selector
gadget below t j , as shown in Fig. 10, each consisting of 19 tiles. Note that all gadgets
for selecting vertex vi are above the gadgets of v j if i < j and that there are at most
n 2 such gadgets. After all gadgets have been constructed, we have already placed at
most 19n 2 + 10n − 9 ≤ 29n 2 tiles. We continue with a vertical line with a length of
30n 2 tiles.
Now, let α ∗ be an optimal solution to MIS. Then MaxTAP has a maximum polyomino of size at least 30n 2 α ∗ and at most 30n 2 α ∗ + 29n 2 : We take the complete
vertical part of ti for every vi in the optimal solution of MIS. Choosing other lines
block the assembly of further lines and thus, yields a smaller solution.
Now suppose we had an N 1−ε -approximation for MaxTAP. Then we would have a
1
T ∗ , where T ∗ is the optimal solution. We know that an optimal
solution of at least N 1−ε
solution has T ∗ ≥ 30n 2 α ∗ tiles and the polyomino has at most N ≤ 30n 3 + 29n 2 ≤
2 α∗
1
∗
59n 3 tiles. Therefore, we have at least 5930n
1−ε n 3−3ε tiles and thus at least 591−ε n 3−3ε α
strips, because each strips is 30n 2 tiles long. Consider some ε ≥ 23 + η for any η > 0,
then the number of strips is 591/31n 1−3η α ∗ which results in an n 1−δ -approximation for
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MIS, contradicting the inapproximability of MIS (unless P=NP) shown by Berman
and Schnitger [10].
As a consequence of the construction, we get Corollary 9.
Corollary 9 Unless P = N P, MaxTAP cannot be approximated within a factor of
1
(N 3 ).
√
On the positive side, we can give an O( N )-approximation algorithm for treeshaped polyominoes.
√
Theorem 10 The longest constructible path in a tree-shaped polyomino P is a N approximation for MaxTAP, and we can find such a path in polynomial time.
Proof Consider an optimal solution P ∗ and a smallest enclosing box B containing P ∗ .
Then there must be two opposite sides of B touching at least one tile of P ∗ . Consider
the path S between both
√ tiles. Because (i) the area A B of B is at least the number of
path in P has length at
tiles in P ∗ , (ii) |S| ≥ A B , and (iii) a longest, constructible √
least |S|, we conclude that the longest constructible path is a N -approximation.
To find such a path, we can search for every path between two tiles, check whether
we can build this path, and take the longest, constructible path.
Checking constructibility for O(N 2 ) possible paths is rather expensive. However,
we can efficiently approximate the longest constructible path in a tree-shaped polyomino with the help of sequentially constructible paths, i.e., the initial tile is a leaf in
the final path.
Theorem 11 We can find a constructible path in a tree-shaped polyomino in
O(N 2 log N ) time that has a length of at least half the length of the longest constructible path.
Proof We only search for paths that can be built sequentially. Clearly, the longest such
path is at least half as long as the longest path that can have its initial tile anywhere.
We use the same search tree technique as before to look for blocking tiles. Select
a tile of the polyomino as the initial tile. Do a depth-first search and for every tile
in this search, check if it can be added to the path. If it cannot be added, skip all
deeper tiles, as they also cannot be added. During every step in the depth-first search,
we only need to change a single tile in the search trees, doing O(1) updates with
O(log N ) cost. As we only consider O(N ) vertices in the depth-first search, this
results in a cost of O(N log N ) for a fixed start tile. It is trivial to keep track of the
longest such constructible path. Repeating this for every tile results in a running time
of O(N 2 log N ).
In tree-shaped polyominoes, finding a constructible path is easy. For simple polyominoes, additional arguments and data structures lead to a similar result.
Theorem 12 In simple polyominoes, finding the longest of all shortest paths that are
sequentially constructible takes O(N 2 log N ) time.
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Fig. 11 A subpath W and its
shortcut L in green. To block L,
A and B must exist. But then,
either p0 or p1 (red tiles) will
also be blocked. Therefore, also
W cannot be built (Color figure
online)

B

AB

p0
L

W’

A

p1
BA

Before we start with the proof of Theorem 12, we show in the next two lemmas
that it is sufficient to consider shortest paths only, and that we can restrict ourselves to
one specific shortest path between two tiles. Hence, we just need to test a maximum
of O(n 2 ) different paths.
Lemma 13 In a sequentially constructible path, if there is a direct straight connection
for a subpath, the subpath can be replaced by the straight connection.
Proof Consider a sequentially constructible path W and a subpath W ⊂ W that has a
straight line L connecting the startpoint and the endpoint of W . W.l.o.g., L is a vertical
line and we build from bottom to top. Assume that (W \W ) ∪ L is not constructible.
Then at least two structures (which can be single tiles) A and B must exist, preventing
us from building L. Furthermore, these structures have to be connected via a path (AB
or BA, see Fig. 11). We observe that none of these connections can exist or otherwise,
we cannot build W (if AB exist, we cannot build the last tile p0 of L; if BA exist, we
cannot build the first tile p1 of W ). Therefore, we can replace W with L.
By repeating the construction of Lemma 13 we get a shortest path from tile t1
to t2 in the following form: Let P1 , . . . , Pk be reflex tiles on the path from t1 to t2 .
Furthermore, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, the path from Pi to Pi+1 is monotone. This
property holds for every shortest path, or else we can use shortcuts as in Lemma 13.
Lemma 14 If a shortest path between two tiles is sequentially constructible, then every
shortest path between these two tiles is sequentially constructible.
Proof Consider a constructible shortest path W , a maximal subpath W that is x-ymonotone, and a bounding box B around W . Due to the L 1 -metric, any x–y-monotone
path within B is as long as W . Suppose some path within B is not constructible. Then
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we can use the same blocking argument as in Lemma 13 to prove that W cannot be
constructible as well, contradicting that W is constructible.
Using Lemmas 13 and 14, we are ready to prove Theorem 12.
Proof of Theorem 12 Because it suffices to check one shortest path between two tiles,
we can look at the BFS tree from each tile and then proceed like we did in Theorem 11.
Thus, for each tile we perform a BFS in time O(N ) and a DFS with blocking look-ups
in time O(N log N ), which results in a total time of O(N 2 log N ).

5 Three-Dimensional Shapes
An interesting and natural generalization of TAP is to consider three-dimensional
shapes, i.e., polycubes. The local considerations for simply connected two-dimensional
shapes are no longer sufficient. In the following we show that deciding whether a polycube is constructible is NP-hard. Moreover, it is NP-hard to check whether there is a
constructible path from a start cube s to an end cube t in a partial shape.
As a stepping stone, we start with a restricted version of the three-dimensional
problem.
Theorem 15 It is NP-hard to decide if a polycube can be built by inserting tiles only
from above, north, east, south, and west.
Proof We prove hardness by a reduction from 3SAT. A visualization for the formula
(x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3 ) ∧ (x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x4 ) can be seen in Fig. 12. It consists
of two layers of interest (and some further auxiliary ones for space and forcing the
seed tile by using the one-way gadget shown in Fig. 14). Due to the one-way gadget,
at least part of the top layer [crosshatched area in Fig. 12, details in Fig. 13 (Left)]
must be built first. Forcing a specific start tile can be done by a simple construction.
For each variable we have to choose to block the left (for assigning true) or the right
(for assigning false) part of the lower layer. In the end, the remaining parts of the
upper layer can trivially be filled from above. The blocked parts of the lower layer
then have to be built with only inserting tiles from east, south, or west. In the end, the
non-blocked parts can be filled in from above. For each clause we use a part [as shown
in Fig. 13 (Right)] that allows only at most two of its three subparts to be built from
the limited insertion directions. We attach these subparts to the three variable values
not satisfying the clause, i.e., the negated literals. This forces us to leave at least one
negated literal of the clause unblocked, and thus at least one literal of the clause to be
true. Overall, this allows us to build the blocked parts of the lower layers only if the
blocking of the upper level corresponds to a satisfying assignment. If we can build
the true and the false parts of a variable in the beginning, any truth assignment for the
variable is possible.
It is straightforward to see that the whole construction fits into a bounding box of
size O(|C|) × O(|V |) × O(1), where C is the set of all clauses and V the set of all
variables.
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Fig. 12 Top-view on the polycube. There is a vertical part going south for the true and false assignment
of each variable. We start building at the top layer (crosshatched area) and have to block either the true or
the false part of each variable from above. The blocked parts have to be built with only inserting from east,
west, and south. For each clause, the parts of the inverted literals are modified to allow at most two of them
being built in this way. All other parts can simply be inserted from above in the end

Fig. 13 Top-view on the polycube. (Left) In the beginning we have to block the access from the top for
either the true or false part of the variable. The variable is assigned the blocked value. (Right) Three gadgets
for a clause. Only two of them can be built if the tiles are only able to come from the east, south, and west

The construction can be extended to assemblies with arbitrary direction.
Theorem 16 It is NP-complete to decide if a polycube can be built by inserting tiles
from any direction.
Proof We add an additional layer below the construction in Theorem 15 that has to
be built first and blocks access from below. Forcing the bottom layer to be built first
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in

out

Fig. 14 (Left) This polyomino can only be constructed by starting at “in” and ending at “out”. (Right)
Generalization to three dimensions. If we start on the right side, then we cannot build the red cube because
it is blocked from all six directions. With these gadgets we can enforce a seed tile (Color figure online)

x4

x2

AND

t

x1
x1

x2

x3

x4

x3

s

Fig. 15 (Left) Circuit representation for the SAT formula (x1 ∨ x 2 ∨ x 3 ) ∧ (x 1 ∨ x2 ∨ x 4 ) ∧ (x 2 ∨ x3 ∨
x4 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3 ∨ x 4 ) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4 ). (Right) Reduction from SAT formula. Boxes represent variable
boxes

can again be done with the one-way gadget shown in Fig. 14. Finally, we note that
the problem of deciding whether a polycube can be built by inserting tiles from any
direction is in NP.
The difficulties of construction in 3D are highlighted by the fact that even identifying
constructible connections between specific positions is NP-hard.
Theorem 17 It is NP-complete to decide whether a path from one tile to another can
be built in a general polycube.
Proof We prove NP-hardness by a reduction from SAT. For each variable we have
two vertical lines, one for the true setting, one for the false setting. Each clause gets a
horizontal line and is connected with a variable if it appears as literal in the clause, see
Fig 15 (Left). We transform this representation into a tour problem where, starting at
a point s, one first has to go through either the true or false line of each variable and
then through all clause lines, see Fig. 15 (Right). The clause part is only passable if
the path in at least one crossing part (squares) does not cross, forcing us to satisfy at
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Fig. 16 (Left) Empty variable box. (Right) A clause line (blue, dark gray in grayscale) dips into a variable
box. If the variable box is built, then we cannot build the dip of the clause line (Color figure online)

least one literal of a clause. As one has to go through all clauses, t is only reachable if
the selected branches for the variables equal a satisfying variable assignment for the
formula.
We now consider how to implement this as a polycube. The only difficult part is to
allow a constructible clause path if there is a free crossing. In Fig. 16 (Left), we see
a variable box that corresponds to the crossing of the variable path at the squares in
Fig. 15 (Right). It blocks the core from further insertions. The clause path has to pass
at least one of these variable boxes in order to reach the other side. See Fig. 15 (Right)
for an example. Note that the corresponding clause parts can be built by inserting only
from above and below, so there are no interferences.

6 Conclusion/Future Work
We have provided a number of algorithmic results for Tilt Assembly. Various unsolved
challenges remain. What is the complexity of deciding TAP for non-simple polyominoes? While Lemma 4 can be applied to all polyominoes, we cannot simply remove
any locally convex tile. Can we find a constructible path in
√ a general polyomino from
a given start and endpoint? This would help in finding a N -approximation for nonsimple polyominoes. How can we optimize the total makespan for constructing a
shape? And what options exist for non-constructible shapes?
An interesting approach may be to consider staged assembly, as shown in Fig. 17,
where a shape gets constructed by putting together subpolyominoes, instead of adding

Fig. 17 (Left) A polyomino that cannot be constructed in the basic TAP model. (Right) Construction in a
staged assembly model by putting together subpolyominoes
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one tile at a time. This is similar to staged tile self-assembly [12,14,16]. This may also
provide a path to sublinear assembly times, as a hierarchical
√ assembly allows massive
parallelization. We conjecture that a makespan of O( N ) for a polyomino with N
tiles can be achieved.
All this is left to future work.
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Efficient Parallel Self-Assembly Under
Uniform Control Inputs
Arne Schmidt , Sheryl Manzoor , Li Huang , Aaron T. Becker , and Sándor P. Fekete

Abstract—We prove that by successively combining subassemblies, we can achieve sublinear construction times for “staged”
assembly of microscale objects from a large number of tiny particles, for vast classes of shapes; this is a significant advance in
the context of programmable matter and self-assembly for building high-yield microfactories. The underlying model has particles
moving under the influence of uniform external forces until they hit
an obstacle; particles bond when forced together with a compatible
particle. Previous work considered sequential composition of objects, resulting in construction time that is linear in the number N
of particles, which is inefficient for large N . Our progress implies
critical speedup for constructible shapes; for convex polyominoes,
even a constant construction time is possible. We also show that
our construction process can be used for pipelining, resulting in an
amortized constant production time.
Index Terms—Computational geometry, underactuated robots,
additive manufacturing.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE new field of programmable matter gives rise to a wide
range of algorithmic questions of geometric flavor. One
of the tasks is designing and running efficient production processes for tiny objects with given shape, without being able
to individually handle the potentially huge number of particles
from which it is composed, e.g., building polyominoes from
their tiles without the help of tools.
In this letter we use particles that can be controlled by a
uniform external force, causing all particles to move in a given
direction until they hit an obstacle or another blocked particle,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Recent experimental work by Manzoor et al. [11] showed this
is practical for simple “sticky” particles, enabling assembly by
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Fig. 1. Convex polyominoes can be assembled in six movement steps. A copy
of the polyomino P is released every five steps after the first copy. See video
attachment for animation: https://youtu.be/_R_puO0smPs.

sequentially attaching particles emanating from different depots
within the workspace or supply channels from the outside to the
existing subassembly, as shown in Fig. 1.
The algorithmic challenge is to design the surrounding
“maze” environment and movement sequence to produce a desired shape.
A recent paper by Becker et al. [3] showed that the decision
problem of whether a simple polyomino can be built or not is
solvable in polynomial time. However, this relies on sequential
construction in which one particle at a time is added, resulting
in alinear number of assembly steps, i.e., a time that grows
proportional to the number N of particles, which is inefficient
for large N . In this letter we provide substantial progress by
developing methods that can achievesublinear and in some cases
evenconstant construction times. Our approaches are based on
hierarchical, “staged” processes, in which we allow multi-tile
subassemblies to combine at each construction step.
A. Contribution
We provide a number of contributions to achieving sublinear construction times for polyomino shapes consisting of N
pixels (“tiles”), which is critical for the efficient assembly of
large objects. Many of these results are the outcome of decomposing the shape into simpler pieces; as a consequence, we can
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describe the construction time in geometric parameters that may
be considerably smaller than N .
 We show that we can decide if a given polyomino P can
be recursively constructed from simple subpieces that are
glued together along simple straight cuts (“2-cuts”) in polynomial time. The resulting production time depends on the
number r(P ) oflocally reflex tiles of P , which is bounded
by N , but may be much smaller.
 We show that building a convex polyomino takes O(1)
steps.
 For a monotone polyomino P , we need O(log d(P )) steps,
where d(P ) ≤ N is the number of cuts needed to decompose P into convex subpolyominoes.
 For polyominoes with convex holes, we show that O(r)
steps suffice to build the polyomino.
 All methods we describe can be pipelined resulting in an
amortized constant construction time.
We also elaborate the running time for efficiently computing
aspects of the decomposition, as follows. Finding cuts for a
decomposition needs O(N ) time for monotone polyominoes.
Simple polyominoes require O(N + r2 log r) time to find a
straight cut and O(r2 N log N ) time to find an arbitrary cut.
Allowing convex holes increases the time to O(N + r3 log r)
and O(r3 N log N ), respectively.
√
For all these constructions, we show that N · (CP + D)
obstacles suffice to construct D copies of an N -tile polyomino
that requires CP steps to build.
B. Related Work
In recent years, the problem of assembling a polyomino has
been studied intensively using various theoretical models. Winfree [14] introduced the abstract tile self-assembly model in
which tiles with glues on their side can attach to each other
if their glue type matches. Then, starting with a seed-tile, the
tiles continuously attach to the partial assembly. If no further
tile can attach, the process stops. Several years later, Cannon
et al. [5] introduced the 2-handed tile self-assembling model
(2HAM) in which sub-assemblies can attach to each other provided that the sum of glue strengths is at least a threshold τ .
Chen and Doty [7] introduced a similar model: the hierarchical
tile self-assembling model. In 2008, Demaine et al. [8] introduced the staged tile self-assembly model which is based on the
2HAM. Here, sub-assemblies grow in various bins which can
then poured together to gain new assemblies. This model was
then further analyzed by Demaine et al. [9] and Chalk et al. [6].
An interesting aspect in all models is that the third dimension
can be used to reach specific positions within partial assemblies.
In our paper however, the challenge is to use two dimensions,
i.e., an assembly can only bond to another polyomino if the
bonding site is completely visible.
All these models have in common that particles, e.g., DNAstrands, self-assemble to bigger structures. In this letter, however, the particles can only move by global controls and have
one glue type on all four sides. This concept has been studied
in practice using biological cells controlled by magnetic fields,
see [10]. In addition, see [1]. Recent work by Zhang et al. [15]
shows there exists a workspace a constant factor larger than the
number of agents that enables complete rearrangement for a
rectangle of agents.
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A more related paper is the work by Manzoor et al. [11].
They assemble polyominoes in a pipelined fashion using global
control, i.e., by completing a polyomino after each small control
sequence the amortized construction time of a polyomino is constant. To find a construction sequence building the polyomino
only heuristics are used. Becker et al. [3] show that it is possible
to decide in polynomial time if a hole-free polyomino can be
constructed. However, both papers consider adding one tile at
a time. In this letter, we allow combining partial assemblies at
each step. We are also able to pipeline this process to achieve
an amortized constant production time.
The complexity of controlling robots using a global control
has been studied. Becker et al. [2] show that it is NP-hard to
decide if an initial configuration of a robot swarm in a given
environment can be transformed into another configuration by
only using global control but becomes more tractable if it is
allowed to design the environment. Finding an optimal control
sequence is even harder. Related work for reconfiguration of
robots with local movement control include work by Walter
et al. [13], Vassilvitskii et al. [12], and Butler et al. [4].

II. PRELIMINARIES
Workspace: A workspace W is a planar grid filled with unitsquare particles and fixed unit square blocks (obstacles). Each
cell of the workspace contains either a particle, an obstacle, or
the cell is free.
Movement step: A movement step is one of the four directions
up, right, down, left. One movement step forces every tile or assembly to move to the specified direction until the tile/assembly
is blocked by an obstacle.
Polyomino: For a set P ⊂ Z2 of N grid points in the plane,
the graph GP is the induced grid graph, in which two vertices
p1 , p2 ∈ P are connected if they are at unit distance. Any set
P with connected grid graph GP gives rise to a polyomino
by replacing each point p ∈ P by a unit square centered at p,
which is called a tile; for simplicity, we also use P to denote
the polyomino when the context is clear, and refer to GP as the
dual graph of the polyomino. A polyomino is called hole-free or
simple if and only if the grid graph induced by Z2 \ P is connected. A polyomino P is column convex (row convex, resp.)
if the intersection of any vertical (horizontal, resp.) line and P
is connected, i.e., the polyomino is x-monotone (y-monotone,
resp.). Furthermore, a polyomino P is called (orthogonal) convex if P is column and row convex.
Tiles: A tile t is an unit-square of a polyomino and also
represent particles in the workspace. There are two kinds of
tiles: blue and red tiles. Two tiles stick together if their color
differs.
Constructibility: A polyomino P is constructible if there exists a workspace W and a sequence σ of movement steps that
produce P .
Cuts: A cut is an orthogonal curve moving between points of
Z2 . If any intersection of a cut with the polyomino P has no
turn, the cut is called straight. A p-cut is a cut that splits a polyomino P into p subpolyominoes. Furthermore, a cut is called
valid if all induced subpolyominoes can be pulled apart into
opposite directions without blocking each other. A polyomino
P is called (straight) 2-cuttable if there is a sequence of valid
(straight) 2-cuts that subdivide P into monotone subpolyomi-
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Fig. 2. Left: (Counter-)Examples for straight 2-cuts: 1 is not a 2-cut because
we cannot move the left component to the right or left without getting blocked by
the other component. 2 is not a 2-cut because we get more than two components.
3 is a 2-cut because we get two components which can be pulled apart. 4 is not
a straight cut. Right: Decomposition tree with straight 2-cuts where the leaves
are convex polyominoes.

Fig. 3. A polyomino P . Light grey tiles define P up , dark grey tiles define
P lo . Blue framed rows are minima in P up , red framed rows are maxima in P lo .
Decomposition number d(P ) = 3, because three vertical lines suffice and three
line are necessary because every line hits a maxima/minima.

noes. If the subpolyominoes can be pulled apart in horizontal
(vertical) directions, we call the cut vertical (horizontal) An
example for 2-cuts can be seen in Fig. 2. In the following we
only consider 2-cuts for non-convex polyominoes.
III. MONOTONE ASSEMBLIES
This section focuses on convex and monotone polyominoes.
Lemma 1: Any convex polyomino P can be assembled in
six movement steps.
Proof: The idea of this proof is simple: Subdivide P into
vertical lines of width one, build the lines in two steps (see
Fig. 1.1 and 1.2), and connect these lines with a right and left
movement (see Fig. 1.3 and 1.4). With two more movements we
can flush P out of the labyrinth (see Fig. 1.5 and 1.6).
Assembling a column: To construct a column of length n, we
build n containers, each below the previous. Each container
releases a new tile after each left, down, right movement
combination. After the right movement all n tiles move to
a wall and then have the same x-coordinate. With an up
movement all n tiles stick to a column once the first tile hits
the top wall.
Assembling the polyomino: Assume we have built each column
of the polyomino in parallel. With obstacles we can stop each
column at the appropriate respective heights. A right movement combines all columns left of the column with the maximum height, and a left movement completes the assembly of
P . To remove the polyomino from the assembly area we use
a down, right movement. Note that the last three movements
are left, down, and right, by which we start the next copy
of P .
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Without further precautions, a polyomino could get stuck in
narrow corridors. This problem can be avoided with a simple
case analysis. First, observe that the leftmost of the topmost tiles
of the polyomino is blocked by an obstacle. Let t be this tile
and let xt be the corresponding x-coordinate. Also, let s be a
tile stuck in a corridor having x-coordinate xs . Only two cases
can occur. (a) xs < xt : We place an additional obstacle directly
where t was blocked. This forces the polyomino to stop one
position earlier. (b) xs > xt : We shift every obstacle with xcoordinate higher than the corridor one unit to the right and we
add an additional obstacle at the corridor end. The polyomino
is then stopped by this obstacle.

Definition 1: Let P be an x-monotone polyomino. The decomposition number d(P ) is the minimum number of vertical
cuts required to obtain subpolyominoes that are all convex.
The upper envelope Pup ⊂ P consists of (1) all tiles T on
the boundary that have no tiles above, and (2) tiles connecting
T along the boundary. Analogously define the lower envelope
Plo ⊂ P .
We call a straight row M = {m1 , . . . , mk } ⊂ Pup a minimum
of Pup if there are two tiles t1 and t2 , for which t1 is connected
to the top side of m1 and t2 is connected to the top side of mk .
Analogously define maximum for Plo .
To construct an x-monotone polyomino make vertical cuts
through the maxima/minima of Pup and Plo , respectively. There
are at most d(P ) many cuts. We now can choose a cut, such that
on both subpolyominoes P  and P  the decomposition number d(P  ) ≤ d(P  ) ≤ 12 d(P ); this can be done with a median
search. Repeating this procedure on each resulting subpolyomino yields a decomposition tree with depth log d(P ) whose
leafs are convex polyominoes.
Lemma 2: Let P be a polyomino. For each minimum and
maximum M there must be a vertical cut  going through M in
order to decompose P into convex subpolyominoes.
Proof: Suppose we do not need such line . Let P  be a
subpolyomino having a minimum M  , through which no cut
is made. Consider the two tiles t1 and t2 as defined above.
Both t1 and t2 must be in the same subpolyomino (because
there is no cut through M  ). Then, a horizontal line through t1
and t2 enters P  twice and therefore, P  cannot be an convex
polyomino.

Lemma 3: Let P be an x-monotone polyomino. The decomposition number d(P ) and the corresponding cuts can be computed in O(N ) time.
Proof: Finding the minima and maxima of Pup and Plo ,
respectively, can be found in O(N ) time by sweeping from the
left boundary to the right boundary. Having the minima Mup
and maxima Mlo , both in sorted order from left to right, we
repeat the following procedure:
 Let M0 ∈ Mup and M0 ∈ Mlo be the leftmost minima/maxima, resp.
 If the projection of M0 and M0 to the x-axis overlaps with
at least two tiles, then output a vertical line going through
M0 and M  , and remove both from Mup and Mlo , resp.
 If this is not0 the case, output a vertical line going through
the minima/maxima that ends first, and remove this minima/maxima from Mup or Mlo , resp.
This procedure costs O(d(P )) time. In total, this is O(N )
time. The correctness follows from Lemma 2.
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Fig. 4. Assembling two subpolyominoes P 1 and P 2 , where the topmost tile
of P 1 lies above the topmost tile of P 2 . These are the same movements as seen
in Fig. 1 for convex polyominoes. Thus, we can combine two subpolyominoes
while constructing the next convex subpolyomino. (a) Up. (b) Right. (c) Left.
(d) Down. (e) Right. (f) Up.

Fig. 6. A complete example constructing P with d(P ) = 3. State shown is
after an up-movement and its previous state in translucent colors. Top-left box:
A polyomino P with locally convex tiles (red), locally reflex tiles (blue), and
tiles that are both locally convex and locally reflex (orange, striped).

and polyominoes with convex holes. We end this section by
showing how much space is needed for the workspace in which
we can assemble the polyominoes.
A. Simple Polyominoes

Fig. 5. Assembling two subpolyominoes P 1 and P 2 , where the topmost tile
of P 2 lies above the topmost tile of P 1 . These are the same movements as seen
in Fig. 1 for convex polyominoes. Thus, we can combine two subpolyominoes
while constructing the next convex subpolyomino. (a) Up. (b) Right. (c) Left.
(d) Down. (e) Right. (f) Up.

Theorem 1: Any x-monotone polyomino P with decomposition number d(P ) > 0 can be assembled in O(log(1 +
d(P ))) unit steps. Furthermore, this process can be pipelined
yielding a construction time of amortized O(1) unit steps.
Proof: As a first step we search for the vertical cuts as described above. Having this subdivision into convex subpolyominoes, we can use Lemma 1 to create all subpolyominoes in
parallel. We now can use the combining gadget seen in Figs. 4
and 5 to combine two adjacent subpolyominoes in each cycle.
Thus, for each cycle the number of subpolyominoes decreases
by a factor of two and we have at most log(1 + d(P )) cycles
to combine all subpolyominoes to obtain P .
As already described in Lemma 1, we start a new copy after
every cycle. Thus, to create D copies of P we need O(log(1 +
d(P )) + D) cycles. This is an amortized constant time per
copy if we create Ω(log d(P )) copies. Note that d(P ) is in Ω(1)
and O(N ).

IV. ASSEMBLING NON-MONOTONE SHAPES
In this section we show how to decide constructibility for
special classes of polyominoes, namely simple polyominoes

To prove if a simple polyomino can be constructed we look
at the converse process: a decomposition. As defined in the
preliminary section we use 2-cuts to decompose a polyomino.
If the polyomino cannot be decomposed by 2-cuts then the
polyomino cannot be constructed by successively putting two
subpolyominoes together. We show with the next lemma that
we can greedily pick any valid straight 2-cut.
Lemma 4: Any valid straight 2-cut preserves decomposability.
Proof: Consider a straight 2-cut  and a sequence σ =
(1 , . . . , m ) of cuts, decomposing P into single tiles. Assume
 is part of the cut sequence but not the first cut in σ. Then, there
is a 2-cut  being made directly before  in a polyomino P ∗
induced by cuts before  . We can now swap  and  preserving
their property of being 2-cuts: for  we assume it is a 2-cut in
P , which is also true in any subpolyomino induced by 2-cuts;
the same holds for  , it is a 2-cut in P ∗ and thus, also in any
subpolyomino induced by 2-cuts. After swapping both cuts we
have the same decomposition yielding a valid decomposition of
P . We can now repeat this procedure until  is the first cut in P .
However,  may not be in the cut sequence σ. We now show
that we can use  as a cut by exchanging cuts. Let k be the last
cut intersecting . This cut separates two cuts  and  which
lie on . Because  is a 2-cut, also  ∪  must be a 2-cut in
the polyomino where we use cut k . Therefore, we can first use
the cut  ∪  and then the two cuts k and k induced by the
intersection of  and k . By repeating this procedure, we get 
as part of the cut sequence σ.

Definition 2: A tile t of a polyomino P is said to be locally
convex if there exists a 2 × 2 square solely containing t. If the
square only contains t and its two neighbors, then we call t
locally reflex. Note that a tile can be locally convex and locally
reflex at the same time (see Box in Fig. 6 ).
Lemma 5: Any non-convex, straight 2-cuttable polyomino P
can be decomposed into convex subpolyominoes by only using
straight 2-cuts cutting along a locally reflex tile.
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Fig. 7. The original cut  and its shifted copy  , which together split the
polyomino into three parts P 1 , P 2 , P 3 .

Fig. 8. A not locally convex tile t (red) in P 1 (gray area) blocked by q1 and
q2 (purple). If the path q2 q1 exists, there is at least one blocked locally convex
tile above the black bold line. If q1 q2 exists, we proceed analogously.

Proof: W.l.o.g., consider a vertical straight 2-cut  that may
not cut along a locally reflex tile. Then we can move a cut  to
the left starting at  until we reach a locally reflex tile t such that
the cut goes through the corner of t that lies on the boundary
of P (if we cannot reach a locally reflex tile we move  to the
right). We obtain three subpolyominoes: P1 to the right of , P2
to the left of  , and P3 between  and  (see Fig. 7).
Assume  is not a valid 2-cut, i.e., a tile is blocked in P2 or
P3 . (If there is a blocked tile in P1 , then also  would not be a
2-cut.) Consider the first case, where P2 has a blocked tile t.
Then, t has an y-coordinate which is at most as high as the
highest tile in P3 plus 1 and at least as high as the lowest tile
in P3 minus one (or else both blocking tiles must be in P1
and thus,  would be no 2-cut). Let q1 ∈ P3 to the right of t
and q2 ∈ P1 ∪ P3 to the left of t be the two tiles blocking t.
By replacing q1 with its right neighbor we still have two tiles
blocking t. Because  is a 2-cut we can repeat this procedure
until q1 ∈ P1 . We can repeat the procedure for q2 if q2 ∈ P3 .
Thus, both blocking tiles are in P1 and  cannot be a 2-cut.
For the second case the blocked tile t lies in P3 . Then, also
the right neighbor t of t is blocked. This is also true for t .
Therefore, we can go to the right until we reach P1 and thus,
there is a tile in P1 which is blocked. This means, also  cannot
be a valid 2-cut, which is a contradiction to  being a valid 2-cut.
As each cut  reduces the number of locally reflex tiles by
at least one, the remaining polyominoes will be convex after a
limited number of cuts.

Lemma 6: It is sufficient to consider locally convex tiles for
checking if a cut  is a valid straight 2-cut.
Proof: Assume w.l.o.g.  is a vertical cut splitting the polyomino in two subpolyominoes P1 and P2 . W.l.o.g., consider a
not locally convex tile t ∈ P1 blocked by two tiles q1 , q2 ∈ P2 .
Because  is a 2-cut and P is simple, there must be a path from
q1 to q2 within P2 . This path must go around P1 either above or
beneath t (see Fig. 8).
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In case the path moves above t, consider a horizontal cut
directly above t (see Fig. 8). This cut splits P1 into components.
In each component there are at least four locally convex tiles
from which at most two became locally convex through the cut.
Thus, two of these locally convex tiles were also locally convex
in P1 . It is easy to see in the figure that both locally convex tiles
are also blocked by tiles on the path from q1 to q2 .
In the second case we proceed analogously with the difference
that we use a horizontal cut directly below t. We conclude that in
any case there is a locally convex tile in P1 that is being blocked
if there is a blocked, not locally convex tile. Note that the other
direction may not be true.

Lemma 7: Checking if a 2-cut  is valid can be done in
O(N + r log r) time, where r is the number of locally reflex
tiles.
Proof: W.l.o.g. assume  to be a vertical straight cut and
also assume that we are checking blue tiles only. As a first
step we scan through the polyomino and search for all tiles
that represent a corner, i.e., the tile is locally convex or locally
reflex. Additionally, we can store the neighbor corner tiles of
each corner tile (these are up to four tiles). Both steps can be
done with one scan, and thus in O(N ) time.
Now, consider the cut  splitting the polyomino into subpolyominoes P1 and P2 . Finding the corner tiles in P1 and P2 can
be done in O(r) time by a breadth-first search. We proceed with
the following procedure for P1 (analogously for P2 ):
1) Get all vertical lines connecting two corner tiles in P2
and stretch this line by one tile if a corner tile is red (this
checks if a blue tile would pass a red tile).
2) Sort the set Cr of corner tiles in P2 lexicographically by
y-coordinate and then by x-coordinate.
3) Start a sweep line from bottom to top having the tiles in
Cr as event points.
4) On each event point p do the following update:
 If p is a start point of a vertical line but lies left of the
current vertical line, remove p from Cr .
 If p is a start point and lies to the right of the current
line add the tile of the current line to Cr and jump to
the new vertical line.
 If p is an end point of the current vertical line, then
jump to the nearest vertical line to the left and add the
tile of this line to Cr .
 If p is an end point but not of the current vertical line,
remove p from Cr .
5) Repeat steps 1–4, switching left and right, to get Cl .
6) For each locally convex tile t in P1 :
 find q1 ∈ Cr having highest y-coordinate below t, and
q2 ∈ Cr having lowest y-coordinate above t. (Both
shall be the left-most tile in case of ties.)
 find q1 ∈ Cl having highest y-coordinate below t, and
q2 ∈ Cl having lowest y-coordinate above t. (Both
shall be the left-most tile in case of ties.)
 If t lies to the left of segment q1 q2 and to the right of
segment q1 q2 return false.
This computes a left and right envelope of vertical lines in P1
and P2 , respectively. This allows an easy check if there is a tile
on the left/right blocking a tile from P1 in this direction (for an
example, see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. Example for the data structure used in Lemma 7. We observe that t1 is always on the wrong side of the red line and is thus blocked in both directions.
Vertical lines are part of P 2 .

The runtime is in O(r log r): Step 1 needs O(r) time because
there are O(r) corner tiles and at most two vertical lines per
corner tile. Sorting a set lexicographically in two dimensions
can be done in O(r log r). With a careful view on step 4, we can
observe that each update of the O(r) event points costs O(log r)
and thus in total O(r log r) time. Step 6 can be done in O(log r)
time for each locally convex tile. Therefore, we need O(r log r)
time in total.

The next theorem is straightforward to prove.
Theorem 2: Let r be the number of locally reflex tiles. We
can find a valid straight 2-cut in O(N + r2 log r) time.
Theorem 3: A decomposition tree of valid 2-cuts for a polyomino P can be used to build a labyrinth constructing P . This
labyrinth can also be used for pipelining.
Proof: Consider a cycle of the seven unit steps right, up,
down, up, right, left, down. This is the movement sequence
which was already seen for convex and monotone polyominoes
but with two more movements. This cycle preserves the ability to
construct monotone polyominoes in the labyrinth above. Also
observe that turning the gadgets seen in Figs. 4 and 5 by 90
degrees clockwise yields gadgets that put two polyominoes on
top of each other.
Transforming a decomposition tree of 2-cuts for a polyomino
P can easily be done: Consider the layers of the decomposition
tree, with the root being layer zero, its children being layer one,
and so on. In each vertex in one layer either a horizontal or
vertical cut is made. Corresponding to this cut we construct a
gadget putting the two children of this vertex together. At some
point only monotone subpolyominoes exist. These can be build
using the methods described above.
The length of a root-leaf-path may vary. In this case we can
build loops so we can put two polyominoes together at the right
time.

Theorem 4: Any straight 2-cuttable polyomino P can be
build within O(r) unit steps, where r is the number of locally
reflex tiles in P . D copies require O(r + D) unit steps.
Proof: Doing cuts along locally reflex tiles reduces the number of locally reflex tiles by at least one. This implies a maximum
depth of O(r) of the decomposition tree and thus, O(r) cycles
to produce P . As seen before, pipelining yields a construction
time of (r + D) unit steps, which is an amortized constant construction time if D ∈ Ω(N ).

Unfortunately, the number of locally reflex tiles r can be in
Ω(N ) and thus, we may need Ω(N ) cuts to build the polyomino.
In particular, Fig. 10 left shows an example which needs Ω(N )

Fig. 10. Left: A polyomino needing Ω(N ) steps to build as we cannot separate
the green nor the orange part efficiently from the grey part. Right: Polyomino
which is not 2-cuttable. Any cut splits the polyomino either in two subpolyominoes which cannot be pulled apart or into more than two subpolyominoes.

Fig. 11. A polyomino P (grey tiles) and the graph D P (right). The vertices
in V B are shown as squares, the vertices in V I are shown as disks. Red bold
line in P is a 2-cut. Red path in the graph represents this cut.

cycles to build. Even scaling by some factor k, i.e., replacing
each tile by an k × k supertile, seems not to help. Moreover,
there are also polyominoes we cannot build by putting two
subpolyominoes together at the same time (see Fig. 10 right).
B. Non-Straight Cuts
Considering any 2-cut makes it more difficult to find cuts, as
there are exponential many possible cuts. However, we do not
need to consider all cuts. For a given start s and end e on the
boundary of a polyomino P , we can show that it is sufficient to
consider only one cut connecting s and e. The proof is similar
to the one of Lemma 5.
Theorem 5: Given a 2-cuttable polyomino P , we can find a
2-cut in time O(r2 N log N ), where r is the number of locally
reflex tiles in P .
Proof: The idea of this proof is to find O(r2 ) 2-cuts which
are then tested if they are valid. One necessary criterion is that
no cut moves three units to the left or right in case of vertical
cuts. This can be achieved with a directed graph DP . As seen
in Fig. 11, we add a set of O(r) vertices that correspond to
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Fig. 12.

Block diagram of the workspace to construct a monotone polyomino.

corners of tiles lying on the boundary of P (giving rise to the set
VB ), or that correspond to corner tiles not lying on the boundary
(resulting in the set VI ). We add edges betweenadjacent vertices
1
with weight 2N
if both vertices are in VI . If both vertices are in
VB , then the edge has weight 2, otherwise 1.
A 2-cut is represented by a shortest path of weight at most
2.5 containing exactly two vertices of VB . If we have at least
three vertices of VB in the shortest path, it has length at least
3. Thus, paths from one vertex in VB to another vertex of VB
define cuts going through P . Finding all shortest paths from one
vertex in VB lasts O(N log N ) time, as there are O(N ) edges
in DP . This implies a total time of O(rN log N ) for finding all
shortest paths of length at most 2.5.
Because one cut can make O(N ) turns, checking whether the
cut is valid takes time O(N log N ). Thus, checking all O(r2 )
cuts if they are valid needs time O(r2 N log N ).

All techniques can be generalized for polyominoes with convex holes. However, this increases the number of possible cuts
to be checked. In particular, there can be O(rh3 ) possible ways
to go through a hole h with rh locally reflex tiles. Thus, the
time to find a cut takes O(N + r3 log r) using straight cuts and
O(r3 N log N ) using non-straight cuts.
C. Workspace Size and Number of Obstacles
Theorem 6: Let P be a polyomino. Then, the workspace
needed to assemble D copies √
of P can be put into a rectanL
·
(C
+
D)) and height O(hP · (CP +
gle
of
width
O(w
P
P
P
√
D)), where wP and hP are the width and height of P , CP
is the number of movement steps needed, and LP is the number of cuts made to decompose P into convex
√ subpolyominoes.
Furthermore, we only need O(N (LP + D)) obstacles in the
workspace.
Proof: Represent each gadget as a block. An example block
diagram shown in Fig. 12 illustrates the structure of the
workspace with width and height of each stage.
Consider the decomposition tree T of P induced by cuts
whose leafs are convex polyominoes. For convex polyominoes
we can use the construction from Lemma 6 and for each inner
node of T we use the gadgets used in Theorem 1 to combine two
subpolyominoes. Let P1 , . . . , Pk be the convex polyominoes in
the leafs of T with width w1 , . . .√
, wk and height
√ h1 , . . . , hk .
To construct one Pi , we need O( Dwi ) × O( Dh∗0 ) space,
where h∗0 is the maximum height of all Pi .
Now consider the j-th stage with j ≤ CP where some
polyominoes are combined. Let P1 and P2 be two such
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Fig. 13. Gadgets assembling two subpolyominoes. Left: With unnecessary
obstacles. Right: Without unnecessary obstacles.

Fig. 14. (a) Magnetic manipulation workspace (b) frames from an assembly
of one column of a polyomino. (c) frames from combining two polyominoes.

polyominoes. After assembling these polyominoes the width of
the polyomino P1 increases to w1 ≤ w1 + w2 . Thus, the width
of the workspace increases by at most w1 + w2 . We observe
that any width of P1 , . . . , Pk appears at most CP + 1 times.
wP and k ∈ O(LP ), this results
With wi ≤√
√ in a total width of
LP
w
(
D
+
C
+
1)
∈
O(w
L
(
D + CP )).
P
P P
i=1 P
For the total height consider the maximum height h∗j of all
polyominoes in stage j ≤ CP . Because we need O(h∗j ) space in
the√
vertical direction for stage√j, we have have a total height of

hP D + Cj P=1 h∗j ∈ O(hP ( D + CP )) resulting in a rectan√
√
gle of size O(wP ( D + CP )) × O(hP ( D + CP )) enclosing
the workspace.
Although the workspace may be large, the number of obstacles needed is smaller. First, ignore any obstacle not needed as
a stopper (see Fig. 13). This reduces the number of obstacles to
O(wP + hP ). Because wP , hP ≤ N this is O(N ). The same
can be done for building the convex polyominoes.
√ However, to
keep the D tiles in a√container we need all O( D) obstacles.
Thus, we have O(N D) obstacles to build all convex polyominoes and O(L
√P N ) obstacles for the gadgets which is in total

O(N (LP + D)).
V. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
We implemented the algorithms for staged assembly at micro
and milli scale. A customized setup was used to generate a
magnetic field to manipulate the magnetic particles.
1) Experimental Platform: The magnetic setup used for the
experiments is shown in Fig. 14, consisting of three orthogonal pairs of coils with separation distance equivalent to the
outer diameter (127.5 mm) of a coil. The coils (18 AWG, 1200
turns, Custom Coils, Inc) are actuated by six SyRen10-25 motor drivers, and a Tekpower HY3020E is used for the DC power
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43 mm × 62 mm workspace was placed in a uniform, 101 G
magnetic field to control the orientation of the polyominoes and
then manually tilted in the direction sequence u, l, d, r, u . See
video attachment for experimental demonstrations.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 15. Results from assembly of a micro-scale three-tile column polyomino.
There are 10 trials per data point. (a) Success rate as a function of the duration
control inputs were applied in each of the four directions on a workspace with
1 mm width channels. (b) Success rate as a function of channel widths using
control inputs applied for 3 s in each direction.

supply. The electromagnetic platform can provide uniform magnetic fields of up to 101 G, and gradient fields up to 150 mT/m
along any horizontal direction in the center of the workspace.
With flux concentration cores, up to 900 mT/m gradient fields
are observed in the experiment. Each flux concentration core is
a solid iron cylinder 73.1 mm in diameter.
The workspaces used to demonstrate the sublinear assembly
algorithms were designed to replicate the column assembly in
Fig. 1 and the subpolyomino assembly in Fig. 4. Each workspace
is made up of two layers of acrylic cut using a Universal Laser
Cutter. The base layer is fabricated from 2 mm thick transparent
acrylic, and it is glued to 5.5 mm thick acrylic, which acts as an
obstacle layout. In each experiment, the workspace is placed in
the center of our electromagnetic platform. The particle tiles are
composed of nickel-plated neodymium cube-shaped magnets
(supermagnetman.com C0010). The magnet cubes have edge
lengths of 0.5 mm for micro-scale and 2.88 mm for milli-scale
demonstrations. An Arduino Mega 2560 was used to control the
current in the coils and the workspaces were observed with a
IEEE 1394 camera, captured at 60 fps.
2) Experimental Results: In micro-scale experiments, we
filled the workspaces with vegetable oil and placed a magnet
cube with 0.5 mm edge length in each of the three hoppers.
The workspace used in these experiments was 18 mm wide and
30 mm long. To assemble the column polyomino, a gradient
magnetic field of 900 mT/m was applied in the direction sequence d, r, u, l . Each direction input was applied for a fixed
amount of time specified by a MATLAB program. A successful
trial requires that all three components are joined and delivered
to the top right of the workspace. Fig. 14(b) shows the completed three-tile polyomino and Fig. 15 shows representative
experimental results for the assembly of the column polyomino.
Successful assembly depends on the channel widths and the duration of the control inputs. Larger channel widths and longer
control durations led to high success rates. Trials were always
successful when the magnetic field was applied at least 3 s in
each direction and when the channel width was at least 1 mm.
For milli-scale demonstrations we assembled two polyominoes, as shown in Fig. 14(c). Each polyomino is composed of
four magnet cubes glued together to form a square shape. The

A spectrum of future work remains, most notably issues of
robustness in the presence of inaccuracies, as well as the extension of our results to three-dimensional shapes. Questions in
2D include the following. Can we guarantee sublinear production times if the polyomino can be scaled by a constant? Are
straight cuts sufficient, i.e., if a polyomino P is 2-cuttable, is P
also straight 2-cuttable? How hard is it to decide if a polyomino
cannot be built at all? Can we efficiently assemble polyomino
P  that approximates P ?
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Coordinated Particle Relocation
Using Finite Static Friction with Boundary Walls
Arne Schmidt1 , Victor M. Baez2 , Aaron T. Becker2 and Sándor P. Fekete1

Abstract—We present theoretical and practical methods for
achieving arbitrary reconfiguration of a set of objects, based on
the use of external forces, such as a magnetic field or gravity:
Upon actuation, each object is pushed in the same direction until
it collides with an obstruction. This concept can be used for a
wide range of applications in which particles do not have their
own energy supply.
A crucial challenge for achieving any desired target configuration is breaking global symmetry in a controlled fashion.
Previous work made use of specifically placed barriers; however,
introducing precisely located obstacles into the workspace is
impractical for many scenarios. In this paper, we present a
different, less intrusive method: making use of the interplay
between static friction with a boundary and the external force
to achieve arbitrary reconfiguration. Our key contributions are
a precise theoretical characterization of the critical coefficient
of friction that is sufficient for rearranging two particles in
triangles, convex polygons, and regular polygons; a method for
reconfiguring multiple particles in rectangular workspaces, and
deriving practical algorithms for these rearrangements. Hardware
experiments show the efficacy of these procedures, demonstrating
the usefulness of this novel approach.
Index Terms—Manipulation Planning, Underactuated Robots

R

I. I NTRODUCTION

ECONFIGURING a large set of objects in a prespecified
manner is a fundamental task for a large spectrum of
applications, including swarm robotics, smart materials and
advanced manufacturing. In many of these scenarios, the
involved items are not equipped with individual motors or
energy supplies, so actuation must be performed from the
outside. Moreover, reaching into the workspace to manipulate
individual particles of an arrangement is often impractical
or even impossible; instead, global external forces (such as
gravity or a magnetic force) may be have to employed, targeting
each object in the same, uniform manner. These limitations of
individual navigation apply even in scenarios of swarm robotics:
For example, the well-known kilobots do have individual
actuation and energy supply, but often make use of an external
light source for navigation [14]; as a consequence, directing
a swarm of kilobots by switching on a light beacon works
just like activating an external force. This concept of global
Manuscript received: Sept. 19, 2019; Revised Dec. 10, 2019; Accepted Jan.
7, 2020.
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move 1

move 17

move 35

Fig. 1. (Left) Using a robotic apparatus to impose a global force on a
configuration of particles. (Right) A reconfiguration sequence that combines
global force and local friction to achieve arbitrary repositioning of particles.

control has also been studied for using biological cells as
reactive robots controlled by magnetic fields, see Arbuckle
and Requicha [3] and Kim et al. [10]. Global control also has
applications in assembling nano- and micro-structures. Related
work shows how to assemble shapes by adding one particle at
a time [7], [4], or combining multiple pairs of subassemblies
in parallel in one time step [16].
Considering this approach of navigation by a global external
force gives rise to a number of problems, including navigation
of one particle from a start to a goal position [11], particle
computation [5], [6], or emptying a polygon [2]. Zhang et
al. [19], [20] show how to rearrange a rectangle of agents in a
workspace that is only constant times larger than the number of
agents. Akella et al. [1] consider the problem of reconfiguring
an object on a conveyor belt with a simple robot, and Lynch
et al. [12] use a mobile robot with a flat pusher plate as the
gripper to manipulate objects.
A crucial issue for all these tasks is how to combine the
use of a uniform force (which is the same for all involved
items) with the individual requirements of object relocation
(which may be distinct for different particles): How can we
achieve an arbitrary arrangement of particles if all of them are
subjected to the same external force? Previous work (such as
[6]) has shown how arbitrary reconfiguration of an ensemble is
possible with the help of specifically placed barriers; however,
introducing precisely located obstacles into the workspace is
impractical for many scenarios. In this paper, we present a
different, less intrusive method: making use of the interplay
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r1

ures (t) r1

u(t)

u(t)

θ
u(t)

N (boundaryxr1 (t) )

θ θ
N (boundaryxr1 (t) )

Fig. 2. Left: An input force command u(t) within the cone ±θ about the
normal to the boundary results in no motion of r1 . Right: An input force
command u(t) outside the cone results in a motion of both particles. Observe
that r1 slides along the boundary with a resulting force ures (t).

between static friction with a boundary of the workspace and
the external force to achieve any desired configuration.
A. Our Results.
We provide a fundamentally new approach to manipulating
a swarm of objects by an external, global force, demonstrating
how static boundary friction can be employed to achieve
arbitrary reconfiguration. Our results include the following.
• We show that any two particles in an arrangement can
be arbitrarily relocated in a triangle, provided sufficient
friction as a function of the triangle geometry.
• More specifically, for a triangle with second smallest
angle β, we prove that an angle of friction of π2 − β is
sometimes necessary and always sufficient to guarantee
any reconfiguration.
• We also provide procedures for reconfiguring more than
two particles, including sorting a line of n particles.
• We provide hardware experiments showing the efficacy
of our strategies, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
B. Other Related Work.

r2 − r1

r̃1

r2

u(t)

(0, 0)

Ci

r1

r̃2
r̃2 − r̃1

Fig. 3. Left: A six-sided polygon P with start positions r1 and r2 for two
particles and their goal positions r̃1 and r̃2 . Middle: The ∆ configuration
of the polygon and the positions of the start and end configuration. Right:
Lightgray (darkgray) area corresponds to the Ci -area (Cj -area, resp.).

Definition 1. Let θ be the angle of friction and µ := tan θ be
the coefficient of friction.
See Fig. 2 for an illustration. For a particle r, let
N(boundaryxr (t) ) be the normal to the boundary at position
xr (t). For notational simplicity, we also use r as the position
of the particle. For a force command u(t), if a particle r has
position xr (t) and velocity ẋr (t) at time t, we assume the
following, where α = arccos(u(t) · N(boundaryxr (t) )) if r
lies on the boundary:

0,
if xr (t) ∈ boundary




and α ≤ θ,

ẋr (t) = ck ku(t)k · sin α, if xr (t) ∈ boundary


and π2 ≥ α > θ,



ku(t)k,
otherwise,
where ck < 1 is some coefficient depending on the kinetic
friction. Throughout this paper, we will only consider the first
and the third case, i.e., each particle moves at full speed or
does not move at all.
Problem 1. Given a workspace, i.e., a convex polygon with
n vertices v1 , . . . , vn , with m particles r1 , . . . , rm , and an
angle of friction θ. Is it possible to reach the configuration
r̃1 , . . . , r̃m ?

Sliding a component using an active tilting tray has a rich
In this paper, we do not make any assumption on the
history, especially on sensorless part orientation, see [8], [13]. initial positions of r1 , . . . , rm , except that all particles are
Similar work also applies to using sliding-jaw grippers with low- well separated, i.e., they have a distance ε > 0 to each other.
friction contact surfaces to localize parts without sensing [9].
Shahrokhi et al. [17], [18] considered reconfiguration problems Definition 2 (∆ Configuration). The ∆ configuration space
of particles using friction at the walls. However, they assume ∆P of a convex polygon P containing two particles is a polygon
walls have infinite friction, i.e., a particle lying at a wall cannot obtained by translating n copies of P , such that each vertex
be moved when there is a movement parallel to the wall. of P is moved to the origin, and taking the convex hull of all
This differs from the more realistic assumptions in this paper, copies (for an example see Figure 3).
in which we only consider finite friction. For a theoretical
We observe that ∆P can also be defined by taking the
investigation of friction-less sliding tile particles moving on a convex hull of differences between each pair of vertices. More
2D grid in the presence of obstacles, see the recent paper by formally:
Balanza-Martinez et al. [4] and its bibliography.
∆P := ch (Ci − Cj | Ci , Cj ∈ P ) ,
II. P RELIMINARIES

The coefficient of friction is a property of the surfaces of any
two materials brought in contact. The coefficient of friction
is a ratio of the force required to move a surface horizontally
past another and the force with which the materials are pressed
together. If a particle is placed on a flat plate that is tilted until
the object slides, the tangent of the angle when the sliding
commences is the coefficient of friction.

where ch(·) denotes the convex hull. From this alternative
definition follows that ∆P = ∆−P , where −P is P rotated
by π. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 3. Let P be a convex polygon and v be a vertex
in P . A v-area in ∆P is the union of P and −P having v
centered at the origin (see Figure 3 right).
Note that the union of v-areas for all v ∈ P equals ∆P .
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III. R ECONFIGURATION OF TWO PARTICLES
Just like in the context of sorting algorithms in computer
science or discrete mathematics, a critical component for
achieving arbitrary reconfiguration of larger ensembles is the
ability to rearrange two specific particles. For our purposes
of employing external forces and static friction, the additional
aspects of geometry and physics have to be considered. These
are addressed in this section, before we proceed to show how
this can be generalized to large ensembles in the next section.
The main idea for this first step is to try to completely cover
the ∆ configuration. We start by developing a strategy for
separating two particles in Subsection A, which gives us a
lower bound for θ for every strategy in this section. This is
followed by an upper bound for θ in triangles (Subsection B)
and arbitrary convex polygons (Subsection C), i.e., we can
guarantee any reconfiguration with any angle of friction higher
than this upper bound.

α
θ

3

s2

s2
r2

π
2 −θ
π
2 −α+
r2 s1

b
α
c

b
α
c
c0

θ

π
2
π
2

−α+θ
−θ

s1
θ

Fig. 4. A corner of a polygon with angle α. Left: r2 lies on s1 and is moved
to s2 . Right: r2 is moved back to s1 . r2 can be moved away from the corner
if the angle of friction exceeds α
2
C

C

r̃1

r̃1
α

Ar

Ar

B

r2

1

α

r̃2
B

r1

2

(a) Blue strategy. Dotted lines represent the vector r̃2 − r̃1
r1 C

r2 C

A. Separating two particles

θ

As a first step, we show how to separate two specific
particles.
Lemma 1. Assume particle r1 is positioned in a corner with
angle α, then we can move r2 to any position in the polygon
without moving r1 , if µ > tan( α2 ), i.e., the angle of friction is
greater than α2 .
Proof. We perform a zig-zag move (Figure 5(a) left) that
increases the distance between r1 and r2 . Consider Figure 4.
W.l.o.g., r1 sits in the corner bounded by segments s1 and s2 ,
while r2 starts on segment s1 with distance c to r1 . We move
r2 to the other segment s2 with the maximum angle possible.
Particle r2 reaches s2 with distance b to r1 . Afterwards, we
move r2 back to s1 , now having a distance of c0 . If θ is
sufficiently large, then c0 > c.
For a given θ, we have

r̃1

cos2 (θ − α)
c =c·
.
cos2 (θ)
0

Ar

r1

2

Note that in a triangle an angle of friction of

α
2

θ

Ar

r2

1

B

θ

r1 C

r̃1

r̃1
A

α

B
r1

A

α

B
r2

θ

θ

(c) Orange strategy
θ

θ

C
r1

C
r2

r̃1
α

r̃1
r2 B

A

α

r1 B

(d) Violet strategy
Fig. 5. Illustration of the five strategies. Colored areas correspond to valid
goal positions for r2 , if the goal position of r1 is r̃1 . Left column: We fix r1
and move r2 . Right column: We switch intermediate locations of r1 and r2 .

α
α

(a)

Let T be a triangle and let A, B and C be the corners with
angles α, β and γ. Furthermore, let α be the smallest angle
in T and we assume that θ > α2 is guaranteed. Consider two

B

r2 C

is necessary.

B. Reconfiguration of two particles in arbitrary triangles

α

(b) Red and green strategy

A

If c0 > c, then cos2 (θ − α) > cos2 (θ). This is true if
cos(θ − α) > cos(θ). By applying the arccos function, this
yields α − θ < θ, if θ < α, and θ − α < θ, if θ ≥ α. The
first case is true iff θ > α2 , the second case is always true
for α > 0. Hence, for θ > α2 we can increase the distance
between r1 and r2 . By moving r2 by short movements, we
can relocate r2 to any corner of a given polygon. Note that if
α is an obtuse angle, the same formula can be derived.

r̃1

α

sin( π2 − α + θ)
cos(θ − α)
b=c·
=c·
,
π
sin( 2 − θ)
cos(θ)

and therefore

θ

α

(b)

β

(c)

Fig. 6. Shown in (a) and (b) are the ∆ configurations of the blue triangle.
Both blue triangles correspond to the A-area. Colors represent the areas in
the ∆ configuration covered by our five strategies with an angle of friction of
α
+ ε for some ε > 0. (a),(b): We observe that every strategy may cover areas
2
not covered by any other strategy. (c): If θ > π2 − β then we can guarantee
full coverage.
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α
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δ2 C2
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α
θ

Fig. 7. Left: Computation of minimum θ needed for the red strategy. Right:
Computation of minimum θ needed for the final step of the orange strategy.

δ 0 γ0
C0 δ0

δ 0 γ0
γ1

δ1
δ1 C1

C0 δ0

γ1

δ1
δ1 C1

particles r1 and r2 within a triangle and their goal positions Fig. 8. Left: If we want to move a particle in C0 without moving a particle
r̃1 and r̃2 . We have the following strategies to reach the goal in C3 , some movements are prohibited (even if we have infinite friction),
because δ0 < γ3 . Right: However, we can move the particle in C0 to any
positions (see also Fig. 5 for a graphical sketch):
place in the polygon without moving a particle in C2 (unless the friction is
Blue: Move r1 to A. As in Lemma 1, use zig-zag moves to too small), because δ3 + δ0 > γ2 and δ1 + δ0 > γ2 .
place r2 in T while r1 is fixed in A, such that r2 − r1 =
Because α ≤ γ, we only need to consider the red strategy
r̃2 − r̃1 . Then, translate r1 and r2 to their goal positions.
for
full coverage and thus, θ > π2 − γ is sufficient to cover the
Red: First, place r2 in A and move r1 to B. Then, place r2
anywhere in the area spanned by AB and the angle of B-area.
friction θ. Afterwards, translate r1 and r2 to their goal
Lemma 3. If θ > π2 − β, then the area of the green and violet
positions.
Green: First, Place r2 in A and move r1 to C. Then, place strategy covers the C-area completely.
r2 in the area spanned by AC and the angle of friction Proof. The argument of the previous lemma applies.
θ, such that r2 − r1 = r̃2 − r̃1 . Afterwards, translate r1
and r2 to their goal positions.
Theorem 1. Let T be a triangle with angles α ≤ β ≤ γ. If
Orange: Place r2 in C and r1 in B (as we will see later, this θ > π2 − β, then we can guarantee any reconfiguration of two
is always possible if θ > α2 ; see Theorem 2). Then, place particles, i.e., ∆T is completely covered by our strategies.
r2 in the area spanned by BC and the angle of friction,
Proof. To cover the A-, B-, and C-area of the ∆ configuration,
such that r2 − r1 = r̃2 − r̃1 . Afterwards, translate both
the angle of friction θ must be greater than max( α2 , π2 − β, π2 −
particles to their goal position.
γ). Because β ≤ γ we have that π2 − β ≥ π2 − γ.
Violet: Place r2 in B and r1 in C. Then, place r2 anywhere
We can rewrite π2 − β as π−2β
= α+γ−β
≥ α2 (because
2
2
in the area spanned by CB and the angle of friction, such
π
that r2 − r1 = r̃2 − r̃1 Finally, translate both particles to γ − β ≥ 0). Therefore, an angle of friction of at least 2 − β
guarantees full coverage of ∆T .
their goal position.
These strategies can also be used by switching the particles r1
With the following theorem we show that, if θ is slightly
and r2 . Assume that r1 lies in corner A. To switch r1 and r2 , larger than α , then we can guarantee two thirds of all
2
we separate both particles to corners B and C, then we use reconfigurations.
Furthermore, the proof implies that two
strategy orange or violet (depending on which particle is in particles can be separated to B and C for any θ > α .
2
which corner), and as a last step, we move r2 to A.
Theorem 2. For a triangle T with angles α ≤ β ≤ γ, at least
Observation 1. In the ∆ configuration, the only strategies two thirds of all configurations can be guaranteed if θ > α .
2
that overlap are red with orange and green with violet.
Furthermore, the blue strategy fills out the A-area completely, Proof. Following Lemma 2, we need an angle of friction
π
π
red and orange fill out parts of the B-area, and green and of at least 2 − γ to cover the B-area. Because 2 − γ =
π−2γ
π−γ−β
α
≤
= 2 , the B-area is always covered if θ > α2 .
violet fill out parts of the C-area
2
2
Furthermore, the A-area (covered by the blue strategy) and the
Lemma 2. If θ > π2 − γ, then the area of the red and orange B-area are two thirds of ∆ , and thus, we can guarantee two
T
strategy covers the B-area completely.
thirds of all possible configurations.
Proof. W.l.o.g., assume that α ≤ β ≤ γ. First observe that, if
the B-area is covered, then the red or the orange strategy covers
the area on its own. Therefore, we search for the minimum C. Reconfiguration of two particles in convex polygons
angle needed such that one of the two strategies covers the
Now we proceed to develop strategies to reconfigure two
B-area.
particles in convex polygons by generalizing the strategies for
Red strategy: Red covers the B-area if we can move r1 (r2 , triangles, i.e., for a particle r1 in corner Ci and a particle
resp.) to C without moving r2 (r1 , resp.). To this end, the r2 in corner Cj , moving particle r2 to cover the Ci -area. As
angle of friction must be π2 − γ (see Figure 7 left).
shown in Figure 8, we cannot guarantee full coverage with this
Orange strategy: Assume that r1 and r2 already lie in B strategy, because any movement for r2 in direction to C1 would
and C, respectively. To cover the B-area, r2 must be movable also move r1 . This happens for all pairs of vertices (Ci , Cj )
to A without moving r1 . This requires an angle of friction of of P , where the segment Cj Cj+1 has a larger negative slope
at least π2 − α.
than the segment Ci Ci−1 .
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Definition 4. For a vertex Ci ∈ P , let δi be the exterior
+
angle at vertex Ci . Let Pi,j
:= {Ci , Ci+1 , . . . , Cj−1 , Cj } and
−
Pi,j := {Ci , Ci−1 , . . . , Cj+1 , Cj }.
P
Furthermore, let Pi := {Cj ∈ P |
δ k ≥ γi ∧
+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j
P
δk ≥ γi }, i.e., Pi contains every vertex of P such
−
Ck ∈Pi−1,j

that we can use the strategy described in the beginning of this
section. Note that all indices are modulo n.
Lemma 4. For a vertex Ci of P , we have |Pi | ≥ 1.

there are two
Proof. Assume that |Pi | = 0. Then,
P
P adjacent
vertices Cj and Cj 0 such that
δk < γi and
δk < γi .

This implies that 2γi >

P

+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j

δk +

+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j

P

−
Ck ∈Pi−1,j
0

δk = −δi +

−
Ck ∈Pi−1,j
0

P

δk =

Ck ∈P

−δi +2π > 2π−2δi = 2γi . This is a contradiction and therefore
|Pi | ≥ 1.
Lemma 5. Let P be a convex polygon with vertices
C0 , . . . , Cn−1 and angles γ0 , . . . , γn−1 . We can cover
the

γ
+
−
Ci -area if θ > min γ2i , max 2j , ηi,j
− π2 , ηi,j
− π2 , where
j∈Pi
P
P
+
−
ηi,j
:=
δk and ηi,j
:=
δk .
+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j−1

−
Ck ∈Pi−1,j+1

5

Theorem 3. Let P
vertices C0 , . . . , 
Cn−1
θ

>

+
where ηi,j

be a convex Polygon with
and angles γ0 , . . . , γn−1 . 
If

γj
γi
+
−
π
π
, max 2 , ηi,j − 2 , ηi,j − 2
max min
,
0≤i<n j∈Pi 2
P
P
−
:=
δk and ηi,j :=
δk , then every
+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j−1

−
Ck ∈Pi−1,j+1

configuration of two particles can be reached.

D. Reconfiguration of two particles in regular n-gons
Theorem 4. If P is a regular polygon with n vertices and if
µ > cot(π/n), then every reconfiguration is possible.
Proof. In a regular polygon, every inner
is n−2
n π. We
 angle
γj
γj
+
−
π
π
know that max 2 , ηi,j − 2 , ηi,j − 2 ≥ 2 = n−2
2n π for
every pair (i, j). Therefore, due to Theorem 3, θ > n−2
2n π is
sufficient to cover the whole ∆ configuration, and we can guarantee every configuration of two particles. Thus, the coefficient
π
of friction is µ = tan(θ) > tan( n−2
2n π) = cot( n ).
IV. R ECONFIGURATION OF M ANY PARTICLES
In this section, we consider more than two particles. We
show further limitations by demonstrating that not every reconfiguration of three particles may be possible. On the positive
side, we show that we can perform arbitrary permutations for
a line of n particles.

Proof. We consider two strategies to cover the Ci -area. The
first strategy keeps one particle in the corner Ci and moves the
Theorem 5. Consider the class C of configurations of three
second particle to any position in the polygon. This requires
particles in a square, where one of the particles lies within the
γi
an angle of friction of more than 2 .
bounding rectangle of the other two particles. If θ > π2 , then
The second strategy picks one vertex Cj ∈ Pi and proceeds
we can reconfigure any configuration to any configuration of
in two steps. See Fig. 9 for an illustration. In step one, one
C . Furthermore, C contains 13 of all possible configurations.
particle is kept in corner Cj while the other particle is moved
to corner Ci . This requires an angle of friction of more than Proof. W.l.o.g., let r1 , r2 and r3 be the three particles such
γj
that the x- and y-coordinates in the goal configuration are
2 . In step two, we move the particle from corner Cj to any
place in the polygon. We show that an angle of friction of monotonically increasing, i.e., r1 .x ≤ r2 .x ≤ r3 .x and r1 .y ≤
+
−
r2 .y ≤ r3 .y. We can also assume that the same holds for the
max(ηi,j
− π2 , ηi,j
− π2 ) is sufficient to do this.
The segment Ci Cj splits the polygon into subpolygons, i.e., x-coordinates in the start configuration (or else we start using
+
−
Pi,j
and Pi,j
, and splits the angle γi (γj ) into two angles γi+ the swap strategy from the last section). Proceed as follows:
−
+
+
and γi (γj and γj− ). W.l.o.g., consider Pi,j
(calculations for (1) Move r1 to the lower left corner of the square and (2)
−
Pi,j are analogous). To move the particle, say r1 , from Cj use zig-zag moves to move r3 to the top right corner. Then,
+
anywhere in Pi,j
, it must be possible to move r1 in direction (3) we can use zig-zag moves to move r2 to a position, such
~v = Cj−1 − Cj without moving the particle in Ci . Therefore, that r1 and r2 have the same relative position as in the goal
θ must be at least the angle that is enclosed by ~v and the configuration. (4) Translate r1 together with r2 such that r2 and
orthogonal of the segment s := Ci Ci+1 . We observe that the r3 have the correct relative position. As a last step (5) we can
angle between ~v and s is π − γi+ − γj+ . The sum γi+ + γj+ can translate all three particles to the desired goal configuration.
+
To show that this strategy is correct, we show that we can
be calculated by taking the sum of angles in Pi,j
and subtract
carry
out all five steps. We can do step (1) by simply translating
+
+
+
+
+
every angle of Pi,j except γi and γj . More formal: γi +γj =
P
P
P
all particles. We show that we can do step (2) in the previous
+
+
(|Pi,j | − 2)π −
γk =
π − γk =
δk = ηi,j .
section. For step (3), assume that we move r2 further away
+
+
+
Ck ∈Pi+1,j−1
Ck ∈Pi+1,j−1
Ck ∈Pi+1,j−1
from r1 . This means the zig-zag moves cannot affect r3 . Due
+
Because the angle between ~v and s is π − ηi,j , the angle
to the angle of friction of θ > π2 we can move r2 without
+
π
of friction needed is ηi,j − 2 . Thus, θ must be greater than
moving r1 . Step (4) and (5) are simple translations and can
γ
+
−
max( 2j , ηi,j
− π2 , ηi,j
− π2 ) for strategy two by picking one
therefore be performed.
specific vertex of P .
Now, it is left to show that C contains 13 of all configurations.
By taking the minimum over all choices for Cj and the There are 12 choices for the two particles
that define the
minimum of strategies one and two, the claim follows.
bounding rectangle and for a fixed choice these are
Z 1 Z 1 Z x1 Z y1
1
Combining Lemmas 4 and 5 yields the following theorem.
(x1 − x2 )(y1 − y2 ) dy2 dx2 dy1 dx1 =
36
0
0
0
0
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+
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−

π
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π−

−
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(3)

+
π − η3,0
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Fig. 10. Sorting multiple particles (hardware experiments, see video attachment [15]). In blue
(1,3,2)→(1,2,3). In green (3,2,1)→(1,2,3). All particles
Fig. 9. Second strategy to cover the Ci -area (Lemma 5). Assuming one particle in C3 and one particle move when commanded, unless friction with the bound+
in C0 . Blue angle is sufficient as angle of friction to reach any position in P3,0
= C3 C4 C5 C0 with ary prevents motion. Boundary is coated with 220 grit
the particle in C0 without moving the particle in C3 .
sandpaper, giving θB = 20.2◦ ± 2.22◦ and the acetal
floor θF = 55.4◦ ± 4.9◦ .

Cj = C0

C5

of all configurations. Therefore, in total C contains
configurations.

1
3

of all

Theorem 6. There are configurations of three particles in a
square we cannot reach, unless we have infinite friction.
Proof. Consider the goal configuration with particle r1 in the
top left corner, particle r2 in the bottom left corner, and particle
r3 in the middle of the right side of the square. Assume r1 is
the last particle reaching the goal position (or together with
the other particles). Then, the last moving direction would also
move r3 away from its goal position. Therefore, the assumption
is wrong. The same holds for particle r2 . If r3 is the last
particle reaching the goal position, then any of the last moving
direction would also move r1 or r2 away from their goal
position. Because no particle can be the last particle reaching its
goal position, we can not reach the desired goal configuration.
Theorem 7. Consider n particles in a square with distance d
between adjacent particles. If the angle of friction θ > π4 then
we can reorder the particles.
Proof. Consider some permutation Π of the particles. The idea
is to move the Π (n − i)-th particle to the left side of the
current line in round i, thus performing a mix of selection sort
and insertion sort.
Assume the line lies horizontally within the square. Then we
push the line to the left until the first particle hits the wall. We
start to move all particles with a diagonal down-left movement
(see Fig. 11(a)). This only moves particles that are not placed
on a wall. We stop the movement when the Π (n − i)-th particle
p hits the wall (see Fig. 11(b)). After translating all particles
such that p gets trapped in the lower left corner, we perform a
diagonal right-down movement until the former left neighbor
of p has position ( d2 , d2 ) (see Fig. 11(c)). Then, we move all
particles except p with zig-zag moves to the top wall, where
we can rebuild a line of n − 1 particles by repeating top-right,

down-left, and zig-zag moves (see Fig. 11(d)-(f)). With simple
translations we can add p to the left side with distance d.
Therefore, after i repetitions of this strategy, the left i particles
of the current line are sorted in ascending order.
See Figure 10 for a real-world demonstration of these
arguments, showing their practical usefulness.
V. H ARDWARE E XPERIMENTS
To show the practical usefulness of our theoretical work, we
built 2D workspaces containing two sliders, with gravity as
external force. The workspace was tilted by a robot arm. See
our video [15] for animation and explanations.
A. Hardware platform and workspace
The triangular workspace has side walls of length
{270,198,126} mm. Our workspace floor was made of nonstick
teflon oven liners and the boundary walls were made of lasercut acrylic. The pentagonal particles are laser-cut acrylic with
side lengths of 3 mm with teflon tape on their underside.
The workspace is held by the gripper of a UR-3 robotic
arm. The 4th and 6th joints are used to tilt the workspace in
arbitrary directions, with the 5th joint oriented at 90◦ .
The first sections of this paper assumed a single, constant
coefficient of friction of µ, where µ ∈ [0, ∞]. A particle
slides if the workspace is tilted beyond the angle arctan(µ).
The wall’s coefficient of static friction (acrylic on acrylic) is
approximately µw = 0.61 (θ = 31.4◦ ) (measured by placing
the particle on this surface and tilting until the particle first
slides). The floor’s coefficient of static friction (teflon tape on
teflon oven liner) is approximately µf = 0.207 (θ = 11.7◦ ).
The composite force of static friction is a function of table
tilt. The force causing the particle to slide is opposed by the
static friction with the floor and with the wall.
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Fig. 11. First iteration of the sorting strategy. Arrows beneath the square indicate the moves used to reach the next configuration. Gray arrows indicate
trajectories for particles 2, 6 and 7. (a): A line with desired ordering. (b),(c): Extracting largest number. (d)-(f): Rebuilt line with remaining particles. (g): Add
particle to line.
z2!p

The force after accounting for the normal force is

y2
x2
y1

z0

!w

y0

fslide = fg − fN,floor − fN,wall .

z1
x1

(3)

The static friction force is proportional to the normal force.
The particle will only slide if fslide is greater than the static
friction force, i.e.,

x0

|fslide | > µf |fN,floor | + µw |fN,wall |.

!#
!"

Fig. 12. The workspace (black triangle) is tilted by the fourth and sixth links
of a UR-3 robot. The workspace walls have a higher coefficient of friction
than the workspace floor.

B. Model for wall and floor friction
Any tilt of a 2D workspace can be described by first a tilt θw
about the axis parallel to the boundary wall (such that positive
θw slopes the workspace toward the wall), followed by a tilt
θp about the axis perpendicular to the first tilt and the original
gravity axis.
We can therefore first apply a rotation about the world
gravity axis (the z-axis) to align the boundary wall with the
world x-axis, rotate θw about the current x-axis, and rotate θp
about the current y-axis to complete the composite tilt. The
composite rotation is


cθp
0
sθp
Rz,φ Rx,θw Ry,θp = Rz,φ  sθw sθp cθw −cθp sθw . (1)
−cθw sθp sθw
cθw cθp

Here we use the shorthand sin(x) = sx and cos(x) = cx . For
simplicity, the following analysis will ignore the initial rotation
about the z-axis. The third row describes how the components
of the original gravity vector are distributed along the boundary
wall (−cθw sθp ), perpendicular to the wall (sθw ) and into the
floor (cθw cθp ). For simplicity, assume the force of gravity on
>
the particle is 1N: fg = [0, 0, −1] . To contact the floor, both
θw and θp must have magnitude less than π/2. The normal
force from the tilted floor is fN,floor = cθw cθp . If a particle is
touching a wall and the tilt θw > 0 and thus pushes the particle
against the wall, then the wall generates a normal force
(
sθw , θw > 0
fN,wall =
(2)
0,
else.

(4)

The particle slides if the following quantity is positive:
(
|cθw sθp | − µf cθw cθp − µw sθw θw > 0
q
.
(5)
1 − c2θw c2θp − µf cθw cθp
else

a) Conversion to rotation about x and y axes: The twolinks of our robot generate a rotation about the global x-axis,
followed by a rotation about the current y-axis: Rx,θx Ry,θy .
To generate the appropriate gravitational force described by
a z rotation of φ followed by θw about the wall and θp
perpendicular to the wall, we only need to reproduce the third
column of (1), and select

θy = arcsin cφ sθp + cθp sθw sφ
(6)


sθw cθp cφ − sθp sφ
θx = arcsin
(7)
cθy
b) Verification of model: The slipping force from (5)
is the left plot of Fig. 13. Particles not touching a wall slip
outside the green circle; particles touching a wall only slip in
the region below the red line. The required angle of friction
to avoid slipping is shown in the left plot of Fig. 13.
π
Angle of Friction = − arctan(sθp cθw , sθw )
(8)
2
C. Demonstration: placing particles in opposite corners of a
triangular workspace
For this demonstration, two pentagonal particles positions
were placed into opposing corners of a triangle. A motion
sequence using the blue strategy from Section III was used
to hold one particle in the left corner while the other was
moved to the right side. Then the red strategy was used to
swap the particle’s positions. Repeating the procedure iterates
between placing the particles in opposite corners every 36
moves using the procedure. Representative screenshots of a
rearrangement procedure are shown in Fig. 14. The tilt used
to move both particles were (θw , θp ) = (0◦ , 20◦ ), shown in
Fig. 13 by a blue point. The particles both move, since this
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Slip region as a function of tilt, particle contacting y=0 wall, (N)

Angle of friction as a function of tilt, particle contacting y=0 wall
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Fig. 13. (Left) Contour plot showing slipping force due to gravity minus
static friction forces from the wall and floor. Regions with positive values
will slip. Particles not at a wall will slip outside the green circle and particles
at the wall will slip below the red line. (Right) Contour plot showing angle
of friction. The 35 data points overlaid show where components slipped, as
a function of tilt about the wall θw and perpendicular to the wall θp . The
experiments moved both particles using the tilt marked by the blue point, and
the purple point moved only the free particle.
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Zig-zag cycles required to separate two particles

Fig. 14. (top) Two pentagonal particles were placed into opposing corners of
a triangle, and their positions are switched every 36 moves using the procedure
from Section III (see video attachment https://youtu.be/hSa4EmjHXAI) [15].
(bottom) Histogram data on required number of zigzag movements required
for two combinations of wall and particle materials.

would require an angle of friction of 90◦ . To move one particle
we used (θw , θp ) = (22◦ , 9.5◦ ), shown in Fig. 13 by a purple
point, which had an angle of friction of 22.2◦ . The tilts were
performed at 66◦ /s.
To measure the repeatability of this setup, we counted the
number of zigzag cycles required to move one particle from
touching the first particle in the left corner to touching the
opposite triangle corner while the first particle stays stationary.
Figure 14 shows a normal distribution fit to counts from 15 trials
for two different boundary materials: acrylic and electrical tape
over acrylic. When the particle impacts an acrylic boundary, it
tends to slide along the edge, resulting in less required cycles
than if the boundary is covered with electrical tape. We reject
the null hypothesis that the different surfaces require the same
number of cycles with p-value 6.7 × 10−10 .
VI. C ONCLUSION
We introduced a novel approach for rearranging the positions
of particles by applying global uniform forces, making use of

different local static friction to achieve arbitrary goal positions.
We provided strategies enabling arbitrary rearrangements of
two particles in a triangle, giving a characterization of the
critical coefficient of friction in terms of the boundary geometry.
These results are extended to convex polyominoes, and for
rearranging larger numbers of particles, and employed for
practical experiments. Future work can now investigate optimal
motion planning (shortest paths, reproducibility, throughput),
as well as coupling these results with orientation control and
possible applications in part assembly.
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Abstract. We contribute results for a set of fundamental problems in the
context of programmable matter by presenting algorithmic methods for
evaluating and manipulating a collective of particles by a finite automaton
that can neither store significant amounts of data, nor perform complex
computations, and is limited to a handful of possible physical operations.
We provide a toolbox for carrying out fundamental tasks on a given
arrangement of tiles, using the arrangement itself as a storage device,
similar to a higher-dimensional Turing machine with geometric properties.
Specific results include time- and space-efficient procedures for bounding,
counting, copying, reflecting, rotating or scaling a complex given shape.

1

Introduction

When dealing with classic challenges of robotics, such as exploration, evaluation
and manipulation of objects, traditional robot models are based on relatively
powerful capabilities, such as the ability (1) to collect and store significant
amounts of data, (2) perform intricate computations, and (3) execute complex
physical operations. With the ongoing progress in miniaturization of devices,
new possibilities emerge for exploration, evaluation and manipulation. However,
dealing with micro- and even nano-scale dimensions (as present in the context
of programmable matter) introduces a vast spectrum of new difficulties and
constraints. These include significant limitations to all three of the mentioned
capabilities; challenges get even more pronounced in the context of complex
nanoscale systems, where there is a significant threshold between “internal”
objects and sensors and “external” control entities that can evaluate gathered
data, extract important information and provide guidance.
In this paper, we present algorithmic methods for evaluating and manipulating a collective of particles by agents of the most basic possible type: finite
automata that can neither store significant amounts of data, nor perform complex
computations, and are limited to a handful of possible physical operations. The
objective is to provide a toolbox for carrying out fundamental tasks on a given
*
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arrangement of particles, such as bounding, counting, copying, reflecting, rotating
or scaling a large given shape. The key idea is to use the arrangement itself as a
storage device, similar to a higher-dimensional Turing machine with geometric
properties.
1.1

Our Results

We consider an arrangement P of N pixel-shaped particles, on which a single
finite-state robot can perform a limited set of operations; see Section 2 for
a precise model description. Our goal is to develop strategies for evaluating
and modifying the arrangement by defining sequences of transformations and
providing metrics for such sequences. In particular, we present the following; a
full technical overview is given in Table 1.
– We give a time- and space-efficient method for determining the bounding
box of P .
– We show that we can simulate a Turing machine with our model.
– We provide a counter for evaluating the number N of tiles forming P , as well
as the number of corner pixels of P .
– We develop time- and space-efficient algorithms for higher-level operations,
such as copying, reflecting, rotating or scaling P .
Problem
Bounding Box
Counting:
N Tiles
k Corners
Function:
Copy
Reflect
Rotate
Scaling by c

Tile Complexity

Time Complexity

Space Complexity

O(|∂P |)

O(wh max(w, h))

O(w + h)

O(log N )∗
O(log k)∗

O (max(w, h) log N + N min(w, h))
O (max(w, h) log k + k min(w, h) + wh)

O(max(w, h))
O(max(w, h))

O(N )∗
O(max(w, h))∗
O(w + h)∗
O(cN )

O(wh2 )
O((w + h)wh)
O((w + h)wh)
O((w2 + h2 )c2 N )

O(wh)
O(w + h)
O(|w − h| max(w, h))
O(cwh)

Table 1: Results of this paper. N is the number of tiles in the given shape P , w
and h its width and height. (∗ ) is the number of auxiliary tiles after constructing
the bounding box.
1.2

Related Work

There is a wide range of related work; due to space limitations, we can only
present a small selection.
A very successful model considers self-assembling DNA tiles (e.g., [5, 15]) that
form complex shapes based on the interaction of different glues along their edges;
however, no active agents are involved, and composition is the result of chemical
and physical diffusion.
The setting of a finite-automaton robot operating on a set of tiles in a grid
was introduced in [10], where the objective is to arrange a given set of tiles
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into an equilateral triangle. An extension studies the problem of recognizing
certain shapes [9]. We use a simplified variant of the model underlying this line
of research that exhibits three main differences: First, for ease of presentation
we consider a square grid instead of a triangular grid. Second, our model is less
restrictive in that the robot can create and destroy tiles at will instead of only
being able to transport tiles from one position to another. Finally, we allow the
robot to move freely throughout the grid instead of restricting it to move along
the tile structure.
Other previous related work includes shape formation in a number of different
models: in the context of agents walking DNA-based shapes [17, 20, 22]; in
the Amoebot model [6]; in modular robotics [11]; in a variant of population
protocols [13]; in the nubot model [23]. Work focusing on a setting of robots
on graphs includes network exploration [3], maze exploration [1], rendezvous
search [16], intruder caption and graph searching [2, 8]. For a connection to other
approaches to agents moving tiles, e.g., see [4, 19].
Although the complexity of our model is very restricted, actually realizing
such a system, for example using complex DNA nanomachines, is currently still a
challenging task. However, on the practical side, recent years have seen significant
progress towards realizing systems with the capabilities of our model. For example,
it has been shown that nanomachines have the ability to act like the head of a
finite automaton on an input tape [17], to walk on a one- or two-dimensional
surface [12, 14, 22], and to transport cargo [18, 20, 21].

2

Preliminaries

We consider a single robot that acts as a deterministic finite automaton. The
robot moves on the (infinite) grid G = (Z2 , E) with edges between all pairs of
nodes that are within unit distance. The nodes of G are called pixels. Each pixel
is in one of two states: It is either empty or occupied by a particle called tile. A
diagonal pair is a pair of two pixels (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) with |x1 − x2 | = |y1 − y2 | = 1
(see Fig. 1, left and middle). A polyomino is a connected set of tiles P ⊂ Z2 such
that for all diagonal pairs p1 , p2 ∈ P there is another tile p ∈ P that is adjacent
to p1 and adjacent to p2 (see Fig. 1 middle and right). We say that P is simple
if it has no holes, i.e., if there is no empty pixel p ∈ G that lies inside a cycle
formed by occupied tiles. Otherwise, P is non-simple.
The a-row of P is the set of all pixels (x, a) ∈ P . We say that P is y-monotone
if the a-row of P is connected in G for each a ∈ Z (see Fig. 1 right). Analogously,
the a-column of P is the set of all pixels (a, y) ∈ P and P is called x-monotone
if the a-column of P is connected in G for each a ∈ Z. The boundary ∂P of P is
the set of all tiles of P that are adjacent to an empty pixel or build a diagonal
pair with an empty pixel (see Fig. 1 right).
A configuration consists of the states of all pixels and the robot’s location
and state. The robot can transform a configuration into another configuration
using a sequence of look-compute-move steps as follows. In each step, the robot
acts according to a transition function δ. This transition function maps a pair
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Fig. 1: Left: An illegal diagonal pair (p, q). Middle: An allowed diagonal pair
(p, q). Right: A polyomino P with its boundary ∂P (tiles with bold outline). P is
x-monotone but not y-monotone, because the 1-row is not connected.
(p, b) containing the state of the robot and the state of the current pixel to a
triple (q, c, d), where q is the new state of the robot, c is the new state of the
current pixel, and d ∈ {up, down, left, right} is the direction the robot moves in.
In other words, in each step, the robot checks its state p and the state of the
current pixel b, computes (q, c, d) = δ(p, b), changes into state q, changes the
state of the current pixel to c if c 6= b, and moves one step into direction d.
Our goal is to develop robots transforming an unknown initial configuration
S into a target configuration T (S). We assess the efficiency of a robot by several
metrics: (1) Time complexity, i.e., the total number of steps performed by the
robot until termination, (2) space complexity, i.e., the total number of visited
pixels outside the bounding box of the input polyomino P , and (3) tile complexity,
i.e., the maximum number of tiles on the grid minus the number of tiles in the
input polyomino P .

3

Basic Tools

A robot can check the states of all pixels within a constant distance by performing
a tour of constant length. Thus, from now on we assume that a robot can check
within a single step all eight pixels that are adjacent to the current position r or
build a diagonal pair with r.
3.1

Bounding Box Construction

We describe how to construct a bounding box of a given polyomino P in the
form of a zig-zag as shown in Fig. 2. We can split the bounding box into an outer
lane and an inner lane (see Fig. 2). This allows distinguishing tiles of P and tiles
of the bounding box.
Our construction proceeds in three phases. (i) We search for an appropriate
starting position. (ii) We wrap a zig-zag path around P . (iii) We finalize this
path to obtain the bounding box.
For phase (i), we simply search for a local minimum in the y-direction. We
break ties by taking the tile with minimal x-coordinate, i.e., the leftmost tile.
From the local minimum, we go two steps further to the left. If we land on a tile,
this tile belongs to P and we restart phase (i) from this tile. Otherwise we have
found a possible start position.
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Fig. 2: A Polyomino P (white) surrounded by a bounding box of tiles (gray) on
the inner lane (solid line) and tiles on the outer lane (dashed line).
In phase (ii), we start constructing a path that will wrap around P . We start
placing tiles in a zig-zag manner in the upwards direction. While constructing
the path, three cases may occur.
1. At some point we lose contact with P , i.e., there is no tile at distance two from
the inner lane. In this case, we do a right turn and continue our construction
in the new direction.
2. Placing a new tile produces a conflict, i.e., the tile shares a corner or a side
with a tile of P . In this case, we shift the currently constructed side of the
bounding box outwards until no more conflict occurs. This shifting process
may lead to further conflicts, i.e., we may not be able to further shift the
current side outwards. If this happens, we deconstruct the path until we can
shift it outwards again (see Fig. 3). In this process, we may be forced to
deconstruct the entire bounding box we have built so far, i.e., we remove all
tiles of the bounding box including the tile in the starting position. In this
case we know that there must be a tile of P to the left of the start position;
we move to the left until we reach such a tile and restart phase (i).
3. Placing a new tile closes the path, i.e., we reach a tile of the bounding box
we have created so far. We proceed with phase (iii).
Phase (iii): Let t be the tile that we reached at the end of phase (ii). We
can distinguish two cases: (i) At t, the bounding box splits into three different
directions (shown as the tile with black-and-white diagonal stripes in Fig. 4), and
(ii) the bounding box splits into two different directions. In the latter case we are
done, because we can only reach the bottom or left side of the bounding box. In
the first case we have reached a right or top side of the bounding box. From t
we can move to the tile where we started the bounding box construction, and
remove the bounding box parts until we reach t. Now the bounding box splits in
two directions at t. Because we have reached a left or top side of the bounding
box, we may not have built a convex shape around P (see Fig. 4 left). This can
be dealt with by straightening the bounding box in an analogous fashion, e.g.,
by pushing the line to the right of t down.
Theorem 1. The described strategy builds a bounding box that encloses the given
polyomino P of width w and height h. Moreover, the strategy terminates after
O(max(w, h) · wh) steps, using at most O(|∂P |) auxiliary tiles and only O(w + h)
of additional space. The running time in the best case is O(wh).
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Fig. 3: Left: Further construction is not possible. Therefore, we shift the line
upwards (see light gray tiles). Right: A further shift produces a conflict with the
polyomino. Thus, we remove tiles (diagonal stripes) and proceed with the shift
(light gray) when there is no more conflict.

t
s

Fig. 4: Left: During construction, starting in s, we reach a tile t (diagonal stripes)
at which the bounding box is split into three directions. The part between s and
t (dark gray tiles) can be removed, followed by straightening the bounding box
along the dashed line. Right: The final bounding box.
Proof. Correctness: We show that (a) the bounding box will enclose P ; and
(b) whenever we make a turn or shift a side of the bounding box, we find a tile
with distance two from the bounding box, i.e., we will not build an infinite line.
First note that we only make a turn after encountering a tile with distance
two to the inner lane. This means that we will “gift wrap” the polyomino until
we reach the start. When there is a conflict (i.e., we would hit a tile of P with the
current line), we shift the current line. Thus, we again find a tile with distance
two to the inner lane. This also happens when we remove the current line and
extend the previous one. After a short extension we make a turn and find a
tile with distance two to the inner lane, meaning that we make another turn at
some point. Therefore, we do not construct an infinite line, and the construction
remains finite.
Time: To establish a runtime of O(wh), we show that each pixel lying in
the final bounding box is visited only a constant number of times. Consider a
tile t that is visited for the first time. We know that t gets revisited again if the
line through gets shifted or removed. When t is no longer on the bounding box,
we can visit t again while searching for the start tile. Thus, t is visited at most
four times by the robot, implying a running time of O(wh) unit steps. However,
it may happen that we have to remove the bounding box completely and have
to restart the local minimum search. In this case, there may be tiles that can
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be visited up to max(w, h) times (see Fig. 5). Therefore, the running time is
O(max(w, h) · wh) in the worst-case.

f
p1
p2
p3
p4

Fig. 5: A worst-case example for building a bounding box. The positions p1 to p4
denote the first, second, third and fourth starting position of the robot during
bounding box construction. With each restart, the pixel f is visited at least once.
Therefore, f can be visited Ω(w) times.
Auxiliary Tiles: We now show that we need at most O(|∂P |) many auxiliary
tiles at any time. Consider a tile t of ∂P from which we can shoot a ray to a
tile of the bounding box (or the intermediate construction), such that no other
tile of P is hit. For each tile t of ∂P , there are at most four tiles t1 , . . . , t4 of the
bounding box. We can charge the cost of t1 , . . . , t4 to t, which is constant. Thus,
each tile in ∂P has been charged by O(1). However, there are still tiles on the
bounding box that have not been charged to a tile of ∂P , i.e., tiles that lie in a
curve of the bounding box.
Consider a locally convex tile t, i.e., a tile at which we can place a 2 × 2
square solely containing t. Each turn of the bounding box can be charged to a
locally convex tile. Note that there are at most four turns that can be charged to
a locally convex tile. For each turn, there are at most four tiles that are charged
to a locally convex tile. Thus, each tile of ∂P has constant cost, i.e., we need at
most O(∂P ) auxiliary tiles.
It is straightforward to see that we need O(w + h) additional space.
t
u
3.2

Binary Counter

For counting problems, a binary counter is indispensable, because we are not able
to store non-constant numbers. The binary counter for storing an n-bit number
consists of a base-line of n tiles. Above each tile of the base-line there is either
a tile denoting a 1, or an empty pixel denoting 0. Given an n-bit counter we
can increase and decrease the counter by 1 (or by any constant c), and extend
the counter by one bit. The latter operation will only be used in an increase
operation. In order to perform an increase or decrease operation, we move to the
least significant bit and start flipping the bit (i.e., remove or place tiles).
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Fig. 6: Left: A 4-bit counter with decimal value 10 (1010 in binary). Middle: The
binary counter increased by one. Right: The binary counter decreased by one.
1248

1248

Bounding Box

Counter

P

Counter

P

t
t

Bounding Box

Fig. 7: An 8 × 8 square P in a bounding box, being counted row-by-row (left)
or column-by-column (right). The robot has already counted 14 tiles of P and
stored this information in the binary counter. The arrow shows how the robot
( ) moves to count the next tile t.

4

Counting Problems

The constant memory of our robot poses several challenges when we want to
count certain elements of our polyomino, such as tiles or corners. Because these
counts can be arbitrarily large, we cannot store them in the state space of our
robot. Instead, we have to make use of a binary counter. This requires us to move
back and forth between the polyomino and the counter. Therefore, we must be
able to find and identify the counter coming from the polyomino and to find the
way back to the position where we stopped counting.
This motivates the following strategy for counting problems. We start by
constructing a slightly extended bounding box. We perform the actual counting
by shifting the polyomino two units downwards or to the left, one tile at a time.
After moving each tile, we return to the counter and increase it if necessary. We
describe further details in the next two sections, where we present algorithms for
counting the number of tiles or corners in a polyomino.
4.1

Counting Tiles

The total number of tiles in our polyomino can be counted using the strategy
outlined above, increasing the counter by one after each moved tile.
Theorem 2. Let P be a polyomino of width w and height h with N tiles for
which the bounding box has already been created. Counting the number of tiles in
P can be done in O (max(w, h) log N + N min(w, h)) steps using O(max(w, h))
of additional space and O(log N ) auxiliary tiles.
Proof. In a first step, we determine whether the polyomino’s width is greater
than its height or vice versa. We can do this by moving to the lower left corner
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of the bounding box and then alternatingly moving up and right one step until
we meet the bounding box again. We can recognize the bounding box by a local
lookup based on its zig-zag shape that contains tiles only connected by a corner,
which cannot occur in a polyomino. The height is at least as high as the width if
we end up on the right side of the bounding box. In the following, we describe
our counting procedure for the case that the polyomino is higher than wide; the
other case is analogous.
We start by extending the bounding box by shifting its bottom line down
by two units. Afterwards we create a vertical binary counter to the left of the
bounding box. We begin counting tiles in the bottom row of the polyomino. We
keep our counter in a column to the left of the bounding box such that the
least significant bit at the bottom of the counter is in the row, in which we are
currently counting. We move to the right into the current row until we find the
first tile. If this tile is part of the bounding box, the current row is done. In this
case, we move back to the counter, shift it upwards and continue with the next
row until all rows are done. Otherwise, we simply move the current tile down two
units, return to the counter and increment it. For an example of this procedure,
refer to Fig. 7.
For each tile in the polyomino, we use O(min(w, h)) steps to move to the tile,
shift it and return to the counter; incrementing the counter itself only takes O(1)
amortized time per tile. For each empty pixel we have cost O(1). In addition, we
have to shift the counter max(w, h) times. Thus, we need O(max(w, h) log N +
min(w, h)N + wh) = O(max(w, h) log N + min(w, h)N ) unit steps. We only use
O(log N ) auxiliary tiles in the counter, in addition to the bounding box.
In order to achieve O(1) additional space, we modify the procedure as follows.
Whenever we move our counter, we check whether it extends into the space above
the bounding box. If it does, we reflect the counter vertically, such that the least
significant bit is at the top in the row, in which we are currently counting. This
requires O(log2 N ) extra steps and avoids using O(log N ) additional space above
the polyomino.
4.2

Counting Corners

In this section, we present an algorithm to count reflex or convex corners of a
given polyomino.
Theorem 3. Let P be a polyomino of width w and height h with n convex (reflex)
corners for which the bounding box has already been created. Counting the number
of k convex (reflex) corners in P can be done in O(max(w, h) log k + k min(w, h)+
wh) steps, using O(max(w, h)) of additional space and O(log k) auxiliary tiles.
Proof. We use the same strategy as for counting tiles in Theorem 2 and retain
the same asymptotic bounds on running time, auxiliary tiles and additional space.
It remains to describe how we recognize convex and reflex corners.
Whenever we reach a tile t that we have not yet considered so far, we examine
its neighbors x1 , . . . , x6 , as shown in Fig. 8. The tile t has one convex corner for
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x6 x5 x4
t x3

empty

empty

x1
x2
Fig. 8: Left: A polyomino and its convex corners (◦) and reflex corners (×). Right:
After reaching a new tile t, we have to know which of the pixel x1 to x6 are
occupied to decide how many convex (reflex) corners t has.
each pair (x1 , x2 ), (x2 , x3 ), (x3 , x5 ), (x5 , x1 ) that does not contain a tile, and no
convex corner is contained in more than one tile of the polyomino. As there are
at most four convex corners per tile, we can simply store this number in the state
space of our robot, return to the counter, and increment it accordingly.
A reflex corner is shared by exactly three tiles of the polyomino, so we have to
ensure that each corner is counted exactly once. We achieve this by only counting
a reflex corner if it is on top of our current tile t and was not already counted
with the previous tile x1 . In other words, we count the upper right corner of t as
a reflex corner if exactly two of x3 , x4 , x5 are occupied; we count the upper left
corner of t as reflex corner if x6 and x5 are present and x1 is not. In this way, all
reflex corners are counted exactly once.

5

Transformations with Turing machines

In this section we develop a robot that transforms a polyomino P1 into a required
target polyomino P2 . In particular, we encode P1 and P2 by strings S(P1 ) and
S(P2 ) whose characters are from {0, 1, t} (see Fig. 9 left and Definition 1). If
there is a Turing machine transforming S(P1 ) into S(P2 ), we can give a strategy
that transforms P1 into P2 (see Theorem 4).
We start with the definition of the encodings S(P1 ) and S(P2 ).
Definition 1. Let R := R(P ) be the polyomino forming the smallest rectangle
containing a given polyomino P (see Fig. 9 right). We represent P by the concatenation S(P ) := S1 t S2 t S3 of three bit strings S1 , S2 , and S3 separated by
blanks t. In particular, S1 and S2 are the height and width of R. Furthermore,
we label each tile of R by its rank in the lexicographic decreasing order w.r.t. yand x-coordinates with higher priority to y-coordinates (see Fig. 9 right). Finally,
S3 is an |R|-bit string b1 , . . . , b|R| with bi = 1 if and only if the ith tile in R also
belongs to P .
Theorem 4. Let P1 and P2 be two polyominos with |P1 | = |P2 | = N . There is a
strategy transforming P1 into P2 if there is a Turing machine transforming S(P1 )
into S(P2 ). The robot needs O(∂P1 + ∂P2 + ST M ) auxiliary tiles, O(N 4 + TT M )
steps, and Θ(N 2 +ST M ) of additional space, where TT M and ST M are the number
of steps and additional space needed by the Turing machine.
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Fig. 9: Left: An example showing how to encode a polyomino of height h = 3
(S1 = 11 in binary) and width w = 6 (S2 = 110 in binary) by S(P ) = S1 tS2 tS3 =
11 t 110 t 100100101111111011, where S3 is the string of 18 bits that represent
tiles (black, 1 in binary) and empty pixel (white, 0 in binary), proceeding from
high bits to low bits. Right: Phase (2) writing S(P ) (currently the 10th bit) on a
horizontal auxiliary line.
Proof. Our robot works in five phases: Phase (1) constructs a slightly modified
bounding box of P1 (see Fig. 9). Phase (2) constructs a shape representing S(P1 ).
Bit-by-bit, the robot writes S(P1 ) onto a horizontal auxiliary line (see Fig 9). In
order to remember the position, at which the previous bit was written, we use
a position tile placed on another horizontal auxiliary line. Phase (3) simulates
the Turing machine that transforms S(P1 ) into S(P2 ). Phase (4) is the reversed
version of Phase (2), and Phase (5) is the reversed version of Phase (1). As
Phase (4) and Phase (5) are the reversed version of Phase (1) and Phase (2), we
still have to discuss how to realize Phases (1), (2), and (3), for which we refer to
the full version [7]. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.

6

CAD Functions

As already seen, we can transform a given polyomino by any computable function
by simulating a Turing machine. However, this requires a considerable amount
of space. In this section, we present realizations of common functions in a more
space-efficient manner.
6.1

Copying a Polyomino

Copying a polyomino P has many application. For example, we can apply
algorithms that may destroy P after copying P into free space. In the following,
we describe the copy function that copies each column below the bounding box,
as seen in Fig. 10 (a row-wise copy can be described analogously).
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Bounding Box

Bounding Box

Bridge Tiles

Fig. 10: Left: Intermediate step while copying a column of a polyomino (gray
tiles) with bridges (black tiles). Tiles in the left box (dotted) are already copied,
the tile of P in the right box (dash-dotted) are not copied yet. The robot ( )
moves to next pixel. Right: When the column is copied the bridges get removed
and the robot proceeds with the next column.

Our strategy to copy a polyomino is as follows: After constructing the bounding
box, we copy each column of the bounding box area into free space. This, however,
comes with a problem. As the intersection of the polyomino with a column may
consists of more than one component, which may be several units apart, we have
to be sure that the right amount of empty pixels are copied. This problem can be
solved by using bridges, i.e., auxiliary tiles denoting empty pixels. To distinguish
between tiles of P and bridges, we use two lanes (i) a left lane containing tiles of
P and (ii) a right line containing bridge tiles (see Fig. 10).
To copy an empty pixel, we place a tile two unit steps to the left. This marks
a part of a bridge. Then we move down and search for the first position, at which
there is no copied tile of P to the left, nor a bridge tile. When this position is
found, we place a tile, denoting an empty position.
To copy a tile t of P , we move this tile three unit steps to the left. Afterwards,
we move downwards following the tiles and bridges until we reach a free position
and place a tile, denoting a copy of t. when we reach the bottom of a column, we
remove any tile representing a bridge tile and proceed with the next column (see
Fig. 10 right).
Theorem 5. Copying a polyomino P column-wise can be done within O(wh2 )
unit steps using O(N ) of auxiliary tiles and O(h) additional space.
Proof. Consider the strategy described above. It is straightforward to see that
by maintaining the bridges, we can ensure that each tile of P is copied to the
correct position. As there are O(wh) many pixels that we have to copy with cost
of O(h) per pixel, the strategy needs O(wh2 ) unit steps to terminate.
Now consider the number of auxiliary tiles. We need N tiles for the copy and
O(h) tiles for bridges, which are reused for each column. Thus, we need O(N )
auxiliary tiles in total. Because we place the copied version of P beneath P , we
need O(h) additional space in the vertical direction.
t
u
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Reflecting a Polyomino

In this section we show how to perform a vertical reflection on a polyomino P
(a horizontal reflection is done analogously). Assume that we already built the
bounding box. Then we shift the bottom side of the bounding box one unit down,
such that we have two units of space between the bounding box and P . We start
with the bottom-most row r and copy r in reversed order beneath the bounding
box using bridges, as seen in the previous section. After the copy process, we
delete r from P and shift the bottom side of the bounding box one unit up. Note
that we still have two units of space between the bounding box and P . We can
therefore repeat the process until no tile is left.
Theorem 6. Reflecting a polyomino P vertically can be done in O(w2 h) unit
steps, using O(w) of additional space and O(w) auxiliary tiles.
Proof. For each pixel within the bounding box we have to copy this pixel to the
desired position. This costs O(w) steps, i.e., we have to move to the right side
of the boundary, move a constant number of steps down and move O(w) to the
desired position. These are O(w) steps per pixel, O(w2 h) unit steps in total.
It can be seen in the described strategy that we only need a constant amount
of additional space in one dimension because we are overwriting the space that
was occupied by P . This implies a space complexity of O(w). Following the same
argumentation of Theorem 5, we can see that we need O(w) auxiliary tiles. t
u
Corollary 1. Reflecting a polyomino P vertically and horizontally can be done
in O(wh(w + h)) unit steps, using O(w + h) additional space and O(w) auxiliary
tiles.
6.3

Rotating a Polyomino

Rotating a polyomino presents some additional difficulties, because the dimension
of the resulting polyomino has dimensions h × w instead of w × h. Thus, we may
need non-constant additional space in one dimension, e.g., if one dimension is
large compared to the other dimension. A simple approach is to copy the rows of
P bottom-up to the right of P . This allows us to rotate P with O(wh) additional
space. For now, we assume that h ≥ w.
We now propose a strategy that is more compact. The strategy consists of
two phases: First build a reflected version of our desired polyomino, then reflect
it to obtain the correct polyomino.
After constructing the bounding box, we place a tile t1 in the bottom-left
corner of the bounding box, which marks the bottom-left corner of P (see Fig. 11).
We also extend the bounding box at the left side and the bottom side by six
units. This gives us a width of seven units between the polyomino and the
bounding box at the left and bottom side. Now we can move the first column
rotated in clockwise direction five units below P (which is two units above the
bounding box), as follows.
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We use two more tiles tc denoting the column, at which we have to enter
the bounding box, and t2 marking the pixel that has to be copied next (see
Fig. 11). We can maintain these tiles as in a copy process to always copy the
next pixel: If t2 reached t1 , i.e., we would place t2 on t1 , then we know that we
have finished the column and proceed with the row by moving t2 to the right of
t1 . We can copy this pixel to the desired position again by following the bridges
and tiles that now make a turn at some point (see Fig. 11 for an example). Note
that we cannot place the row directly on top of the column or else we may get
conflicts with bridges. We therefore build the row one unit to the left and above
the column. Also note that during construction of the first column or during the
shifting we may hit the bounding box. In this case we extend the bounding box
by one unit.
After constructing a column and a row, we move the constructed row one
unit to the left and two units down, and we move the column one unit down and
two units left. This gives us enough space to construct the next column and row
in the same way.
When all columns and rows are constructed, we obtain a polyomino that is
a reflected version of our desired polyomino. It is left to reflect horizontally to
obtain a polyomino rotated in counter-clockwise direction, or vertically to obtain
a polyomino that is rotated in clockwise direction. This can be done with the
strategy described above.
tc

tc
t2

t2

tc
t2

7

t1

t1

t1

7

Fig. 11: Left: Constructing the first column and row (light gray in the polyomino).
Middle: First row and column have been moved away by a constant number of
steps to make space for the next row and column. Right: Merging the first two
columns and rows.
Theorem 7. There is a strategy to rotate a polyomino P by 90◦ within O((w +
h)wh) unit steps, using O(|w − h|h) of additional space and O(w + h) auxiliary
tiles.
Proof. Like in other algorithms, the number of steps to copy the state of a pixel
to the desired position is bounded by O(w + h). Shifting the constructed row and
column also takes the same number of steps. Therefore, constructing the reflected
version of our desired polyomino needs O((w + h)wh) unit steps. Additionally
we may have to extend one side of the bounding box. This can happen at most
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O(|w − h|) times, with each event needing O(h) unit steps. Because O(|w − h|)
can be bounded by O(w + h), this does not change the total time complexity.
Because the width of the working space increases by O(|w − h|) and the
height only increases by O(1), we need O(|w − h|h) of additional space. It is
straightforward to see that we need a total of O(max(w + h)) auxiliary tiles. t
u
6.4

Scaling a Polyomino

Scaling a polyomino P by a factor c replaces each tile by a c × c square. This
can easily be handled by our robot.
Theorem 8. Given a constant c, the robot can scale the polyomino by c within
O((w2 +h2 )c2 N ) unit steps using O(c2 wh) additional tiles and O(c2 N ) additional
space.
Proof. After constructing the bounding box, we place a tile denoting the current
column. Suppose we are in the i-th column Ci . Then we shift allP
columns that lie
h
to the right of Ci by c units to the right with cost of O((w − i) · j=i+1 cNCj ) ⊆
O(wcN ), where NCj is the number of tiles in the jth column. Because c is a
constant, we can always find the next column that is to be shifted. Afterwards,
we copy Ci exactly c − 1 times to the right of Ci , which costs O(NCi c) unit steps.
Thus, extending a single row costs O(c · (wN + NCi )) and hence extending all
rows costs O(cw2 N ) unit steps in total.
Extending each row is done analogously. However, because each tile has
already been copied c times, we obtain a running time of O(c2 h2 N ). This implies
a total running time of O((w2 + h2 )c2 N ). The proof for the tile and space
complexity is straightforward.
t
u

7

Conclusion

We have given a number of tools and functions for manipulating an arrangement of
tiles by a single robotic automaton. There are various further questions, including
more complex operations, as well as sharing the work between multiple robots.
These are left for future work.
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Abstract We contribute results for a set of fundamental problems in the context of programmable matter by presenting algorithmic methods for evaluating
and manipulating a collective of particles by a finite automaton that can neither store significant amounts of data, nor perform complex computations, and
is limited to a handful of possible physical operations. We provide a toolbox
for carrying out fundamental tasks on a given arrangement of particles, using the arrangement itself as a storage device, similar to a higher-dimensional
Turing machine with geometric properties. Specific results include time- and
space-efficient procedures for bounding, counting, copying, reflecting, rotating
or scaling a complex given shape.

1 Introduction
When dealing with classic challenges of robotics, such as exploration, evaluation and manipulation of objects, traditional robot models are based on
relatively powerful capabilities, such as the ability (1) to collect and store significant amounts of data, (2) perform intricate computations, and (3) execute
complex physical operations. With the ongoing progress in miniaturization
of devices, new possibilities emerge for exploration, evaluation and manipulation. However, dealing with small dimensions (as present in the context of
micro-robots and even programmable matter) or large dimensions (as in the
construction of large-scale structures in space) introduces a vast spectrum of
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new difficulties and constraints. These include significant limitations to all
three of the mentioned capabilities; challenges get even more pronounced in
the context of complex small-scale or far-away systems, where there is a significant threshold between “internal” objects and sensors, and “external” control
entities [2]. that can evaluate gathered data, extract important information,
and provide guidance.
In this paper, we present algorithmic methods for evaluating and manipulating a collective of particles by agents of the most basic possible type:
finite automata that can neither store significant amounts of data, nor perform complex computations, and are limited to a handful of possible physical
operations. The objective is to provide a toolbox for carrying out fundamental
tasks on a given arrangement of particles, such as bounding, counting, copying, reflecting, rotating or scaling a large given shape. A key idea is to use the
arrangement itself as a storage device, similar to a higher-dimensional Turing
machine with geometric properties.

1.1 Our Results
We consider an arrangement P of N square-shaped particles, on which a single
finite-state robot can perform a limited set of operations; see Section 2 for a
precise model description. Our goal is to develop first approaches for evaluating
and modifying the arrangement by defining sequences of transformations and
providing metrics for such sequences. In particular, we present the following;
a full technical overview is given in Table 1.
– We give a time- and space-efficient method for determining the bounding
box of P , i.e., the smallest axis-aligned box containing P .
– We show that we can simulate a Turing machine in our model.
– We provide a counter for evaluating the number N of particles forming P ,
as well as the number of corner pixels of P .
– We develop time- and space-efficient algorithms for higher-level operations
also used in computer-aided design (CAD), such as copying, reflecting,
rotating or scaling P .

1.2 Related Work
Practical motivation for our work arises both at very small and very large
dimensions. See the overview in [2] for a discussion of work on particle computation and programmable matter, and [1, 24] for a description of possible
applications for building large-scale structures in space.
There have also been a number of different, related basic models. Derakhshandeh et al. [9] introduced a fundamental concept for studying algorithmic approaches for extremely simple robots, called the Amoebot model. In this
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3
Particle Complexity
O(|∂P |)

Time Complexity
O(wh max(w, h))

O(log N )∗
O(log k)∗

O (max(w, h) log N + N min(w, h))
O (max(w, h) log k + k min(w, h) + wh)

O(N )∗
O(max(w, h))∗
O(w + h)∗
O(cN )

O(wh2 )
O((w + h)wh)
O((w + h)wh)
O((w2 + h2 )c2 N )

Space Complexity
O(w + h)

Dimension Complexity
O(1)

O(max(w, h))
O(max(w, h))

O(1)
O(1)

O(wh)
O(w + h)
O(w + h + |w − h| max(w, h))
O(c2 wh)

O(h)
O(1)
O(|w − h| + 1)
O(c(w + h))

Table 1 Results of this paper. N is the number of particles in the given shape P , w and
h its width and height, and ∂P denotes the boundary of P . (∗ ) is the particle complexity
after constructing the bounding box. Particle Complexity denotes the maximum number of
particles placed on the grid minus N during construction, time complexity denotes the total
number of steps needed, space complexity denotes the total number of visited pixels outside
the bounding box of P , and dimension complexity denotes the total number of rows and
column visited outside the bounding box of P .

model, active particles move on hexagonal cells by expanding (and thus occupying two cells) and contracting. With only a few rules how the particles have
to move, the particles can form shapes like lines, triangles or hexagons [11].
By first performing a leader election, further operations are possible [6, 14].
An algorithm for universal shapes formation was presented by Di Luna et
al. [15] and by Derakhshandeh et al. [12]. The problem of coating an arbitrarily shaped object by particles was solved by Derakhshandeh et al. [13] and
analyzed in [10]. Further models involving active particles only were introduced by Woods et al. [35] (Nubot model ) and by Hurtado et al. [20] (modular
robots). Other related work includes shape formation in a number of different
models, such as agents walking on DNA-based shapes [28, 32, 34], or variants
of population protocols [23].
The setting of a finite-automaton robot (as an active particle) operating
on a set of passive particles in a grid, called the hybrid model, was introduced in [19], where the objective is to arrange a given set of particles into an
equilateral triangle. An extension studies the problem of recognizing certain
shapes [18]. We use a simplified variant of the model underlying this line of
research that exhibits three main differences: First, for ease of presentation we
consider a square grid instead of a triangular grid. Second, our model is less
restrictive in that the robot can create and destroy particles at will instead of
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only being able to transport particles from one position to another. It appears
straightforward to adapt all our algorithms to the case where a robot has to
bring particle to and from a location from and to a particle depot, albeit at
potentially considerable overhead for additional travel time. Finally, we allow
the robot to move freely throughout the grid instead of restricting it to move
along the particle structure. As shown in [24], we are able to adapt all our presented algorithms to maintain connectivity during the runtime, provided that
we are allowed to use at least two robots or one robot and a special marker.
Models based on automate and movable objects have also been studied
in the context of one-dimensional arrays, e.g., pebble automata [29]. Work
focusing on a setting of robots on graphs includes network exploration [5], maze
exploration [3], rendezvous search [27], intruder caption and graph searching
[4, 17], and black hole search [22]. For a connection to other approaches to
agents moving tiles, e.g., see [7, 31].
Another widely considered model considers self-assembling DNA tiles (e.g.,
[8, 26]) that form complex shapes based on the interaction of different glues
along their edges; however, no active agents are involved, and composition is
the result of chemical and physical diffusion. Although the complexity of our
model is very restricted, actually realizing such a system, for example using
complex DNA nanomachines, is currently still a challenging task. However, on
the practical side, recent years have seen significant progress towards realizing
systems with the capabilities of our model. For example, it has been shown
that nanomachines have the ability to act like the head of a finite automaton
on an input tape [28], to walk on a one- or two-dimensional surface [21,25,34],
and to transport cargo [30, 32, 33].

2 Preliminaries
We consider a single robot that acts as a deterministic finite automaton. The
robot moves on the (infinite) grid G = (Z2 , E) with edges between all pairs
of nodes that are within unit distance using Manhattan metric. The nodes of
G are called pixels. Each pixel is in one of two states: It is either empty or
occupied. A particle denotes an occupied pixel. A diagonal pair is a pair of
two pixels (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) with |x1 − x2 | = |y1 − y2 | = 1 (see Fig. 1, left and
middle). A polyomino is a connected set of particles P ⊂ Z2 such that for all
diagonal pairs p1 , p2 ∈ P there is another particle p ∈ P that is adjacent to p1
and adjacent to p2 (see Fig. 1 middle and right). We say that P is simple if it
has no holes, i.e., if G \ P is connected. Otherwise, P is non-simple.
The a-row of P is the set of all pixels (x, a) ∈ P . We say that P is ymonotone if the a-row of P is connected in G for each a ∈ Z (see Fig. 1 right).
Analogously, the a-column of P is the set of all pixels (a, y) ∈ P and P is
called x-monotone if the a-column of P is connected in G for each a ∈ Z. The
boundary ∂P of P is the set of all particles of P that are adjacent to an empty
pixel or that build a diagonal pair with an empty pixel (see Fig. 1 right). The
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Fig. 1 Left: An illegal diagonal pair (p, q). Middle: An allowed diagonal pair (p, q). Right:
A polyomino P with its boundary ∂P (particles with bold outline). P is x-monotone but
not y-monotone, because the 1-row is not connected. Particles at position (2,2) and (4,2)
are both building a diagonal pair with an empty pixel at position (3,1) and therefore also
belong to ∂P .

bounding box of a given polyomino P is defined as the smallest axis-aligned
rectangle enclosing P .
A configuration consists of the states of all pixels and the robot’s location
and state. Initially, the robot is placed on a particle. We assume that the robot
uses a local compass to distinguish the four directions the robot can move to.
Because we are only using one robot, we may assume that this local compass
matches the global compass. The robot can transform a configuration into
another configuration using a sequence of look-compute-move steps as follows.
In each step, the robot acts according to a transition function δ. This transition
function maps a pair (p, b) containing the state of the robot and the state of
the current pixel to a triple (q, c, d), where q is the new state of the robot,
c is the new state of the current pixel, and d ∈ {up, down, left, right} is the
direction the robot moves in. In other words, in each step, the robot checks
its state p and the state of the current pixel b, computes (q, c, d) = δ(p, b),
changes into state q, changes the state of the current pixel to c if c 6= b, and
moves one step into direction d.
Our goal is to develop robots transforming an unknown initial configuration
P into a target configuration T (P ) by moving, creating, and deleting particles.
We assess the efficiency of a robot by several metrics:
Time complexity: The total number of steps performed by the robot until
termination.
Dimension complexity: The number of rows and columns we visit outside
the bounding box of P . (Having this complexity can help having multiple
robots working on different polyominoes at the same time, e.g. by separating the polyominoes by enough space so the robots do not use workspace
of other robots.)
Space complexity: the total number of visited pixels outside the bounding
box of the input polyomino P . (This gives a slightly more precise analysis
of the used space, e.g., if we need only O(1) extra rows and columns.)
Particle complexity: The maximum number of particles on the grid minus
the number of particles in the input polyomino P at any given time. (The
idea is that, once created, particles can be stored at some place, where
robots can pick up and store particles whenever needed, and thus, already
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Fig. 2 A Polyomino P (gray) surrounded by a bounding box of particles (black) on the
inner lane (solid line) and particles on the outer lane (dashed line).

created particles can be reused. Carrying out these operations efficiently
is a separate algorithmic problem that is not at the heart of our presented
work and will be dealt with separately.)

3 Basic Tools
A robot can check the states of all pixels within a constant distance by performing a tour of constant length. Thus, from now on we assume that a robot
can check within a single step all eight pixels that are adjacent to the current
pixel p or build a diagonal pair with p.

3.1 Bounding Box Construction
Because the bounding box and the polyomino are comprised of identical tiles,
we need a gap between both to differentiate the two structures. We describe
how to construct a bounding box of a given, not necessarily simple polyomino
P in the checkered pattern shown in Fig. 2. We can split the bounding box
into an outer lane and an inner lane (see Fig. 2). This allows distinguishing
particles of P and particles of the bounding box. We assume that the robot
starts anywhere on P .
Our construction proceeds in three phases. (i) We search for an appropriate
starting position. (ii) We wrap a checkered path around P . (iii) We finalize
this path to obtain the bounding box.
For phase (i), we simply search for a local minimum in the y-direction:
1. Move to the leftmost particle, i.e., move left until the next pixel is empty.
2. Move to the right until there is a particle to the bottom. If there is no
such particle move back to the leftmost particle, i.e., the leftmost local
minimum, and end this search.
3. Move down until there is no more particle below the current position. Go
back to step 1.
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From the local minimum, we go two steps further to the left. If we land
on a particle, this particle belongs to P and we restart phase (i) from this
particle. Otherwise we have found a possible starting position.
In phase (ii), we start constructing a path that will wrap around P . We
start placing particles in a checkered pattern in the upwards direction. While
constructing the path, three cases may occur.
1. At some point we lose contact with P , i.e., there is no particle at distance
two from the inner lane. In this case, we do a right turn and continue our
construction in the new direction.
2. Placing a new particle produces a conflict, i.e., the particle shares a corner
or a side with a particle of P . In this case, we shift the currently constructed
side of the bounding box outwards until no more conflict occurs. This
shifting process may lead to further conflicts, i.e., we may not be able to
further shift the current side outwards. If this happens, we deconstruct the
path until we can shift it outwards again (see Fig. 3). In this process, we
may be forced to deconstruct the entire bounding box we have built so far,
i.e., we remove all particles of the bounding box including the particle in
the starting position. In this case we know that there must be a particle of
P to the left of the start position; we move to the left until we reach such
a particle and restart phase (i).
3. Placing a new particle closes the path, i.e., we reach a particle of the
bounding box we have created so far. We proceed with phase (iii).
Phase (iii): Let t be the particle that we reached at the end of phase (ii).
We can distinguish two cases: (i) At t, the bounding box splits into three different directions (shown as the particle with black-and-white diagonal stripes
in Fig. 4), and (ii) the bounding box splits into two different directions. In the
latter case we are done, because we can only reach the bottom or left side of
the bounding box. In the first case, we can move from t to the particle where
we started the bounding box construction by doing a right turn and following the checkered path, and remove the bounding box parts until we reach t
again. Now the bounding box splits in two directions at t. However, we may
not have built a convex shape around P (see Fig. 4 left). This can be dealt
with by straightening the bounding box in an analogous fashion like shifting
in phase (2), e.g., by pushing the line to the right of t down.
Theorem 1 The described strategy builds a bounding box that encloses the
given polyomino P of width w and height h. Moreover, the strategy terminates
after O(max(w, h) · wh) steps, using at most O(|∂P |) auxiliary particles and
O(w + h) of additional space in O(1) extra columns and rows. The running
time in the best case is O(wh).
Proof Correctness: We show that (a) the bounding box will enclose P , and
(b) whenever we make a turn or shift a side of the bounding box, we find a
particle with distance two from the bounding box, i.e., we will not build an
infinite line.
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Fig. 3 Left: Further construction is not possible. Therefore, we shift the line upwards (see
light gray particles). Right: A further shift produces a conflict with the polyomino. Thus,
we remove particles (diagonal stripes) and proceed with the shift (light gray) when there is
no more conflict.

t
s

Fig. 4 Left: During construction, starting in s, we reach a particle t (diagonal stripes) at
which the bounding box is split into three directions. The part between s and t (dark gray
particles) can be removed, followed by straightening the bounding box along the dashed
line. Right: The final bounding box.

First note that we only make a turn after encountering a particle with distance two to the inner lane. This means that we will “gift wrap” the polyomino
until we reach the start. When there is a conflict (i.e., we would hit a particle
of P with the current line), we shift the current line. Thus, we again find a
particle with distance two to the inner lane. This also happens when we remove the current line and extend the previous one. After a short extension we
make a turn and find a particle with distance two to the inner lane, meaning
that we make another turn at some point. Therefore, we do not construct an
infinite line, and eventually close the loop at some point.
Time: Every time we enter phase (1), we visit each particle of P at most
O(1) times. When comparing to runs of phase (1), we observe that no particle
of P is visited in both runs. Therefore, phase (1) costs O(N ) time for the
whole algorithm.
To establish a runtime of O(wh) for phase (2), we show that each pixel
lying in the final bounding box is visited only a constant number of times.
Consider a particle t that is visited for the first time. We know that t gets
revisited again if the line through gets shifted or removed. When t is no longer
on the bounding box, we can visit t again while searching for the start particle.
Thus, t is visited at most four times by the robot, implying a running time
of O(wh) unit steps. However, it may happen that we have to remove the
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Fig. 5 A worst-case example for building a bounding box. The positions p1 to p4 denote
the first, second, third and fourth starting position of the robot during bounding box construction. With each restart, the pixel f is visited at least once. Therefore, f can be visited
Ω(w) times.

bounding box completely and have to restart the local minimum search. In
this case, there may be particles that can be visited up to max(w, h) times
(see Fig. 5). Therefore, the running time is O(max(w, h)·wh) in the worst-case.
In phase (3), removing the path from the starting position and the particle
t costs O(∂P ) time. Making the bounding box convex can cost at most O(wh)
time.
In total, the strategy has a runtime of O(max(w, h) · wh) in the worst case,
and O(wh) in the best case.
Auxiliary particles: We now show that we need at most O(|∂P |) many
auxiliary particles at any time. Consider a particle t of ∂P from which we can
shoot a ray to a particle of the bounding box (or the intermediate construction), such that no other particle of P is hit. For each particle t of ∂P , there
are at most four particles t1 , . . . , t4 of the bounding box. We can charge the
cost of t1 , . . . , t4 to t, which is constant. Thus, each particle in ∂P has been
charged by O(1). However, there are still particles on the bounding box that
have not been charged to a particle of ∂P , i.e., particles that lie in a curve of
the bounding box.
Consider a locally convex particle t, i.e., a particle at which we can place a
2 × 2 square solely containing t. Because the current bounding box only does a
turn if a convex particle of P has been found, each turn of the bounding box can
be charged to a locally convex particle. Note that for a locally convex particle
there can be at most four turns. Due to the checkered shape of the bounding
box, there are at most four particles that are charged to a locally convex
particle for each turn. Therefore, each locally convex particle gets charged by
O(1) implying that each particle of ∂P has constant cost, i.e., we need at most
O(∂P ) auxiliary particles.
Because we never move further away from the polyomino than the resulting
bounding box, we need O(w + h) additional space in O(1) extra rows and
columns.
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Fig. 6 Left: A 4-bit counter with decimal value 10 (1010 in binary). Middle: The binary
counter increased by one. Right: The binary counter decreased by one.

Even if the starting configuration P contains a forbidden configuration,
i.e., there is a diagonal pair of particles having no common adjacent particle,
we can construct the bounding box in the same way. However, the test if a
particle belongs to P or to the bounding box is slightly different: Let p1 , p2 be
a diagonal pair with no common adjacent tile. Then, p1 and p2 have at least
one adjacent particle p3 and p4 , resp. Therefore, the robot can perform a local
lookup if one of p3 or p4 exists and we get the following observation.
Observation 2 We can build a bounding box that encloses a given connected
starting configuration P of width w and height h, i.e., a polyomino that allows
forbidden configurations. Moreover, the strategy terminates after O(max(w, h)·
wh) steps, using at most O(|∂P |) auxiliary particles and O(w+h) of additional
space in O(1) extra columns and rows. The running time in the best case is
O(wh).
3.2 Binary Counter
For counting problems, a particle-based binary counter is indispensable, because the robot is not able to store non-constant numbers. The binary counter
for storing an n-bit number consists of a base-line of n particles. Above each
particle of the base-line there is either a particle denoting a 1, or an empty
pixel denoting 0. Given an n-bit counter we can increase and decrease the
counter by 1 (or by any constant c), and extend the counter by one bit. The
latter operation will only be used in an increase operation.
In order to perform an increase operation, we firstly move to the least
significant bit, and secondly start flipping 1s to 0s we flip a 0 to a 1. If we have
run through the counter, we extend the counter by one bit.
For the decrease operation we again start at the least significant bit, and
start flipping 0s to 1s until we flip a 1 to a 0. Note that this operation only
works correctly if the counter contains at least one bit set to 1.

4 Counting Problems
The constant memory of our robot poses several challenges when we want to
count certain elements of our polyomino, such as particles or corners. Because
these counts can be arbitrarily large, we cannot store them in the state space
of our robot. Instead, we have to make use of a binary counter. This requires
us to move back and forth between the polyomino and the counter. Therefore,
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Fig. 7 An 8×8 square P in a bounding box, being counted row-by-row (left) or column-bycolumn (right). The robot has already counted 14 particles of P and stored this information
in the binary counter. The arrow shows how the robot ( ) moves to count the next particle
t.

we must be able to find and identify the counter coming from the polyomino
and to find the way back to the position where we stopped counting.
This motivates the following strategy for counting problems. We start by
constructing a slightly extended bounding box and moving the robot to its
bottom-left corner. From there, we perform the actual counting by shifting the
polyomino two units downwards or to the left, one particle at a time. After
moving each particle, we return to the counter, increasing it if necessary. We
describe further details in the next two sections, where we present algorithms
for counting the number of particles or corners in a polyomino.
4.1 Counting particles
The total number of particles in our polyomino can be counted using the strategy outlined above, increasing the counter by one after each moved particle.
Theorem 3 Let P be a polyomino of width w and height h with N particles for which the bounding box has already been created. Counting the number
of particles in P can be done in O(max(w, h) log N + N min(w, h)) steps using O(max(w, h)) of additional space in O(1) extra rows and columns and
O(log N ) auxiliary particles.
Proof In a first step, we determine whether the polyomino’s width is greater
than its height or vice versa. We can do this by starting from the lower left
corner of the bounding box and then alternatingly moving up and right one
step until we meet the bounding box again. We can recognize the bounding
box by a local lookup based on its zig-zag shape that contains particles only
connected by a corner, which cannot occur in a polyomino. The height is at
least as high as the width if we end up on the right side of the bounding
box. In the following, we describe our counting procedure for the case that the
polyomino is higher than it is wide; the other case is analogous.
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We start by extending the bounding box by shifting its bottom line down
by two units. Afterwards we create a vertical binary counter to the left of the
bounding box. We begin counting particles in the bottom row of the polyomino.
We keep our counter in a column to the left of the bounding box such that
the least significant bit at the bottom of the counter is in the row in which
we are currently counting. We move to the right into the current row until we
find the first particle. If this particle is part of the bounding box, the current
row is done. In this case, we move back to the counter, shift it upwards and
continue with the next row until all rows are done. Otherwise, we simply move
the current particle down two units, return to the counter and increment it.
For an example of this procedure, refer to Fig. 7.
For each particle in the polyomino, we use O(min(w, h)) steps to move to
the particle, shift it and return to the counter; incrementing the counter itself
only takes O(1) amortized time per particle. For each empty pixel we have cost
O(1). In addition, we have to shift the counter max(w, h) times. Thus, we need
O(max(w, h) log N + min(w, h)N + wh) = O(max(w, h) log N + min(w, h)N )
unit steps. We only use O(log N ) auxiliary particles in the counter, in addition
to the bounding box.
In order to achieve O(1) extra rows and columns, we modify the procedure
as follows. Whenever we move our counter, we check whether it extends into
the space above the bounding box. If it does, we reflect the counter vertically, such that the least significant bit is at the top in the row, in which we
are currently counting. This requires O(log2 N ) extra steps and avoids using
O(log N ) additional rows above the polyomino.

4.2 Counting Corners
The counting approach described in the previous section is not restricted to
counting particles. Various other features of the polyomino can be counted
using the same (asymptotic) number of steps, extra particles, space and rows
or columns. Essentially, the only precondition is that we must be able to identify the feature based on a local lookup. For instance, we make the following
observation.
Observation 4 Let P be a polyomino of width w and height h with k convex
(reflex) corners for which the bounding box has already been created. Counting
the number of convex (reflex) corners in P can be done in O(max(w, h) log k +
k min(w, h)+ wh) steps, using O(max(w, h)) of additional space in O(1) extra
rows and columns, and O(log k) auxiliary particles.
Proof We use the same strategy as for counting particles in Theorem 3 and
retain the same asymptotic bounds on running time, auxiliary particles and
additional space and rows or columns. It remains to describe how we recognize
convex and reflex corners.
Whenever we reach a particle t that we have not yet considered so far, we
examine its neighbors x1 , . . . , x6 , as shown in Fig. 8. The particle t has one
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x6 x5
empty t

x4
x3

empty

x1
x2
Fig. 8 Left: A polyomino and its convex corners (◦) and reflex corners (×). Right: After
reaching a new particle t, we have to know which of the pixels x1 to x6 are occupied to
decide how many convex (reflex) corners t has.

convex corner for each pair (x1 , x2 ), (x2 , x3 ), (x3 , x5 ), (x5 , x1 ) that does not
contain a particle, and no convex corner is contained in more than one particle
of the polyomino. As there are at most four convex corners per particle, we
can simply store this number in the state space of our robot, return to the
counter, and increment it accordingly.
A reflex corner is shared by exactly three particles of the polyomino, so we
have to ensure that each corner is counted exactly once. We achieve this by
only counting a reflex corner if it is on top of our current particle t and was
not already counted with the previous particle x1 . In other words, we count
the upper right corner of t as a reflex corner if exactly two of x3 , x4 , x5 are
occupied; we count the upper left corner of t as reflex corner if x6 and x5 are
present and x1 is not. In this way, we count all reflex corners exactly once. 

5 Transformations with Turing Machines
In this section we develop a robot that transforms a polyomino P1 into a required target polyomino P2 . In particular, we encode P1 and P2 by strings
S(P1 ) and S(P2 ) whose characters are from {0, 1, t} (see Fig. 9 left and Definition 1). If there is a Turing machine transforming S(P1 ) into S(P2 ), we can
give a strategy that transforms P1 into P2 (see Theorem 5).
Note that while it may be intuitively plausible that such a relationship
exists, a Turing machine itself (which works in a one-dimensional environment)
does not encounter some of the issues of two-dimensional geometry, such as the
more complex topology involved in determining location and boundaries. Our
Theorem 5 shows that these geometric issues can be handled, paving the way
for the power of Turing Machines. For a visualization of the basic approach,
see our video [1], in particular, the part starting at 5:04.
hAlso note that the Turing Machine emulation described in this section
course also could be used, e.g., to copy polyominoes, instead of the algorithm
from the next section. In practice, many applications would require a very large
transition table which may not fit into the robots limited memory despite being
of constant size; in these applications it is reasonable to assume that it would
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6 5 4 3 2 1 R
12 11 10 9 8 7
18 17 16 15 14 13
0 1 2 3 4 5 x

Fig. 9 An example showing how to encode a polyomino of height h = 3 (S1 = 11 in
binary) and width w = 6 (S2 = 110 in binary) by S(P ) = S1 t S2 t S3 = 11 t 110 t
100100101111111011, where S3 is the string of 18 bits that represent particles (black, 1 in
binary) and empty pixel (white, 0 in binary), proceeding from high bits to low bits.

be more efficient w.r.t. both memory and time to use counters — and thus
O(log n) space — or, if the input is too large, a specialized algorithm such as
the algorithms from the following Section 6.
We start with the definition of the encodings S(P1 ) and S(P2 ).
Definition 1 Let R := R(P ) be the polyomino forming the smallest rectangle
containing a given polyomino P (see Fig. 9). We represent P by the concatenation S(P ) := S1 t S2 t S3 of three bit strings S1 , S2 , and S3 separated by
blanks t. In particular, S1 and S2 are the height and width of R. Furthermore,
we label each pixel of R by its rank in the lexicographic decreasing order w.r.t.
y- and x-coordinates with higher priority to y-coordinates (see Fig. 9). Finally,
S3 is an |R|-bit string b1 , . . . , b|R| with bi = 1 if and only if the ith pixel in R
is a particle of P .
Theorem 5 Let P1 and P2 be two polyominoes with |P1 | = |P2 | = N . There is
a strategy transforming P1 into P2 if there is a Turing machine transforming
S(P1 ) into S(P2 ). The robot needs O(∂P1 + ∂P2 + ST M ) auxiliary particles,
O(N 4 + TT M ) steps, and Θ(N 2 + ST M ) of additional space, where TT M and
ST M are the number of steps and additional space needed by the Turing machine.
Proof Our strategy works in five phases: Phase (1) constructs a slightly modified bounding box of P1 (see Fig. 10(a)). Phase (2) constructs a shape representing S(P1 ). In particular, the robot writes S(P1 ) onto an auxiliary line
`2 in a bit-by-bit fashion (see Fig 10(b)). In order to remember the position,
to which the previous bit was written, we use an additional particle called
position particle which is not part of P1 and placed onto another auxiliary line
`3 . Phase (3) simulates the Turing machine that transforms S(P1 ) into S(P2 ).
Phase (4) is the reversed version of Phase (2), and Phase (5) is the reversed
version of Phase (1), so we only need to discuss how to realize Phases (1), (2),
and (3).
Phase (1): We apply a slightly modified version of the approach of Theorem 1. In particular, let R be the smallest rectangle enclosing the polyomino.
First, we fill all pixels that lie not inside R and adjacent to the boundary of
R by auxiliary particles whose union we call shell. Second, we construct the
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modified bounding
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that contains the
polyomino P
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to be filled by the
binary representation of the black polyomino

1 1 t 1 1 0 t
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(a) State after counting numbers of lines and columns.
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(b) Intermediate state of Phase (2) while writing the string
representation S(P1 ) of the input polyomino P1 by placing
R line by line onto `1 .
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↑

(c) Final state of Phase (2) after writing the binary representation of the input polyomino.
Fig. 10 Phase (2) of transforming a (black) polyomino by simulating a Turing Machine.
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bounding box as described above around the previously constructed shell. This
results in a third additional layer of the bounding box (see Fig. 10(a)). Note
that the robot recognizes that the particles of the third layer do not belong to
the input polyomino P , because these particles of the third layer lie adjacent
to the original bounding box.
Phase (2): Initially, we construct a vertical auxiliary line `1 of constant
length, seeding two horizontal auxiliary lines `2 and `3 that are simultaneously
constructed by the robot during Phase (2). The robot constructs the representation of S(P1 ) iteratively bit-by-bit on `2 and stores on `3 a “position
particle” indicating the next pixel on `2 to which the robot has to write the
next bit of the representation of S(P1 ).
Next we apply the approach of Theorem 3 twice in order to successively
construct on `2 the binary representations of the numbers of lines and the
number of columns of which R is made up (see Fig. 10).
Finally, the robot places consecutively and in decreasing order w.r.t. ycoordinates all lines of R onto `2 . In particular, the pixel of the current line
` of R are processed from right to left as follows. For each pixel t ∈ `, the
robot alternates between ` and the auxiliary lines `2 and `3 in order to check
whether t belongs to P1 or not.
In order to reach the first pixel of the topmost line, the robot moves in a
vertical direction on the lane induced by the vertical line `1 to the topmost
line of R and then to the rightmost pixel t of the topmost line (see Fig. 10(b)).
In order to ensure that in the next iteration of Phase (2), the next pixel of
R is reached, the robot deletes a particle from t if there is a particle on pixel
t from R and shrinks the modified bounding box such that it is the modified
bounding box of R \ {t} (see Fig. 10(b)). This involves only a constant-sized
neighborhood of t and thus can be realized by a robot with constant memory.
Next, the robot moves to the first free position of auxiliary line `2 by searching
for the position particle on auxiliary line `3 . As the vertical distances of `2
and `3 to the lowest line of the bounding box are of constant values, the robot
can change vertically between `2 and `3 by simply remembering the robot’s
vertical distance to the lowest line of the bounding box. The robot concludes
the current iteration of Phase (2) by moving the position particle one step to
the right.
The approach of Phase (2) is repeated until all particles of P1 are removed
from R. In order to recognize that all pixels from R are removed, the robot
checks whether R = ∅ in each iteration of Phase (2). This check can simply
be done by checking whether the entire extended bounding box lies inside a
6 × 6-rectangle, as illustrated in Figure 10(c). Hence, the robot simply has to
scan an environment of constant size.
Phase (3): We simply apply the algorithm of the Turing machine by
moving the robot correspondingly to the movement of the head of the Turing
machine.
Finally, we analyze the entire approach of simulating a Turing machine
as described above. From the discussion of Phase (2) we conclude that the
construction of the auxiliary lines `1 , `2 , and `3 are not necessary, because the
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vertical length of the entire construction below the bounding is a constant, i.e.,
in each iteration when the robot approaches the current writing position, the
robot moves to the right until it arrives at the current writing position. Thus,
the horizontal length of `2 , `3 do not have an influence to the memory needed
by the robot. Furthermore, the current writing position on `2 is indicated by a
single position particle on `3 . As no auxiliary particles are needed for `1 , `2 , `3 ,
the only auxiliary particles needed are the current position particle and the
particles needed for the modified bounding box which lie in O(∂P1 + ∂P2 ).
Hence, the sizes of the bounding boxes needed in Phase (2) and Phase (4) and
the additional space O(ST M ) needed by the Turing machine dominate the
number of used auxiliary particles, which is in O(∂P1 + ∂P2 + ST M ). Furthermore, Phase (2) and Phase (4) need O(N 2 ) steps. In particular, counting the
number of rows and counting the numbers of columns of the polyominoes can
be done in O(N log N + N 2 )) by using the approach of Theorem 3 because the
polyominoes P1 and P2 may be single lines of width or height N . Furthermore,
scanning a pixel, walking a distance of O(N ) to the current writing position on
`2 , writing the current pixel, and walking to the next pixel inside the modified
bounding box takes O(N ) time. Hence, writing N pixels takes O(N 2 ) time.
Furthermore, Phase (3) needs O(TT M ) steps, where TT M is the number of
steps needed by the Turing machine. Thus, the total time needed in the entire
approach is in O(N 2 + TT M ). Finally, the additional space is in Θ(N 2 + ST M ).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.


6 Custom-Made Functions
As already seen, we can transform a given polyomino by any computable
function by simulating a Turing machine. However, this requires a considerable
amount of space. In this section, we present realizations of common operations
in a more space-efficient manner, reflecting the idea that a usable toolbox for
such transformations is analogous to the functions in a software package for
computer-aided design (CAD).

6.1 Copying a Polyomino
Copying a polyomino P has many applications. For example, we can reproduce
a given shape, or apply algorithms that may destroy P after copying P into
free space. In the following, we describe the copy function that copies P below
the bounding box in a column-wise fashion, as seen in Fig. 12 (a row-wise copy
can be described analogously).
To copy a polyomino P we proceed in two phases: (1) A preprocessing
step that includes building the bounding box and extending the left side of
the bounding box by three units. (2) Copying pixels column-wise below the
bounding box. Note that P is contained in the first w + 1 columns within
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c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5

c7

c10

c13

c16

Fig. 11 Left: A polyomino P . Right: Intermediate situation during the copy process.
Columns c1 to c3 contain the first three columns of P that are already copied below the
bounding box. c4 and c5 will be used to copy the fourth column of P . Columns c7 to c16
contain particles of P that still need to be copied.

the bounding box from the right. Therefore, we only need to start the copy
procedure from the fifth column from the left.
After phase (1), we can split the bounding box into components that will
be maintained by the robot: The first k + 1 columns c0 , . . . , ck of the bounding
box from the left contain the first k columns of P already copied, then two
columns ck+1 , ck+2 are used to process the next column of P , and after an
empty column, the next w − k columns ck+4 , . . . cw+4 contain the rest of P
that still needs to be copied. (see Fig. 11)
We now describe how to copy the (k + 1)-st column of P . A problem we
have to deal with is that the connected components of the intersection of
one column with P may be several units apart (e.g., in Figure 11 column c3
has three components with one and two units space between them), and/or
that the distance from the first/last particle of P to the bounding box can be
arbitrarily large (e.g., in Figure 11, column c7 has several empty pixel until
the first particle of P ). Thus, we need an auxiliary structure for determining
whether a pixel is empty.
We solve this by using bridges, i.e., auxiliary particles denoting empty
pixels. To distinguish between particles of P and bridges, we use column ck+1
to denote particles of P , and column ck+2 to denote bridge particles (see
Fig. 12).
To copy an empty pixel, we place a particle two unit steps to the left, i.e.,
in column ck+2 . Then we move straight down and search for the first position,
at which there is no copied particle of P to the left, nor a bridge particle. When
this position is found, we place a particle, denoting an empty position.
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Bridge Tiles

Fig. 12 Left: Intermediate step while copying the third column of a polyomino (gray particles) with bridges (dark gray particles). The robot ( ) moves to next pixel along the black
line. Right: When the column is copied the bridges get removed and the robot proceeds with
the next column. In this case the robot finds an empty pixel, places a bridge particle two
steps to the left and a bridge particle below the bounding box.

To copy a particle t of P , we pick up and move this particle three unit steps
to the left, i.e., to column ck+1 . Afterwards, we move straight down following
the particles and bridges until we reach a free position, i.e., there is no bridge
particle to the right nor a copied polyomino particle, and place a particle,
denoting a copy of t.
After placing the copy of a pixel, we move straight up until we find the
first particle in ck+1 or ck+2 . From there we move two or three steps to the
right (depending on whether we placed a bridge particle or not) and start to
copy the next pixel. In case we reached the bottom of a column, we remove
any particle representing a bridge particle and proceed with the next column
(see Fig. 12 right).
Theorem 6 Copying a polyomino P column-wise can be done within O(wh2 )
unit steps using O(N ) of auxiliary particles and O(wh) additional space in
O(h) extra rows and columns.
Proof Consider the strategy described above. Because the robot copies occupied pixels and empty pixels by using bridges, the robot is always able to find
the next position to place the next particle (either a copied particle of P or
a bridge particle). Thus, at the end of the algorithm, we obtain a valid copy
of P .
As there are O(wh) many pixels that we have to copy with cost of O(h)
per pixel, the strategy needs O(wh2 ) unit steps to terminate.
Now, consider the number of auxiliary particles. We need N particles for
the copy and O(h) particles for bridges, which are reused for each column.
Thus, we need O(N ) auxiliary particles in total. Because we place the copied
version of P beneath P , we need O(wh) additional space in O(h) extra rows
and columns.
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Fig. 13 Left: A polyomino P . Middle: Vertical reflection of P . Right: Horizontal reflection
of P .

6.2 Reflecting a Polyomino
In this section, we show how to perform a horizontal reflection on a polyomino
P (a vertical reflection is done analogously). Assume that we already built the
bounding box. Then we shift the bottom side of the bounding box one unit
down, such that we have two units of space between the bounding box and P .
We start with the bottom-most row r and built r in reversed order beneath the
bounding box using bridges, as seen in the previous section. To do so, we use
the row below r to mark empty pixels with bridge particles (see Figure 14).
To copy the state of a pixel p, we pick up the particle (from P or from
the bridge), move to the right until we reach the bounding box, move two or
three steps below the bounding box (depending on whether we place a bridge
particle next or not) and move to the first position where no copied particle
of P nor a bridge particle exists.
To find the next pixel to copy, we move back to the right until we reach the
end (i.e., the next column has no particle from P nor a bridge particle), move
two steps upwards within bounding box, and search for the leftmost pixel we
have not copied yet. Again, this pixel is identified, when a further step has no
particle from P nor a bridge particle.
After the reflection of r, we shift the bottom side of the bounding box one
unit up and remove bridge particles. The rows that were reflected so far are
not moved upwards, so we have again two units space below the bounding
box. Also note that we again have two units of space between the bounding
box and the rest of P . We can therefore repeat the process until no particle is
left.
Theorem 7 Reflecting a polyomino P horizontally can be done in O(w2 h)
unit steps, using O(w) of additional space and O(w) auxiliary particles.
Proof For each pixel within the bounding box we have to copy this pixel to
the desired position. This costs O(w) steps, i.e., we have to move to the right
side of the boundary, move a constant number of steps down and move O(w)
to the desired position. These are O(w) steps per pixel, thus, O(w2 h) unit
steps in total.
It can be seen in the described strategy that we only need a constant
amount of additional space in one dimension because we are overwriting the
space that was occupied by P . This implies a space complexity of O(w). Following the same argumentation of Theorem 6, we can see that we need O(w)
auxiliary particles.
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Current row
for polyomino tiles
and bridge tiles

{

Fig. 14 Left: Beginning of reflecting the second row. Because the current pixel is occupied,
the robot moves the particle to the right below the bounding box (particle with dotted
border). Note that the extra space between P and the bounding box is used by bridge
particles (dark gray) to denote empty pixels above. Right: Intermediate step of reflecting
the second row. The next position is empty, thus, the robot will move the corresponding
bridge particle next.

Corollary 1 Reflecting a polyomino P vertically and horizontally can be done
in O(wh(w + h)) unit steps, using O(w + h) additional space in O(1) extra
rows and columns and O(w + h) auxiliary particles.

6.3 Rotating a Polyomino
Rotating a polyomino by ± π2 presents some additional difficulties, because the
dimension of the resulting polyomino has dimensions h × w instead of w × h.
Thus, we may need non-constant additional space in one dimension, e.g., if
one dimension is large compared to the other dimension. A simple approach
is to copy the rows of P bottom-up to the right of P . This allows us to rotate
P with O(wh) additional space. For now, we assume that h ≥ w.
We propose a strategy that is more compact. The strategy consists of two
phases: First, reflect P over the x = y line. Then do a second reflection over
the y-axis, i.e., a horizontal reflection. Because






−1 0
0 1
0 −1
P =
P,
0 1
1 0
1 0
| {z }
| {z }
Reflection over
y-axis

Reflection over
x = y line

we effectively perform a clockwise rotation by π2 (to perform a counter-clockwise
rotation we do a vertical reflection instead of a horizontal reflection).
After constructing the bounding box, we place a particle t1 in the bottomleft corner of the bounding box, which marks the bottom-left corner of P (see
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Fig. 15(a) left). We further add two more particles tc outside the bounding box
marking the position of the leftmost column of P , and t2 inside the bounding
box marking the topmost row of P (see Fig. 15(a)). Afterwards, we extend the
bounding box at the left side and the bottom side by six units without moving
t1 , t2 or tc . This gives us a width of seven units between the polyomino and
the bounding box at the left and bottom side (see Fig. 15(a)). Now we can
move the first column rotated in clockwise direction five units below P (which
is two units above the bounding box), as follows.
To find the next pixel whose state we want to copy, we move along the
bounding box until we find tc . Then we move down until we reach t2 , i.e.,
the robot finds a particle to the west. After storing the state sp of the pixel
p and removing its particle (if it exists), we move t2 one position down. (If t2
reached t1 , i.e., we would place t2 on t1 , then we know that we have finished
the column and proceed with the row by moving t2 to the right of t1 in the
next iteration.) To place a particle denoting sp , we move over t1 to the right
side of the bounding box and three units down and then six units to the left.
From there, we can follow bridge particles and particles from P , until we reach
a free position. We place a particle on this position if p was empty, or a particle
below if p was occupied. In case we copy a row-pixel, we do a turn upwards
and follow bridges and particles of P again. See Fig. 15. Note that we cannot
place the row directly on top of the column or else we may get conflicts with
bridges. We therefore build the row one unit to the left and above the column.
Also note that during construction of the first column we may hit the left
side of the bounding box. In this case we extend this side by one unit (see
Fig. 15(b)).
After constructing a column and a row, we move the constructed row one
unit to the left and two units down, we move the column one unit down and
two units left, and delete the bridge particles on the fly. This gives us enough
space to construct the next column and row in the same way (see Fig. 15(c)).
Then we move t1 one unit upwards and one unit to the right, we move t2 four
units below tc (i.e., to the topmost row of P ), and tc one unit to the right.
When all columns and rows are constructed, we obtain a polyomino that
is a reflected version of our desired polyomino. It is left to reflect vertically to
obtain a polyomino rotated in counter-clockwise direction, or horizontally to
obtain a polyomino that is rotated in clockwise direction. This can be done
with the strategy described in Section 6.2.
Theorem 8 There is a strategy to rotate a polyomino P by ± π2 within O((w+
h)wh) unit steps, using O(w+h+|w−h|h) of additional space in O(|w−h|+1)
extra rows and columns and O(w + h) auxiliary particles.
Proof Like in our other algorithms, the number of steps to copy the state of a
pixel to the desired position is bounded by O(w + h). Shifting the constructed
row and column also takes the same number of steps. Therefore, constructing
the reflected version of our desired polyomino needs O((w + h)wh) unit steps.
Additionally we may have to extend one side of the bounding box. This can
happen at most O(|w − h|) times, with each event needing O(h) unit steps.
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(a) Left: Intermediate construction before expanding the bounding box. Markers t1 , t2
and tc are already placed. Middle: Construction after expanding the bounding box. Right:
Intermediate step while reflecting the first column over the x = y line. Note that we start
the column with distance five to the bounding box. This is needed to build the row upwards
without hitting P if w is close to h.
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(b) Left: Intermediate step while building the first reflected row. Note that the left side of
the bounding box has been extended to make more space. Right: Intermediate step after
reflecting the first column and row (original column and row are marked in light gray).
Numbers show the matching between original position and new position of particles.
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(c) Left: First row and column have been moved down and left to make space for the next
row and column. Right: Merging the first two columns and rows.
Fig. 15 Intermediate steps of reflecting a polyomino over the x = y line.
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Because O(|w − h|) can be bounded by O(w + h), this does not change the
total time complexity.
Because the width of the working space increases by O(|w − h|) and the
height only increases by O(1), we need O(|w − h|h) of additional space. For
the number of auxiliary particles, consider the number of particles used for the
bounding box, for bridges, and marker particles. The bounding box is made
from O(w + h + |w − h|) = O(w + h) particles, and there are only O(w + h)
bridge particles. As there are only O(1) marker particles, we need in total
O(w + h) auxiliary particles.

6.4 Scaling a Polyomino
Scaling a polyomino P by a factor c replaces each particle by a c × c square.
This can easily be handled by our robot.
Theorem 9 Given a constant c, the robot can scale the polyomino by c within
O((w2 + h2 )c2 N ) unit steps using O(c2 wh) of additional space in O(c(w + h))
additional rows and columns, using O(c2 N ) auxiliary particles.
Proof After constructing the bounding box, we place a particle denoting the
current column. Suppose we are in the i-th column Ci . Then we shift all
columns that lie to the right of Ci by c units to the right with cost of O((w −
Ph
i) · j=i+1 cNCj ) ⊆ O(wcN ), where NCj is the number of particles in the jth
column. Because c is a constant, we can always find the next column to shift.
Afterwards, we copy Ci exactly c − 1 times to the right of Ci , which costs
O(NCi c) unit steps. Thus, extending a single column costs O(c · (wN + NCi ))
and hence extending all columns costs O(cw2 N ) unit steps in total.
Extending each row is done analogously. However, because each particle
has already been copied c times, we obtain a running time of O(c2 h2 N ). This
implies a total running time of O((w2 + h2 )c2 N ). The proof for the particle
and space complexity is straightforward.

7 Conclusion
We have given a number of tools and functions for manipulating an arrangement of particles by a single robotic automaton with constant memory.
In our work, we focused on arrangements of square-shaped particles; it
seems straightforward to apply our ideas to other arrangements, such as hexagonal particles. There are various further challenges, including more complex
operations, explicitly dealing with the logistics of obtaining and moving new
tiles from depots to their final destinations, as well as methods for sharing
the work between multiple robots. Another extension is to consider threedimensional arrangements of voxels, with robots restricted to motions over
the surface, or being able to move through the interior. An additional set of
problems arises by requiring the set of tiles and the robot location to stay
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connected; this is motivated by scenarios in which disconnected pieces may
drift apart, e.g., in space. These and other questions are left for future work.
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Recognition and Reconfiguration of
Lattice-Based Cellular Structures by Simple Robots
Eike Niehs1,∗ , Arne Schmidt1,∗ Christian Scheffer1 , Daniel E. Biediger2 , Michael Yannuzzi2 , Benjamin Jenett3,4 ,
Amira Abdel-Rahman4 , Kenneth C. Cheung3 , Aaron T. Becker2 , Sándor P. Fekete1
Abstract— We consider recognition and reconfiguration of
lattice-based cellular structures by very simple robots with only
basic functionality. The underlying motivation is the construction and modification of space facilities of enormous dimensions,
where the combination of new materials with extremely simple
robots promises structures of previously unthinkable size and
flexibility; this is also closely related to the newly emerging
field of programmable matter. Aiming for large-scale scalability,
both in terms of the number of the cellular components of
a structure, as well as the number of robots that are being
deployed for construction requires simple yet robust robots and
mechanisms, while also dealing with various basic constraints,
such as connectivity of a structure during reconfiguration. To
this end, we propose an approach that combines ultra-light,
cellular building materials with extremely simple robots. We
develop basic algorithmic methods that are able to detect and
reconfigure arbitrary cellular structures, based on robots that
have only constant-sized memory. As a proof of concept, we
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach for specific cellular
materials and robots that have been developed at NASA.

Fig. 1. (a) An assembled cuboctahedral lattice specimen, made from (b)
Ultem 2200 (20% glass fiber reinforced polyetherimide) octahedral unit
cells (highlighted), termed voxels. (c) A single monolithic RTP 2187 (40%
carbon fiber reinforced polyetherimide) injection molded voxel. (See [35].)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Building and modifying large-scale structures is an important and natural objective in a vast array of applications. In
many cases, the use of autonomous robots promises significant advantages, but also a number of additional difficulties.
This is particularly true in space, where the difficulties
of expensive supply chains, scarcity of building materials,
dramatic costs and consequences of even small errors, and
the limitations of outside intervention in case of malfunctions
pose a vast array of extreme challenges. Nevertheless, the
unquestionable long-term benefits and perspectives of largescale facilities in space have lead to enormous investments
in terms of funds, time, and human capital [3]. As a
consequence, the use of advanced methods for autonomous
construction in space is indispensable for further progress.
In recent years, a number of significant advances have
been made to facilitate overall breakthroughs. One important
step has been the development of ultra-light and scalable
composite lattice materials [35] that allow the construction
of modular, reconfigurable, lattice-based structures [42]; see
∗
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Fig. 2. Modular reconfigurable 3D lattice structure and mobile robots,
showing the small size of the robots relative to the structure that they work
on, and the parallel use of multiple robots. (See [9].)

Figure 1. A second step has been the design of simple
autonomous robots [38], [41] that are able to move on
the resulting lattice structures and move their elementary
cell components, thereby allowing the reconfiguration of the
overall edifice; see Figure 2 and Figure 3. Combining such
materials and robots in space promises to vastly increase the
dimensions of constructible facilities and spacecraft, as well
as offering to extend mission capabilities with reconfiguration and re-use [34].
In this paper, we address the next step in this hierarchy:
Can we enable extremely simple robots to perform a more
complex spectrum of construction tasks for cellular structures
in space, such as patrolling and marking the perimeter,

Fig. 3. A BILL-E robot moving on an expanding row of voxels. (See [39].)

scaling up a given seed construction, and a number of other
design operations? In the harsh and remote environment of
space, relying on powerful CPUs is a serious limitation,
not only because of the vulnerability of complex computer
hardware, but also because its availability becomes a limiting factor to mass-producing a large number of simple,
modular robots in space. As we demonstrate, sophisticated
computing hardware is not necessary. Even the extremely
limited capabilities of machines with a finite number of states
suffice for these tasks. To this end, we provide a suite of
algorithmic methods, and demonstrate the feasibility of the
resulting approach by implementing it on actual ultra-light
material with simple mobile manipulators.
A. Our Results
We present the following results.
1) We show how just two finite-state robots suffice to
construct a bounding box for a given connected planar
arrangement of grid cells (a polyomino P ) in a limited
number of steps.
2) We provide an algorithmic methods that enables two
finite-state robots to construct for a polyomino P with
a surrounding bounding box a scaled-up copy of P in a
limited number of steps, while preserving connectivity
of intermediate arrangements.
3) We also sketch how other basic operations of
Computer-Aided Design (such as copying or rotating)
can be performed in similar ways.
4) We demonstrate how these methods can be implemented on actual lattice-based structures with simple
robots.
5) We provide experimental outcomes for the resulting
processing times.
B. Related Work
The structures considered in this work are based on ultralight material, as described by Cheung and Gershenfeld [8]
and Gregg et al. [35]. Modular two-dimensional elements
mechanically link in 3D to form reversibly assembled composite lattices. This process is not limited by scale, and
it enables disassembly and reconfiguration. As shown by
Cramer et al. [10] and Jenett et al. [40], large but lightweight structures can be built from these components. Jenett
et al. have developed autonomous robots that move on the

surface [38], [39] or within the cellular structure [41]. With
the help of these robots, individual cells can be attached to
an existing assembly, or moved to a different location. An
approach for global optimization of a corresponding motion
plan has been described by Costa et al. [9], while the design
of hierarchical structures was addressed by Jenett et al. [43].
Assembly by simple robots has also been considered
at the micro scale, where global control control is used
for supplying the necessary force for moving agents, e.g.,
see Becker et al. [2] for the corresponding problem of
motion planning, Schmidt et al. [47] for using this model
for assembling structures, and Balanza-Martinez et al. [1] for
theoretical characterizations. Distributed self-assembly for
modular robots with limited computing resources was studied
by Tucci et al. [48]. Self-configuration of robots themselves
has been considered by Naz et al. [44]. A basic model
in which robots themselves are used as building material
was introduced by Derakhshandeh et al. [16], [17]. This
resembles Claytronics robots like Catoms, see Goldstein and
Mowry [33].
A large spectrum of methods for tile-based assembly in
biology has also been considered. Examples include DNA
self-assembly, introduced by Winfree [49], [50] and extended
to a variety of models [7], [13]. See Patitz [46] for a survey.
On the algorithmic side, there has been a considerable
amount of work dealing with robots or agents on graphs.
Blum and Kozen [5] showed that two finite automata can
jointly search any unknown maze. Other work has focused
on exploring general graphs (e.g., [24], [27], [45]), as a
distributed or collaborative problem using multiple agents
(e.g. [4], [6], [11], [25]) or with space limitations (e.g. [21],
[26]–[29]).
From an algorithmic view, we are interested in different
models representing programmable matter and further
recent results. Inspired by the single-celled amoeba, Derakhshandeh et al. introduced the Amoebot model [14] and
later a generalized variant, the general Amoebot model [19].
The Amoebot model provides a framework based on an equilateral triangular graph and active particles that can occupy a
single vertex or a pair of adjacent vertices within that graph.
With just a few possible movements, these particles can be
formed into different shapes like lines, triangles or hexagons
[16], and a leader out of all particles can be elected [12], [19].
A universal shape formation algorithm within the Amoebot
model was described by Di Luna et al. in [20]. An algorithm
for solving the problem of coating an arbitrarily shaped
object with a layer of self-organizing programmable matter
was presented in [18] and analyzed in [15]. Other models
with active particles were introduced in [51] as the Nubot
model and in [37] with modular robots. In [30], Gmyr et al.
introduced a model with two types of particles: active robots
acting like a deterministic finite automaton and passive tile
particles. Furthermore, they presented algorithms for shape
formation [32] and shape recognition [31] using robots on
tiles. Using the same “Robot-on-Tiles” model as we do in our
work, Hugo presented algorithms for recognizing convexity
of a given polyomino and counting the number of tiles or

corners in her Bachelor thesis [36]. Finally, Fekete et al.
introduced more complex geometric algorithms for copying,
reflecting, rotating and scaling a given polyomino as well as
an algorithm for constructing a bounding box surrounding a
polyomino in [22].
II. P RELIMINARIES
In the following, we introduce models, general definitions
as well as a description of the underlying limitations.
A. Model
We consider an infinite square grid graph G, where Z2
defines the vertices, and for every two vertices with distance
one there is a corresponding edge in G. We use the compass
directions (N, E, S, W ) for orientation when moving on on
the grid and may use up, right, down and left synonymously.
Every vertex of G is either occupied by a tile or unoccupied. Tiles represent passive particles of programmable matter that cannot move or manipulate themselves. The maximal
connected set of occupied vertices is called polyomino.
The boundary of a polyomino P is denoted by ∂P
and includes all tiles of P that are adjacent to an empty
vertex. For simplicity we show the boundary as a red line
around P (see also Figure 4 (a)). Polyominoes can have
holes, i.e., finite maximal connected sets of empty vertices.
Polyominoes without holes are called simple; otherwise, they
are non-simple. The bounding box of a given polyomino P is
defined as the boundary of the smallest axis-aligned rectangle
enclosing but not touching P ; it will be denoted by bb(P )
(see Fig. 5). Because the bounding box and polyomino are
comprised of identical tiles, a gap is necessary to differentiate
the two.
We use robots as active particles in our model. These
robots work like finite deterministic automata that can move
around on the grid and manipulate the polyomino. A robot
has the abilities to move along the edges of the grid graph
and to change the state of the current vertex by placing or
removing a tile on it. The robots work in a series of LookCompute-Move (LCM) steps. Depending on the current state
of the robot and the vertex it is positioned on (Look), the next
step is computed according to a specific transition function

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) The red line indicates the boundary of P , denoted by ∂P . (b)
A non-simple polyomino with one hole. (c) The tiles on the grid induce
two separate connected components.

P

Fig. 5. A polyomino P and its gray colored bounding box surrounding P .

δ (Compute), which determines the future state of robot
and vertex and the actual movement (Move). In the case of
multiple robots (Figure 6 (b)), we assume, that they cannot be
placed on the same vertex at the same time. Communication
between robots is limited to adjacent vertices and can be
implemented by expanding the Look phase by the states of
all adjacent robots.
Connectivity in the sense of this work is ensured if the
union of all placed tiles and all used robots is completely
connected. Accordingly, a robot can hold two components
together, e.g., as shown in Figure 6 (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. (a) One robot and its possible moves. (b) Two robots on the grid.
(c) Robots can hold separate connected components together.

III. C ONSTRUCTING A B OUNDING B OX
Fekete et al. [22] showed how to construct a bounding
box around a polyomino. However, that algorithm does not
guarantee connectivity. We describe an algorithm to construct
the bounding box keeping connectivity after each step. Due
to space constraints, we only sketch technical details; see
the full version of the paper [23] for a full description. To
accomplish the required connectivity we specify without any
loss of generality that the connection between bb(P ) and
P must be on the south side of the boundary. For ease
of presentation, the polyomino is shown in blue and the
bounding box in gray; the robots cannot actually distinguish
between those tiles.
In the following, we assume that two robots are placed
adjacent to each other on an arbitrary tile of the polyomino
P , and that the first robot R1 (marked red) is the leader.
The construction can be split into three phases: (1) finding
a start position, (2) constructing the bounding box, and (3)
the clean-up. To find a suitable start position, we search for a
locally y-minimal vertex that is occupied by a tile. This can
be done by scanning the current row and moving downwards
whenever possible. The search is done by the leader robot
R1 , followed by R2 . Then R2 positions itself on the first
vertex beneath this locally y-minimal vertex. Afterwards, R1
starts the bounding box construction one vertex further down.
This brings us to phase (2).
The construction of the bounding box is performed clockwise around P , i.e., whenever possible, R1 makes a right
turn. At some point, R1 finds a tile either belonging to P or
to the bounding box. In the latter case we are done with phase
(2) and can proceed to phase (3). If it is a tile belonging to
P , we need to shift the current line outwards until there is no
more conflict, then continue the construction (see Fig. 7). If
the line to shift is the first line of the constructed bounding
box, we know that there exists a tile of P that has a lower
y-coordinate than the current starting position. Therefore,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) R1 hits a tile belonging to P . (b) The triggered shifting process
is finished.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8.

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Traversing a gap by building a bridge

we build a bridge to traverse this gap, as shown in Fig. 8.
Afterwards, we can restart from phase (1).
To decide whether a tile t belongs to P or the current
bounding box, we start moving around the boundary of the
shape t belongs to. At some point, R1 reaches R2 . If R1 is
above R2 then t is a tile of P , otherwise t is a tile of the
bounding box.
For phase (3), consider the case when R1 reaches a tile
from the bounding box. If the hit tile is not a corner tile,
the current line needs to be shifted outwards until the next
corner is reached (see Figure 9(a)). Then we can search for
another suitable connection between P and bb(P ), place a
tile there, and get to R2 to remove unnecessary parts of the
bounding box (see Figure 9(b)-(d)). Because bb(P ) has only
one tile with three adjacent tiles left, we can always find the
connection between P and bb(P ).
Theorem 1: Given a polyominino P of width w and
height h, building a bounding box surrounding P with the
need that boundary and P are always connected, can be done
with two robots in O(max(w, h)·(wh+k·|∂P |)) steps, where
k is the number of convex corners in P .
The proof of this theorem is analogous to that from [22];
see [23] for full details.
If we know in advance that the given polyomino contains
no holes, then we can build a non-simple bounding box.
This requires only one robot, because we can at any moment
distinguish the polyomino from the bounding box without
having a second robot holding both parts together. This yields
the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Given a simple polyominino P of width w
and height h, building a bounding box surrounding P with
the need that boundary and P are always connected, can be
done with one robot in O(max(w, h) · wh) steps.
IV. S CALING P OLYOMINOES
Now we consider scaling a given shape by a factor c.
Note that reducing the size of a polyomino by a factor
(“scaling down”) can then be done in a similar fashion. In

Fig. 9. The second case of finishing the bounding box. (a) An already
constructed part of the bounding box is hit. (b) The last boundary side is
shifted. (c) R1 found a suitable new connectivity vertex above the southern
side, places a tile and retraces its path to the initial starting position. (d)
The unnecessary part of the bounding box is removed and both robots catch
up to the new connection.

the following we assume that the robot R1 already built the
bounding box and is positioned on one of its tiles.
A. Scaling
The scaling process can be divided into two phases: (1)
the preparation phase, and (2) the scaling phase. In phase (1)
we fill up the last, i.e., rightmost column within bb(P ), add a
tile in the second last column above the south side of bb(P ),
and remove the lowest tile (called column marker) and third
lowest tile (called row marker) on the east side of bb(P ) (see
Fig. 10(a)). This gives us three columns within the bounding
box (including bb(P ) itself). The first (from west to east)
is the current column of P to scale. The second column,
which is filled with tiles excepting the topmost row, is used
to ensure connectivity and helps to recognize the end of the
current column. The third column marks the current overall
progress, i.e., we can find the tile in the correct current
column and row that we want to scale next.
In phase (2), we simply search for the tile to scale, and
place the row marker one vertex upwards. For possible cases,
see Fig. 10. When we reach the top row of the bounding box,
we move the column marker one vertex to the left and place
a new row marker. Then we add a c × c square to the left of
bb(P ). If we did not move the column marker, we move left
from the south side of bb(P ) until we reach an end and start
moving up until we find the place to build the c × c-square.
Otherwise, we do not move upwards and build the square
after the leftward moves. If the vertex to scale is empty,
then we leave out one tile within the square.
After scaling a column that only contained empty vertices,
we know that we are done with scaling. Thus, we can start
removing all tiles, proceeding columnwise within bb(P ) from

tc
t2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Bounding Box

t1

Fig. 10. (a) Configuration after the preparation phase. (b)-(d) Cases that
appear during the scaling: (b) Scaling an occupied vertex; (c) scaling an
empty vertex; (d) reaching the end of a column.

right to left. If necessary, all scaled empty tiles can also be
removed by one scan through the scaled field.
Theorem 2: After building bb(P ), scaling a polyomino P
of width w and height h by a constant scaling factor c without
loss of connectivity can be done with one robot in O(wh ·
(c2 + cw + ch)) steps.
Proof: Correctness: We scan through the whole bounding box of P and scale every position. This implies that
we scale every tile of P . Because we scale columnwise, we
ensure that every scaled tile is built at the correct position.
Connectivity is guaranteed because we never remove a tile
that is necessary to have connectivity.
Time: Each of the w·h vertices within the bounding box of
P is scaled. To this end, the robot has to move O(c(w + h))
steps to reach the position, where the scaled vertex needs to
be constructed. A further O(c2 ) steps are needed to construct
the tile. Finding the next vertex to scale takes O(c(w + h))
steps, including going back, find the correct column and row,
and moving the row and column marker. In total we have a
runtime of O(wh(c2 + cw + ch)).
B. Adapting Algorithms
As shown in Fig. 11, there are algorithms that may
not guarantee connectivity. An immediate consequence of
being able to scale a given shape is that we can simulate
any algorithm A within the Robot-on-Tiles model while
guaranteeing connectivity: We first scale the polyomino by
three and then execute A by always performing three steps
into one direction if A does one step. If at some point the
robot needs to move through empty vertices, then we place
a 3 × 3-square with the middle vertex empty (if a clean up
is desired at the end of A, i.e., removing all scaled empty
vertices, we fill up the complete row/column with these
squares). This guarantees connectivity during the execution
and we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3: If there is an algorithm A for some problem
Π in the Robots-on-Tiles model with runtime T (A), such
that the robot moves within a w0 × h0 rectangle, then there
is an algorithm A0 for Π with runtime O(wh · (c2 + cw +
ch) + max((w0 − w)h0 , (h0 − h)w0 ) + c · T (A)) guaranteeing
connectivity during execution.
V. S IMULATION
As a key step in realizing a full robotic implementation
of the bounding box construction, a tile-based simulator
was developed1 . This python-based simulation allows for a
1 https://github.com/AlienHunterD/2DTileRobot

Fig. 11. Figures from [22] showing how to copy (left) or rotate (right) a
given shape. We can clearly see that the tiles are not connected. Theorem 3
guarantees that this kind of construction can be modified to be performed
in a connected fashion.
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Fig. 12. 2D simulation snapshots from building a bounding box for an
L-shaped polyomino.

clearer understanding of the subtle details in the execution of
the approach. It models the states of the tiles as well as the
robots and elucidates the state transitions. The visualization
provides a snapshot of these states and how they unfold. It
aides in understanding the scalability of the approach as well
as the behavior of the approach on different shapes. It also
provided the motion plan for the full 3D simulation of the
algorithm with the virtual BILL-E robot.
The implemented state machine has 34 states, which
include some optimizations for shifting long stretches of
tiles. When the robots are in close proximity, they behave
synchronously. In each state the robots first sense one unit
in the directions left, up, right, and down. Each step in the
simulation consists of one or all of the following actions:
{look; communicate; turn; move one space; add, move or
delete a tile; turn}. A build sequence from the simulator is
shown in Fig. 12.
A plot showing the percentage of steps spent in four
classes of states is shown in Fig. 14, for constructing
bounding boxes around L-shaped polyominoes. The state
classes for these plots are Initial Search (which searches for
the local y-minimum of the seed polyomino), Add/Shift Tiles
(which either adds a tile or shifts an already placed tile by
90◦ ), Delete Tiles (which removes a tile), or Move/Search
(which either moves to the end of the bounding box under
construction or searches to see if the current tile is part of
the bounding box or the seed polyomino).
As the size of the polyomino grows, the number of
steps required grows quadratically. The time required to
Move/Search dominates the other classes. The number of
steps required to construct a bounding box around six simple
shapes of polyominoes are compared in Fig. 15. Filled
squares require the fewest steps to construct a bounding
box, while L-shaped sets require considerably more time.
Most of this extra time is spent searching to determine if an
encountered tile is part of the polyomino or bounding box.
Four classes of shapes that are identical up to a rotation are
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Fig. 13. Snapshots from building a bounding box for z-shaped polyomino using 2D simulator, 3D simulator, and staged hardware robots, synchronized
so all are shown at steps {0, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120}.
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Fig. 15. Steps required for six canonical shapes. All shapes fill an n × n
bounding box, with n ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. Shapes include filled squares, and
five shapes composed of single width polyomino lines: L-shapes, u-shapes,
c-shapes, A-shapes, and n-shapes. The time requirements increase from left
to right.

u, c, A, and n-shaped sets. The differences in time for these
classes reflect the arbitrary choice to turn clockwise when
determining if a tile belongs to the polyomino. These simulations show many opportunities for improved efficiency.
The time for L-shapes is dominated by running the routine
to determine if the tile encountered is the boundary or the
seed polyomino. Adding more states could approximate wall
following.
The tile-based simulator was used to construct a 3D
simulation using the BILL-E robots and magnetic voxels.
The tile-based simulator, the 3D simulator, and two hardware
robots constructing a bounding box are shown in Fig. 13.
Moving from the tile-based approach required modifications.

Among those are: (1) The robot must physically reach out to
look at a neighboring voxel (and thus must not collide with
another robot). (2) The robot can only move from one tile to
the neighbor by performing a “cartwheel” move. In practice,
performing an inch-worm maneuver that places a leg two
tiles away, then moves the trailing leg forward, moves the
robot more quickly. (3) At this point, the implementation
details of obtaining a voxel to add or deleting a voxel are
omitted. In the future, robots may carry a supply of voxels,
move them to or from appropriately placed depots when this
supply is exhausted, be supplied by a number of dedicated
gopher robots, or may even construct and consume voxels
(i.e. 3D printing/ filament recycling).
VI. C ONCLUSION
We demonstrated how geometric algorithms for finite
automata can be used to enable very simple robots to perform
a number of fundamental but non-trivial construction tasks,
such as building a bounding box and scaling a given shape
by some constant, that guarantee connectivity between all
tiles and robots during their execution, and also provided a
practical realization.
There is a whole range of possible extensions. Is it
possible to scale general polyominoes without the preceding
bounding box construction? A possible approach could be to
cut the polyomino into a subset of monotone polyominoes,
which could be handled separately. Expanding the existing
repertoire of operations to three-dimensional configurations
and operations is another logical step. An equally relevant
challenge is to develop distributed algorithms with multiple
robots that are capable of solving a range of problems with
the requirement of connectivity, without having to rely on the
preceding scaling procedure that we used in our work. Other
questions arise from additional requirements of real-world
applications, such as the construction and reconfiguration of
space habitats.
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Abstract. We study parallel online algorithms: For some ﬁxed integer
k, a collective of k parallel processes that perform online decisions on the
same sequence of events forms a k-copy algorithm. For any given time
and input sequence, the overall performance is determined by the best of
the k individual total results. Problems of this type have been considered
for online makespan minimization; they are also related to optimization
with advice on future events, i.e., a number of bits available in advance.
We develop Predictive Harmonic3 (PH3), a relatively simple family
of k-copy algorithms for the online Bin Packing Problem, whose joint
competitive factor converges to 1.5 for increasing k. In particular, we
show that k = 6 suﬃces to guarantee a factor of 1.5714 for PH3, which is
better than 1.57829, the performance of the best known 1-copy algorithm
Advanced Harmonic, while k = 11 suﬃces to achieve a factor of 1.5406,
beating the known lower bound of 1.54278 for a single online algorithm.
In the context of online optimization with advice, our approach implies
that 4 bits suﬃce to achieve a factor better than this bound of 1.54278,
which is considerably less than the previous bound of 15 bits.
Keywords: Online algorithms
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Introduction

When dealing with unknown future events, optimization with incomplete information typically considers the competitive factor of an online algorithm as its
performance measure; the objective becomes to develop a single strategy that
performs reasonably well against the worst case. This focus on just one option is
more restrictive than hedging strategies in a wide variety of other scientiﬁc and
application ﬁelds; these typically make use of several parallel choices, thereby
increasing the chance that one of them will yield satisfactory results. Examples
include scenarios from biology, where a large and diverse progeny increases the
odds of surviving oﬀspring; ﬁnance and insurance, where a suitable combination
of investment strategies is employed to balance a portfolio against extreme losses;
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and engineering, where redundancy is used to protect against catastrophic failure, either on individual components (such as parts in a machine) or on whole
systems (such as automata in a robot swarm or spacecraft in a group of satellites), where it suﬃces that just one machine delivers a good outcome.
In this paper, we consider such parallel online strategies: Instead of making
a single sequence of decisions, we consider k parallel processes for some ﬁxed
integer k, which we call a k-copy algorithm; the objective is to make the best of
these k outcomes as good as possible, even in the worst case. We demonstrate the
potential of this approach for the well-studied Bin Packing Problem, for which it
is known that no single deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive
factor below 1.5401.
1.1

Our Results

We deﬁne a family of k-copy algorithms for the online Bin Packing Problem,
called Predictive Harmonic3 (PH3), whose asymptotic competitive ratio converges to 1.5 for large k. We show that k = 6 suﬃces to guarantee a factor of
1.5714, which is better than 1.57829, the performance of the best known 1-copy
algorithm Advanced Harmonic [3]. Moreover, k = 11 suﬃces to achieve a competitive ratio of 1.5406 beating the known lower bound of 1.54278 for a 1-copy
algorithm [4]. In the context of online optimization with advice, our approach
implies that 4 bits suﬃce to achieve less than 1.5401, which is considerably less
than the previous bound of 16 bits of RedBlue by Angelopoulos et al. [2]; in
fact, for k = 16 (corresponding to four bits of advice) PH3 achieves a ratio of
1.5305, compared to 3.3750 for RedBlue, while k = 65, 536 (corresponding to
16 bits of advice) yields a factor of 1.5001 for PH3, but 1.5293 for RedBlue.
1.2

Related Work on Online Bin Packing

There is a wide range of online algorithms for bin packing. The Next Fit algorithm [9] achieves a competitive ratio of 2, whereas “Almost Any Fit” algorithms [13] like First Fit or Best Fit achieve competitive ratios of 1.7.
An important online bin packing algorithm is HarmonicM , introduced by
Lee and Lee [15], which achieves a competitive ratio of less than 1.692 for M →
∞. Based on HarmonicM , Son Of Harmonic by Heydrich and van Stee [12]
achieves a competitive ratio of 1.5816. The currently best known algorithm is
Advanced Harmonic, which achieves a competitive ratio of 1.57829 [3].
For lower bounds, Yao [20] established a value of 3/2 that was later improved
to 1.536, independently by Brown [8] and by Liang [16]. Using a generalization
of their methods, van Vliet [19] proved a lower bound of 1.5401. Balogh et al. [4]
improved the lower bound to 1.54278.
1.3

Related Work on Online Bin Packing with Advice

In the context of online algorithms with advice, Boyar et al. [7] showed that
an online algorithm with nlog(OP T (I)) bits of advice is suﬃcient and that
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at least (n − 2OP T (I)) · log(OP T (I)) bits of advice are necessary to achieve
optimality. In the same paper, they presented an online bin packing algorithm,
namely ReserveCritical, with O(log(n)) + o(log(n)) bits of advice that is 1.5competitive and an algorithm with 2n+o(n) bits of advice that is 43 -competitive.
Zhao and Shen [21] developed an algorithm using 3n+o(n) bits of advice achieving a competitive ratio of 54 opt + 2. Renault et al. [18] developed an (1 + ε)competitive algorithm using O( 1ε log 1ε ) bits of advice per request.
Based on ReserveCritical, Angelopoulos et al. [2] developed the algorithm
RedBlue with constant advice that is 1.5-competitive. Their second algorithm
achieves a competitive ratio of 1.47012 + ε with ﬁnite advice that is exponentially dependent of ε. However, to beat the competitive ratio of 1.5 already an
enormous amount of advice is needed, which makes the algorithm impractical.
In terms of lower bounds, Boyar et al. [7] proved that no competitive ratio
better than 9/8 can be reached by any algorithm that uses sub-linear advice.
Angelopoulos et al. [2] improved this bound to 7/6.
1.4

Related Work on Parallel Online Algorithms

Parallel algorithms have already been considered in the ﬁeld of online algorithms
with advice. Boyar et al. [6] presented an algorithm for the online list update
problem, making use of 2 bits of advice to choose one out of three algorithms.
This algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of 5/3, beating the lower bound for
conventional online algorithms of 2. A practical application of this algorithm
was shown by Kamali and Ortiz [14], who applied it in the Burrows-Wheeler
transform compression. More work on parallel online algorithms include parallel
scheduling [1], ﬁnding independent sets [11] and the “multiple-cow” version of
the linear search problem [17].
While online algorithms with advice mostly focus on the amount of advice
to allow classiﬁcation of online algorithms and problems, k-copy online algorithms focus on small ﬁnite values for k and thus small ﬁnite amounts of advice,
with more emphasis on practical application. The perspective on diﬀerent algorithms running in parallel instead of abstract arbitrary information facilitates
ﬁner optimization in some cases.
Also, when considering online algorithms with advice, the number of algorithms can only be doubled by increasing the amount of advice by one bit. The
perspective of k-copy algorithms allows arbitrary k ∈ N for the number of algorithms.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
k-Copy Online Algorithms

In this paper, we consider k online algorithms A1 , . . . , Ak , each of them processing the same input list I in parallel. We call the set A := {A1 , . . . , Ak } a k-copy
online algorithm.
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For an input list I and an online algorithm A, let A(I) denote the number of
bins used by A and opt(I) denote the number of bins used in an optimal oﬄine
solution. The absolute competitive ratio RA for a k-copy online algorithm A is
deﬁned as


minA∈A A(I)
RA = sup
.
opt(I)
I
∞
for algorithm A is deﬁned as
The asymptotic competitive ratio RA



minA∈A A(I) 
∞
RA = lim sup
 opt(I) = n
n→∞ I
opt(I)

As already stated by Boyar et al. [5], any k-copy online algorithm can be
converted into an online algorithm with advice, and vice versa.

Lemma 1. Any k-copy online algorithm can be converted into an online algorithm with l = log2 (k) bits of advice that achieves the same competitive ratio.
Conversely, any online algorithm with l ∈ N bits of advice can be converted into
a k-copy online algorithm without advice with k = 2l that achieves the same
competitive ratio.
Proof. Let A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak } be a k-copy algorithm. Construct the online
algorithm A that gets a value i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} as advice, specifying the index i
of the algorithm Ai ∈ A that performs best on the given input sequence. The
value i can be encoded using log2 (k) bits. A then behaves like Ai and thus
achieves the same competitive ratio as A.
Let A be an online algorithm that gets l ∈ N bits of advice. Construct the
online k-copy algorithm A with k = 2l algorithms Ai , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. For each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, the algorithm Ai behaves like A given i encoded in binary
as advice. As the values i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} cover every possible conﬁguration of
the advice bits, for any advice given to A, there is an algorithm Ai ∈ A , that
assumes this advice. Accordingly, there is an algorithm Ai ∈ A , that performs
as well as A, i.e., the best algorithm Aj ∈ A that performs at least as well as A.
Thus, A performs at least as well as A.
2.2

Bin Packing

In the online version of bin packing, we are given a list of items I := a1 , . . . , an 
with ai ∈ (0, 1] for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. These items must be packed by an algorithm,
one at a time, without any information on subsequent items and without the
possibility to change previous decisions. The goal is to pack all items into a
minimum number of bins with unit capacity.
Definition 1 (Item
size).







1
Let S = 0, 3 , M = 13 , 12 , L = 12 , 23 and XL = 23 , 1 . We call items in
S small, items in M medium, items in L large and items in XL extra large.
For a list I = a1 , a2 , . . . an , the set of items Set(I) ∩ XL is noted as IXL for
improved readability. The subsets IL , IM and IS are used analogously.
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Definition 2 (Size function). Let S be a set (or list) of items. Then,
size(S) := i∈S i. For a bin b, we refer to size(b) as the size of the bin, i.e., the
sum of items already packed in b.
Definition 3 (Sub-bins).
Given a bin b, it can be split into two parts b1 and b2 , such that the sum of
their capacities is equal to the capacity of b. We refer to b1 and b2 as sub-bins.
We call a sub-bin with capacity C a C-sub-bin.
As sub-bins are not packed with an amount larger than their capacity, each
sub-bin can be packed independently from the other.

3

PREDICTIVE HARMONIC3

Now we introduce the algorithm Predictive Harmonic3 (PH3). Although
developed independently, it bears many similarities to ReserveCritical and
RedBlue. PH3 uses the same classiﬁcations as the other two algorithms and
tries to pack all large items with small items, such that the corresponding bins
are packed to a level of at least 2/3. However, in contrast to RedBlue, the
information needed by PH3 does not depend on the result of ReserveCritical,
but only on the number and size of certain item types, and can be calculated in
linear time.
The main idea of PH3 is to guess the ratio of how many small items must
be packed with large items to obtain a packing density of 2/3. Having multiple
instances of PH3, every instance can guess a diﬀerent ratio to get close to a
competitive ratio of 1.5.
Algorithm 1 Predictive Harmonic3 . Given a list I = a1 , a2 , . . . , an  of
items ai ∈ (0, 1], i ∈ 1, . . . , n, and a ratio rL ∈ [0, 1], the algorithm packs the
items as follows:
– Extra large items are packed into individual bins. These bins are called XLbins, the set of all XL-bins is called BXL .
– Large items are packed into individual bins. These bins are called L-bins,
the set of all L-bins is called BL . Furthermore, we split each L-bin into a
2
1
3 -sub-bin (for large items) and a 3 -sub-bin (for small items).
– Medium items are packed into separate bins together with other medium
items (note that at most two of them ﬁt into one bin). These bins are called
M-bins, the set of all M-bins is called BM .
– Small items are packed into a 13 -sub-bin of L-bins in a next ﬁt manner, if the
size of small items packed into L-bins is smaller than rL times the total size
of small items packed so far; otherwise we pack the small item into S-bins.
3.1

Competitive Ratio

Using simple bounds for an optimal solution and performing a case analysis,
we can prove the following theorem. Due to space constraints, the proof can be
found in the full version [10].
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|IL |
∗
∗
Theorem 2. Let rL
= min 6 size(I
, 1 1 and δ = rL − rL
. PH3 achieves the
S)
asymptotic competitive ratio
⎧


1
3
3
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ 2 + min 4r∗ , 6r∗ + 2 (−δ) for δ ≤ 0
L
L
∞
RP


H3 ≤
⎪
3
9
3
⎪
⎪
for δ ≥ 0.
⎩ + min
∗ , 6r ∗ + 2 δ
2
4rL
L

3.2

Tightness

∗
∈ [0, 1], the asymptotic competitive ratio given in
Theorem 3. For any rL , rL
Theorem 2 is tight.

Proof sketch: Let a1 , a2 , . . . ak  × n with n ∈ N denote n repetitions of the
sequence a1 , a2 , . . . ak . Let I be a sequence consisting of concatenated subsequences IS , IM and IL , where IS is a sequence consisting of two interleaved
sub-sequences ISL and ILL . With N ∈ N and ε = 1/(12N + 2), we deﬁne
IL =
IM =




1 ε
+
2 2
1
3

1
3

1
=
6

ISS =
ISL





∗
N
× nL with nL = 4rL


∗
0
for rL
≤ 1/3
ε
+
× nM with nM =
∗
∗
2
− 2)N
for rL
≥ 1/3
(6rL

1
1
− 2ε, − ε, − ε, 12ε × nSS with nSS = nSS  = (1 − rL )N 
6
6

− ε, 3ε × nSL with nSL = nSL  = 4rL N 

The proof is based on a case analysis of which item appears next and in
which bin this item is packed by PH3. Due to space constraints, a full proof can
be found in the full version [10].

4
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4.1

Competitive Ratio for PH3 as 1-Copy Online Algorithm

To optimize the performance for PH3 as a 1-copy algorithm, we determine the
optimal value for rL with respect to minimizing the asymptotic competitive ratio
∗
∈ [0, 1].
over all rL
1

The intuition of this value is that at least 1/2 of each 1/3-sub-bin must be ﬁlled to
guarantee a packing density of 2/3. Therefore, for |IL | bins, we have to ﬁll up a total
capacity of |I6L | with small items.
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Lemma 2 (Monotonicity of competitive ratio of PH3). For any fixed
∗
∈ [0, rL ]
rL ∈ [0, 1], the competitive factor is monotonically decreasing for rL
∗
and monotonically increasing for rL ∈ [rL , 1].
Proof. Assume rL to be ﬁxed. Let r+,< , r−,< : [0, 1/3] → R and r+,> , r−,> :
[1/3, 1] → R with
3
2
3
∗
r−,> (rL
)=
2
3
∗
r+,< (rL
)=
2
3
∗
r+,> (rL
)=
2
∗
r−,< (rL
)=

+

3
(−δ)
+2

∗
6rL

1
∗ (−δ)
4rL
9
+ ∗
δ
6rL + 2
3
+ ∗δ
4rL
+

1
3
1
∗
for δ ≤ 0, rL
≥
3
1
∗
for δ ≥ 0, rL
≤
3
1
∗
for δ ≥ 0, rL
≥
3

∞
∗
= RP
H3 for δ ≤ 0, rL ≤
∞
= RP
H3
∞
= RP
H3
∞
= RP
H3

Consider the derivative of r−,< and r−,> .


3
3
∂
∂
∗
+ ∗
(−δ)
∗ r−,< (rL ) = ∂r ∗
∂rL
2 6rL
+2
L
 ∗

∂
3(rL − rL )
= ∗
∗ +2
∂rL
6rL
1
18rL + 6
∗
≥
0
for
0
≤
r
≤
r
≤
=
L
L
∗ + 2)2
(6rL
3


3
1
∂
∂
∗
+
r
(r
)
=
−,>
L
∗
∗
∗ (−δ)
∂rL
∂rL
2 4rL
 ∗

∂
rL − rL
= ∗
∗
∂rL
4rL
1
rL
∗
∗
≥ 0 for 0 ≤ rL ≤ rL
and ≤ rL
≤1
=
∗
2
4(rL )
3
As the derivatives of r−,< and r−,> are both non-negative in their respective
domains, they are both monotonically increasing. Because r−,< ( 13 ) = r−,> ( 13 ),
∗
∈
we conclude that the competitive ratio is monotonically increasing for rL
[rL , 1].
Now consider the derivative of r+,< and r+,> .
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3
9
∂
∂
∗
+ ∗
δ
∗ r+,< (rL ) = ∂r ∗
∂rL
2 6rL
+2
L


∗
∂
9(rL − rL
)
= ∗
∗ +2
∂rL
6rL
1
−54rL − 18
∗
∗
≤
0
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r
≤
r
≤
1
and
0
≤
r
≤
=
L
L
L
∗
(6rL + 2)2
3


3
3
∂
∂
∗
+ ∗δ
r+,> (rL
)= ∗
∗
∂rL
∂rL 2 4rL


∗
∂
3(rL − rL
)
= ∗
∗
∂rL
4rL
1
−3rL
∗
≤ 0 for ≤ rL
≤ rL ≤ 1
=
∗
2
4(rL )
3
As the derivatives of r+,< and r+,> are both non-positive in their respective
domains, they are both monotonically decreasing. Because r+,< ( 13 ) = r+,> ( 13 ),
∗
∈
we conclude that the competitive ratio is monotonically decreasing for rL
[0, rL ].
∗
Because of Lemma 2, the competitive ratio does not decrease with rL
increasing for δ ≤ 0. Thus, as an upper bound on the competitive ratio for δ ≤ 0, only
∗
= 1 has to be considered.
the competitive ratio for rL

3 1
+ (−δ) for δ ≤ 0
2 4
3 1
= + (1 − rL )
2 4
7 rL
= −
4
4

∞
RP
H3 ≤

∗
For δ ≥ 0, the competitive ratio does not decrease with rL
decreasing. In
∗
this case, the competitive ratio for rL = 0 is an upper bound on the competitive
ratio.

3 9
+ δ for δ ≥ 0
2 2
3 9
= + (rL − 0)
2 2
3 9
= + rL
2 2

∞
RP
H3 ≤

At the same time, these values are lower bounds on the overall competitive
ratio. Given these bounds, this linear program can be formulated to minimize
the competitive ratio:
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∞
Minimize RP
H3

7 rL
−
4
4
3 9
∞
RP
+ rL
H3 ≥
2 2
rL ≥ 0

∞
Subject to RP
H3 ≥

rL ≤ 1

∞
The optimal solution for this linear program is rL = 1/19 and RP
H3 =
∗
33/19 < 1.7369. Figure 1 shows the asymptotic competitive ratio of PH3 over rL
for rL = 1/19.
Compared to other known algorithms for online bin packing, PH3 is not
a good choice for worst-case behavior. Among the classical algorithms, only
NF and WF, both of which are 2-competitive, are worse than PH3. Any AAF
∞
= 1.7 [9] and thus
algorithm achieves an asymptotic competitive ratio RAAF
performs slightly better than PH3. The best-performing online algorithm for
bin packing currently known, Son Of Harmonic, is 1.5816-competitive and
thus clearly superior to PH3 [12].
∗
is restricted to some interval Ir =
However, if we know in advance that rL
[a, b] ⊂ [0, 1], the above argument can be used to prove a better competitive
ratio.

4.2

Competitive Ratio for PH3 as k-Copy Online Algorithm

∗
being further
PH3’s property of achieving a better competitive ratio for rL
restricted can be used to create a set of k ∈ N algorithms achieving a better
competitive ratio. For this purpose, the interval [0, 1] is split into k sub-intervals
I1 , . . . , Ik ⊂ [0, 1] with ∪i∈{1,...,k} Ii = [0, 1]. Each interval Ii is covered by one
instance of the algorithm PH3 Ai , such that Ai achieves a targeted competitive
∗
∈ Ii .
ratio R ∈ (3/2, 33/19) for rL
R is restricted to (3/2, 33/19), because any competitive ratio above or equal
to 33/19 can be achieved with the instance of PH3 shown above, and k-copy PH3
cannot achieve a competitive ratio of 3/2 or less with ﬁnitely many algorithms.
To calculate the number k of algorithms needed to achieve a given competitive
ratio R, the following iterative approach can be used.
Let A be a set of algorithms. Initially, A := ∅. We initialize our iterative
0
i
= 0. Then, while rmax
< 1, we increase i by
approach with i = 0 and set rmax
i
i
i
, rL
and rmax
. With these three values
one and we compute three values rmin
i
i
denotes the value of rL , rmin
denotes
we can deﬁne algorithm Ai for which rL
i
∗
the minimal and rmax denotes the maximal value for rL for which Ai is still Ri
i
, rmax
].
competitive. By Lemma 2, Ai will be R-competitive for the interval [rmin
i
i−1
i
i
All three values are computed as follows. We set rmin = rmax . Given rmin , rL
can be computed:
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∗
Fig. 1. Competitive ratio of the optimal 1-copy PH3 algorithm dependent on rL
for a
ﬁxed rL .

i
If rmin
≤ 1/3, we have R =

3
2


i
i
i
we get rL
= rmin
+ R
tion for rL
i
i
− rmin
). Solving
R = 32 + 4ri3 (rL
min


i

 4rmin
R − 32
.
3

9
i
i
(rL
− rmin
). Solving this equai
2+6rmin


i

2+6rmin
i
. If rmin
− 32
≥ 1/3, we have
9
i
i
i
this equation for rL
yields rL
= rmin
+

+

i
i
Having rL
, we can compute rmax
. Because the competitive ratio is the mini
i
i
and rmax,2
for rmax
. We can
imum of two values, we get two candidates rmax,1
i
i
i
take the maximum of those two candidates, i.e., rmax = max(rmax,1 , rmax,2
),
because it is suﬃcient to be R-competitive in one case. In the ﬁrst case
i
3rL
−3+2R
i
= 12−6R
and in the second case we get
( 6r∗3+2 < 4r1∗ ) we obtain rmax,1
L

i
rmax,2

L

i
rL
7−4R .

=
i
≥ 1. Because each algorithm A with 1 ≤
Now consider the case when rmax


−1

0
, rmax
] = [rmax
, rmax
] with rmin
= 0,
 ≤ i is R-competitive for the interval [rmin
∗
there is an algorithm Am for any rL ∈ [0, 1] that is R-competitive. Therefore, we
have a i-copy online algorithm for bin packing achieving the competitive factor
R.
Following this method, we see that k = 6 algorithms are suﬃcient to guarantee a competitive ratio R = 1.5815. This beats the currently best 1-copy online
algorithm Son Of Harmonic with a competitive ratio of 1.5816. Figure 2 shows
∗
∈ [0, 1] for
the competitive ratio achieved by the individual algorithms over rL
R = 1.5815. Note that 1.5815 is not the best competitive ratio achievable by
6-copy PH3, as shown below in Fig. 3. Using k = 12 algorithms, a competitive
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Fig. 2. 6-copy PH3 beats the best 1-copy online algorithm known to date, achieving
∞
an asymptotic competitive ratio RP
H3 < 1.5815.

ratio R = 1.5402 < 1.5403 can be achieved, beating the highest known lower
bound for 1-copy online algorithms.
To compute the best competitive ratio achievable by k ∈ N algorithms, we use
binary search on R starting in the interval [3/2, 33/19] and test in each iteration
if we can guarantee R-competitiveness with at most k algorithms. Figure 3 shows
the best competitive ratios achievable by k-copy PH3.
1.75
1.7369
AAF: 1.7

competitive ratio

1.70

1.6741

1.65

1.6297
1.6022

1.60
1.55
1.50

1.5844
Advanced Harmonic: 1.57829
1-copy lower bound: 1.54278

1

2

3

4

5

Son Of Harmonic: 1.5816
1.5622
1.5714

6

7

1.5548 1.5492

8

9

1.5445 1.5406

10

11

1.5374

12

k
Fig. 3. k-copy PH3 performance dependent on k.

4.3

Comparison to Related Algorithms

Because k-copy online algorithms can be translated to an online algorithm with
advice and vice versa (see Lemma 1), it seems natural to compare these two
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variants, even though k-copy allows a more precise analysis on the competitive
ratio. In this subsection we compare our algorithm to the best known online
algorithm with constant advice, namely RedBlue introduced by Angelopoulos
et al. [2]. Their second algorithm is 1.47012-competitive (and thus beats our
algorithm), but the amount of advice needed by this algorithm is too large. As
the focus of k-copy algorithms is to provide good solutions for small k, it is
reasonable to only compare k-copy PH3 to RedBlue.
Table 1 shows a comparison between RedBlue and k-copy PH3 for small
amounts of advice. The competitive ratios given are rounded up to the fourth
decimal place. The competitive ratios for RedBlue are computed using the
upper bound on the competitive ratio 1.5 + 15/(2/2+1 ). The competitive ratios
for k-copy PH3 are calculated using binary search as described above.
Table 1. Comparison of the performance of k-copy PH3 and RedBlue.
Advice in bits k

∞
∞
RRedBlue
RP
H3

4

16 3.3750

1.5305

5

32 2.8258

1.5155

6

64 2.4375

1.5078

7

128 2.1629

1.5040

8

256 1.9688

1.5020

9

512 1.8315

1.5010

10

1024 1.7344

1.5005

11

2048 1.6657

1.5003

12

4096 1.6172

1.5002

13

8192 1.5829

1.5001

14

16384 1.5586

1.5001

15

32768 1.5414

1.5001

16

65536 1.5293

1.5001

Table 1 clearly shows the advantage of k-copy PH3 over RedBlue for few bits
of advice. With as few as 5 bits of advice, or k = 32, k-copy PH3 achieves a better
competitive ratio than RedBlue with 16 bits of advice, which corresponds to
k = 65536 algorithms when used as k-copy algorithm.
Although RedBlue and k-copy PH3 work in a similar way, k-copy PH3
achieves a better competitive ratio due to the more precise analysis of the inter∗
, in which each algorithm achieves the competitive ratio. By avoiding
vals for rL
overlaps in these intervals, fewer algorithms are needed.
On the other hand, RedBlue simply splits an interval for its parameter β
evenly into 2/2 intervals; translated into a k-copy setting, this leads to overlaps
in the intervals covered by each algorithm.
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Conclusion

We studied the concept of parallel online algorithms for the Bin Packing Problem. We developed a k-copy online algorithm named PH3 and showed that PH3
has an asymptotic competitive ratio of 1.5 for large k; in particular, k = 11
suﬃces to break through the lower bound of a single online algorithm. We also
considered the relationship to online algorithms with advice and achieved a considerable improvement compared to a previous algorithm.
There are various directions for future work. We saw that PH3 is (1.5 + ε)|IL |
≤ 1, i.e., when there is a surplus of small items. If there
competitive if 6 size(I
S)
are too few small items, PH3 is asymptotically (1.5 + ε)-competitive. Can we
make better use of the second case for an improvement? Can we guarantee an
absolute competitive ratio of 1.5(+ε)?
How does the asymptotic
competitive
ratio of PH3 depend on k? It seems to


be something like 23 + O k+log1(k+1) . Translated to an online algorithm with 
2


3
1
bits of advice, this would yield an asymptotic competitive ratio of 2 + O 2 + .
We also believe that the concept of k-copy algorithms is useful for a wide
range of other problems.
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We study parallel online algorithms: For some fixed integer 𝑘, a collective of 𝑘 parallel processes that perform
online decisions on the same sequence of events forms a 𝑘-copy algorithm. For any given time and input
sequence, the overall performance is determined by the best of the 𝑘 individual total results. Problems of this
type have been considered for online makespan minimization; they are also related to optimization with advice
on future events, i.e., a number of bits available in advance. Parallel online algorithms are also of interest in
practical scenarios in whichin which redundancy is used for hedging against undesired outcomes.
We develop Predictive Harmonic3 (PH3), a relatively simple family of 𝑘-copy algorithms for the online
Bin Packing Problem, whose joint competitive factor converges to 1.5 for increasing 𝑘. In particular, we show
that 𝑘 = 6 suffices to guarantee a factor of 1.5714 for PH3, which is better than 1.57829, the performance of
the best known 1-copy algorithm Advanced Harmonic, while 𝑘 = 11 suffices to achieve a factor of 1.5406,
beating the known lower bound of 1.54278 for a single online algorithm. In the context of online optimization
with advice, our approach implies that 4 bits suffice to achieve a factor better than this bound of 1.54278,
which is considerably less than the previous bound of 15 bits.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When dealing with unknown future events, optimization with incomplete information typically
considers the competitive factor of an online algorithm as its performance measure; the objective
becomes to develop a single strategy that performs reasonably well against the worst case. This focus
on just one option is more restrictive than hedging strategies in a wide variety of other scientific and
application fields; these typically make use of several parallel choices, thereby increasing the chance
that one of them will yield satisfactory results. Examples include scenarios from biology, where a
large and diverse progeny increases the odds of surviving offspring; finance and insurance, where
a suitable combination of investment strategies is employed to balance a portfolio against extreme
losses; and engineering, where redundancy is used to protect against catastrophic failure, either
on individual components (such as parts in a machine) or on whole systems (such as automata in
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a robot swarm or spacecraft in a group of satellites), for which it suffices that just one machine
delivers a good outcome.
In this paper, we consider such parallel online strategies: Instead of making a single sequence
of decisions, we consider 𝑘 parallel processes for some fixed integer 𝑘, which we call a 𝑘-copy
algorithm; the objective is to make the best of these 𝑘 outcomes as good as possible, even in the
worst case. We demonstrate the potential of this approach for the well-studied Bin Packing Problem,
for which it is known that no single deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive factor
below 1.5401.
1.1

Our Results

We define a family of 𝑘-copy algorithms for the online Bin Packing Problem, called Predictive
Harmonic3 (PH3), whose asymptotic competitive ratio converges to 1.5 for large 𝑘. We show that
𝑘 = 6 suffices to guarantee a factor of 1.5714, which is better than 1.57829, the performance of the
best known 1-copy algorithm Advanced Harmonic [3]. Moreover, 𝑘 = 11 suffices to achieve a
competitive ratio of 1.5406 beating the known lower bound of 1.54278 for a 1-copy algorithm [4].
In the context of online optimization with advice, our approach implies that 4 bits suffice to achieve
less than 1.5401, which is considerably less than the previous bound of 16 bits of RedBlue by
Angelopoulos et al. [2]; in fact, for 𝑘 = 16 (corresponding to four bits of advice) PH3 achieves a
ratio of 1.5305, compared to 3.3750 for RedBlue, while 𝑘 = 65, 536 (corresponding to 16 bits of
advice) yields a factor of 1.5001 for PH3, but 1.5293 for RedBlue. As a last step, give an analytic
1/𝑘 −3
proof that the competitive ratio of our algorithm can be bounded from above by 32 + 3·4
, which
6·41/𝑘 +2
3
converges to 2 for large 𝑘.
1.2

Related Work on Online Bin Packing

There is a wide range of online algorithms for bin packing. The Next Fit algorithm [9] achieves a
competitive ratio of 2, whereas “Almost Any Fit” algorithms [12] like First Fit or Best Fit achieve
competitive ratios of 1.7.
An important online bin packing algorithm is HarmonicM , introduced by Lee and Lee [15],
which achieves a competitive ratio of less than 1.692 for 𝑀 → ∞. Based on HarmonicM , Son Of
Harmonic by Heydrich and van Stee [11] achieves a competitive ratio of 1.5816. The currently
best known algorithm is Advanced Harmonic, which achieves a competitve ratio of 1.57829 [3].
For lower bounds, Yao [20] established a value of 3/2 that was later improved to 1.536, independently by Brown [8] and by Liang [16]. Using a generalization of their methods, van Vliet [19]
proved a lower bound of 1.5401. Balogh et al. [4] improved the lower bound to 1.54278.
1.3

Related Work on Online Bin Packing with Advice

In the context of online algorithms with advice, Boyar et al. [7] showed that an online algorithm
with 𝑛⌈log(𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝐼 ))⌉ bits of advice is sufficient and that at least (𝑛 − 2𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝐼 )) · log(𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝐼 )) bits
of advice are necessary to achieve optimality. In the same paper, they presented an online bin
packing algorithm, namely ReserveCritical, with 𝑂 (log(𝑛)) + 𝑜 (log(𝑛)) bits of advice that is
1.5-competitive and an algorithm with 2𝑛 + 𝑜 (𝑛) bits of advice that is 43 -competitive. Zhao and
Shen [21] developed an algorithm using 3𝑛 + 𝑜 (𝑛) bits of advice achieving a competitive ratio of
5
1
1
4 opt + 2. Renault et al. [18] developed an (1 + 𝜀)-competitive algorithm using 𝑂 ( 𝜀 log 𝜀 ) bits of
advice per request.
Based on ReserveCritical, Angelopoulos et al. [2] developed the algorithm RedBlue with
constant advice that is 1.5-competitive. Their second algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of
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1.47012 + 𝜀 with finite advice that is exponentially dependent of 𝜀. However, to beat the competitive
ratio of 1.5 already an enormous amount of advice is needed, which makes the algorithm impractical.
In terms of lower bounds, Boyar et al. [7] proved that no competitive ratio better than 9/8 can be
reached by any algorithm that uses sub-linear advice. Angelopoulos et al. [2] improved this bound
to 7/6.
1.4 Related Work on Parallel Online Algorithms
Parallel algorithms have already been considered in the field of online algorithms with advice.
Boyar et al. [6] presented an algorithm for the online list update problem, making use of 2 bits of
advice to choose one out of three algorithms. This algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of 5/3,
beating the lower bound for conventional online algorithms of 2. A practical application of this
algorithm was shown by Kamali and Ortiz [14], who applied it in the Burrows-Wheeler transform
compression. More work on parallel online algorithms include parallel scheduling [1], finding
independent sets [10] and the “multiple-cow” version of the linear search problem [17].
While online algorithms with advice mostly focus on the amount of advice to allow classification
of online algorithms and problems, 𝑘-copy online algorithms focus on small finite values for 𝑘 and
thus small finite amounts of advice, with more emphasis on practical application. The perspective
on different algorithms running in parallel instead of abstract arbitrary information facilitates finer
optimization in some cases.
Also, when considering online algorithms with advice, the number of algorithm can only be
doubled by increasing the amount of advice by one bit. The perspective of k-copy algorithms allows
arbitrary 𝑘 ∈ N for the number of algorithms.
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1

𝒌-Copy Online Algorithms

In this paper, we consider 𝑘 online algorithms 𝐴1, . . . , 𝐴𝑘 , each of them processing the same input
list 𝐼 in parallel. We call the set A := {𝐴1, . . . , 𝐴𝑘 } a 𝑘-copy online algorithm.
For an input list 𝐼 and an online algorithm 𝐴, let 𝐴(𝐼 ) denote the number of bins used by 𝐴 and
opt(𝐼 ) denote the number of bins used in an optimal offline solution. The absolute competitive
ratio 𝑅 A for a 𝑘-copy online algorithm A is defined as


min𝐴∈A 𝐴(𝐼 )
𝑅 A = sup
.
opt(𝐼 )
𝐼

The asymptotic competitive ratio 𝑅 ∞
A for algorithm A is defined as


min𝐴∈A 𝐴(𝐼 )
∞
𝑅 A = lim sup
opt(𝐼 ) = 𝑛
𝑛→∞ 𝐼
opt(𝐼 )

As already stated by Boyar et al. [5], any 𝑘-copy online algorithm can be converted into an online
algorithm with advice, and vice versa.
Lemma 1. Any 𝑘-copy online algorithm can be converted into an online algorithm with 𝑙 = ⌈log2 (𝑘)⌉
bits of advice that achieves the same competitive ratio. Conversely, any online algorithm with 𝑙 ∈ N
bits of advice can be converted into a 𝑘-copy online algorithm without advice with 𝑘 = 2𝑙 that achieves
the same competitive ratio.
Proof. Let A = {𝐴1, 𝐴2, . . . , 𝐴𝑘 } be a 𝑘-copy algorithm. Construct the online algorithm 𝐴 ′ that
gets a value 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 } as advice, specifying the index 𝑖 of the algorithm 𝐴𝑖 ∈ A that performs
best on the given input sequence. The value 𝑖 can be encoded using ⌈log2 (𝑘)⌉ bits. 𝐴 ′ then behaves
like 𝐴𝑖 and thus achieves the same competitive ratio as A.
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Let 𝐴 be an online algorithm that gets 𝑙 ∈ N bits of advice. Construct the online 𝑘-copy algorithm
with 𝑘 = 2𝑙 algorithms 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 }. For each 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 }, the algorithm 𝐴𝑖 behaves
like 𝐴 given 𝑖 encoded in binary as advice. As the values 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 } cover every possible
configuration of the advice bits, for any advice given to 𝐴, there is an algorithm 𝐴𝑖 ∈ A ′, that
assumes this advice. Accordingly, there is an algorithm 𝐴𝑖 ∈ A ′, that performs as well as 𝐴, i.e.,
the best algorithm 𝐴 𝑗 ∈ A that performs at least as well as 𝐴. Thus, A ′ performs at least as well as
𝐴.
□
A′

2.2

Bin Packing

In the online version of bin packing, we are given a list of items 𝐼 := ⟨𝑎 1, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ⟩ with 𝑎𝑖 ∈ (0, 1] for
𝑖 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛}. These items must be packed by an algorithm, one at a time, without any information
on subsequent items and without the possibility to change previous decisions. The goal is to pack
all items into a minimum number of bins with unit capacity.
 

 

Definition 2 (Item size). Let 𝑆 = 0, 13 , 𝑀 = 13 , 12 , 𝐿 = 12 , 32 and 𝑋 𝐿 = 32 , 1 . We call items in
𝑆 small, items in 𝑀 medium, items in 𝐿 large and items in 𝑋 𝐿 extra large. For a list 𝐼 = ⟨𝑎 1, 𝑎 2, . . . 𝑎𝑛 ⟩,
the set of items 𝑆𝑒𝑡 (𝐼 ) ∩ 𝑋 𝐿 is noted as 𝐼𝑋 𝐿 for improved readability. The subsets 𝐼𝐿 , 𝐼𝑀 and 𝐼𝑆 are used
analogously.
Í
Definition 3 (Size function). Let 𝑆 be a set (or list) of items. Then, size(𝑆) := 𝑖 ∈𝑆 𝑖. For a bin 𝑏,
we refer to size(𝑏) as the size of the bin, i.e., the sum of items already packed in 𝑏.
Definition 4 (Sub-bins). Given a bin 𝑏, it can be split into two parts 𝑏 1 and 𝑏 2 , such that the sum
of their capacities is equal to the capacity of 𝑏. We refer to 𝑏 1 and 𝑏 2 as sub-bins. We call a sub-bin
with capacity 𝐶 a 𝐶-sub-bin.

As sub-bins are not packed with an amount larger than their capacity, each sub-bin can be packed
independently from the other.
3

PREDICTIVE HARMONIC3

Now we introduce the algorithm Predictive Harmonic3 (PH3). Although developed independently,
it bears many similarities to ReserveCritical and RedBlue. PH3 uses the same classifications as the
other two algorithms and tries to pack all large items with small items, such that the corresponding
bins are packed to a level of at least 2/3. However, in contrast to RedBlue, the information needed
by PH3 does not depend on the result of ReserveCritical, but only on the number and size of
certain item types, and can be calculated in linear time.
The main idea of PH3 is to guess the ratio of how many small items must be packed with large
items to obtain a packing density of 2/3. Having multiple instances of PH3, every instance can
guess a different ratio to get close to a competitive ratio of 1.5.
Algorithm 5. Predictive Harmonic3
Given a list 𝐼 = ⟨𝑎 1, 𝑎 2, . . . , 𝑎𝑛 ⟩ of items 𝑎𝑖 ∈ (0, 1], 𝑖 ∈ 1, . . . , 𝑛, and a ratio 𝑟 𝐿 ∈ [0, 1], the
algorithm packs the items as follows:
• Extra large items are packed into individual bins. These bins are called XL-bins, the set of all
XL-bins is called 𝐵𝑋 𝐿 .
• Large items are packed into individual bins. These bins are called L-bins, the set of all L-bins is
called 𝐵𝐿 . Furthermore, we split each L-bin into a 23 -sub-bin (for large items) and a 13 -sub-bin
(for small items).
• Medium items are packed into separate bins together with other medium items (note that at
most two of them fit into one bin). These bins are called M-bins, the set of all M-bins is called
𝐵𝑀 .
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• Small items are packed into a 13 -sub-bin of L-bins in a next fit manner, if the size of small
items packed into L-bins is smaller than 𝑟 𝐿 times the total size of small items packed so far;
otherwise we pack the small item into S-bins.
3.1 Competitive Ratio
Before we proceed to prove the asymptotic competitive ratio, we recall some lower bounds for an
optimal offline solution.
Lemma 6. (Lower bounds on OPT) For any input sequence 𝐼 in online bin packing, the following
lower bounds on 𝑂𝑃𝑇 hold:
(1) 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐼𝐿 | ≥ |𝐼𝐿 |
|𝐼𝑀 | + |𝐼𝐿 |
(2) 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | +
2
(3) 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ size(𝐼 )

Proof.
(1) As any two items 𝑎, 𝑎 ′ ∈ 𝑋 𝐿 ∪ 𝐿 with 𝑎 ≠ 𝑎 ′ fulfill 𝑎 + 𝑎 ′ > 1, OPT has to put each of these
items in a different bin. Thus, 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐼𝐿 |.
(2) First, note that no item 𝑎 ∈ 𝑀 ∪ 𝐿 can be packed with an item 𝑎 ′ ∈ 𝑋 𝐿. Also, no more than
two items 𝑎, 𝑎 ′ ∈ 𝑀 ∪ 𝐿 can be packed in the same bin, as each of these items is greater than
1/3. Thus,
|𝐼𝑀 | + |𝐼𝐿 |
𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | +
2
(3) As OPT has to pack
Í the items into unit-sized bins, the number of bins must be at least the
items total size 𝑎 ∈𝐼 𝑎 = size(𝐼 ).
□

Using this bounds and performing a case analysis, we can prove the following theorem.
n
o
|𝐼𝐿 |
1 and 𝛿 = 𝑟 − 𝑟 ∗ . PH3 achieves the asymptotic competitive
Theorem 7. Let 𝑟 𝐿∗ = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 6 size(𝐼
,
1
𝐿
𝐿
𝑆)
ratio



3
1
3


+ 𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
(−𝛿) for 𝛿 ≤ 0


4𝑟 𝐿∗ 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2
2

∞
𝑅𝑃𝐻 3 ≤



3
3
9


for 𝛿 ≥ 0.

 2 + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 4𝑟 ∗ , 6𝑟 ∗ + 2 𝛿

𝐿
𝐿
Proof. First, consider 𝑟 𝐿∗ =

|𝐼𝐿 |
6 size(𝐼𝑆 ) .

𝑃𝐻 3 = |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐵𝑀 | + |𝐵𝑆 | + |𝐵𝐿 |

As each extra large item 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝑋 𝐿 is packed into a separate XL-bin and each such item satisfies
𝑎 ≥ 2/3, we get
3
|𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | = |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | ≤ size(𝐼𝑋 𝐿 ).
2
Two medium items are packed into each M-bin, except for the last one if the number of M-items
is odd. Each M-item 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝑀 fulfills 𝑎 > 1/3, thus


|𝐼𝑀 |
|𝐼𝑀 | + 1 3
1
|𝐵𝑀 | =
≤
< size(𝐼𝑀 ) + .
2
2
2
2
1 The

intuition of this value is that at least 1/2 of each 1/3-sub-bin must be filled to guarantee a packing density of 2/3.
|𝐼 |
Therefore, for |𝐼𝐿 | bins, we have to fill up a total capacity of 6𝐿 with small items.
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PH3 will only open a new S-bin, if the current item 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝑆 is supposed to be packed into an S-bin
and does not fit into the currently open bin. As ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝑆 : 𝑖 ≤ 1/3, any S-bin 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝑆 except the last
one has to fulfill size(𝑏) > 2/3, otherwise another item 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝑆 would fit. A fraction of (1 − 𝑟 𝐿 ) of the
size of small items plus at most one item is packed into S-bins. If a bin 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝑆 with size(𝑏) < 2/3
exists, this additional item can be packed there, otherwise it is packed into an additional bin. In
either case, there is at most one bin 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝑆 with size(𝑏) < 2/3.
3
(1 − 𝑟 𝐿 ) size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1
2
3
3
= (1 − 𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) − 𝑟 𝐿∗ size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1
2
2
3
3
|𝐼𝐿 |
= (1 − 𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) −
size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1
2
2 6 size(𝐼𝑆 )
3
1
= (1 − 𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) − |𝐼𝐿 | + 1
2
4

|𝐵𝑆 | ≤

For 𝐵𝐿 , consider the subsets 𝐵𝐿𝐿 = {𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝐿 | 𝑏 contains a large item} and 𝐵𝐿𝑆 = {𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝐿 |
𝑏 contains a small item}. As both small and large items are packed into L-bins by increasing index,
either 𝐵𝐿𝑆 ⊆ 𝐵𝐿𝐿 = 𝐵𝐿 or 𝐵𝐿𝐿 ⊆ 𝐵𝐿𝑆 = 𝐵𝐿 holds. Thus, |𝐵𝐿 | = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {|𝐵𝐿𝐿 |, |𝐵𝐿𝑆 |}.
No two large items are packed into the same bin, so |𝐵𝐿𝐿 | = |𝐼𝐿 |.
Let 𝐼𝑆′ the set of small items packed into L-bins. As small items are smaller than 1/3 and are only
packed into L-bins if less than a part 𝑟 𝐿 of the small items packed so far have been packed into
L-bins, size(𝐼𝑆′ ) < 𝑟 𝐿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1/3. The set 𝐼𝑆′ is packed into the 1/3-sub-bins by a NF-algorithm.
For an optimal packing 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ′ of small items in these sub-bins, NF≤ 2 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ′ + 1. Each sub-bin has
capacity 1/3, so OPT needs at least 3 size(𝐼𝑆′ ) bins to pack all items.
|𝐵𝐿𝑆 | ≤ 2 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ′ + 1

≤ 6 size(𝐼𝑆′ ) + 1

< 6 𝑟 𝐿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3

= 6 (𝑟 𝐿∗ + 𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3


|𝐼𝐿 |
=6
+ 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3
6 size(𝐼𝑆 )
= |𝐼𝐿 | + 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3
The maximum of the bounds on |𝐵𝐿𝐿 | and |𝐵𝐿𝑆 is an upper bound on |𝐵𝐿 |.
|𝐵𝐿 | ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {|𝐼𝐿 |, |𝐼𝐿 | + 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3}
= |𝐼𝐿 | + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3}

Combining the bounds for |𝐵𝑆 | and |𝐵𝐿 | yields
|𝐵𝑆 | + |𝐵𝐿 | ≤

3
1
(1 − 𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) − |𝐼𝐿 | + 1 + |𝐼𝐿 | + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3}
2
4
|
{z
} |
{z
}
≥ |𝐵𝑆 |

≥ |𝐵𝐿 |

3
3
= (1 − 𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) + |𝐼𝐿 | + 1 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3}
2
4
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Each large item 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝐿 is greater than 1/2. Therefore |𝐼𝐿 | < 2 size(𝐼𝐿 ).
|𝐵𝑆 | + |𝐵𝐿 | <

3
3
(size(𝐼𝑆 ) + size(𝐼𝐿 )) − 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3}
2
2

Let
3
+ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3} −
2 
9 9
3 3
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥
− 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ), + 𝛿
2 2
2 2
3
1
⇒ |𝐵𝑆 | + |𝐵𝐿 | < (size(𝐼𝑆 ) + size(𝐼𝐿 )) + Δ −
2
2
Δ=

3
𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 )
2

size(𝐼𝑆 )

Summing up,
𝑃𝐻 3 = |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐵𝑀 | + |𝐵𝑆 | + |𝐵𝐿 |
3
3
1 3
1
< size(𝐼𝑋 𝐿 ) + size(𝐼𝑀 ) + + (size(𝐼𝑆 ) + size(𝐼𝐿 )) + Δ −
2
2
2 2
2
| {z } |
{z
} |
{z
}
≥ |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 |

> |𝐵𝑀 |

≥ |𝐵𝑆 |+|𝐵𝐿 |

3
(size(𝐼𝑋 𝐿 ) + size(𝐼𝑀 ) + size(𝐼𝑆 ) + size(𝐼𝐿 )) + Δ
2
3
= size(𝐼 ) + Δ.
2

=

Because of Lemma 6, 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ size(𝐼 ).
3
⇒ 𝑃𝐻 3 < 𝑂𝑃𝑇 + Δ
2
This yields the asymptotic competitive ratio:
𝑃𝐻 3
3
Δ
≤ lim
+
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 2
𝑂𝑃𝑇
3 3
9
9
3 𝑚𝑎𝑥 2 − 2 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ), 2 + 2 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 )
= lim
+
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 2
𝑂𝑃𝑇


3
3 9
size(𝐼𝑆 )
= lim
+ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝛿, 𝛿
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 2
2 2
𝑂𝑃𝑇
lim

Clearly, 𝑂𝑃𝑇 is an upper bound on size(𝐼𝑆 ). However, better bounds can be found using 𝑟 𝐿∗ .
𝑟 𝐿∗ =

|𝐼𝐿 |
6 size(𝐼𝑆 )

⇔

size(𝐼𝑆 ) =

|𝐼𝐿 |
6𝑟 𝐿∗

Because of Lemma 6, |𝐼𝐿 | is a lower bound on 𝑂𝑃𝑇 .
⇒ size(𝐼𝑆 ) =

|𝐼𝐿 | 𝑂𝑃𝑇
≤
6𝑟 𝐿∗
6𝑟 𝐿∗
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As each item 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐿 is larger than 1/2, |𝐼𝐿 | < 2 size(𝐼𝐿 ). According to Lemma 6, 𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ size(𝐼 ), i.e.
𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≥ size(𝐼𝑆 ) + size(𝐼𝐿 ).
|𝐼𝐿 |
size(𝐼𝐿 )
⇒ size(𝐼𝑆 ) = ∗ ≤
6𝑟 𝐿
3𝑟 𝐿∗


size(𝐼𝐿 ) + size(𝐼𝑆 )
1
⇔ 1 + ∗ size(𝐼𝑆 ) ≤
3𝑟 𝐿
3𝑟 𝐿∗
size(𝐼𝐿 ) + size(𝐼𝑆 )
⇔ size(𝐼𝑆 ) ≤
3𝑟 𝐿∗ + 1
𝑂𝑃𝑇
≤ ∗
3𝑟 𝐿 + 1

As these are both upper bounds on size(𝐼𝑆 ), their minimum is also an upper bound on size(𝐼𝑆 ).
This results in an asymptotic upper bound on Δ in comparison to 𝑂𝑃𝑇 :




Δ
3 9
1
1
lim
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝛿, 𝛿 𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
2 2
6𝑟 𝐿∗ 3𝑟 𝐿∗ + 1



1
3


𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
(−𝛿) for 𝛿 ≤ 0


4𝑟 𝐿∗ 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2


Δ
=
⇔ lim



𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
3
9


,
𝛿
for 𝛿 ≥ 0
𝑚𝑖𝑛

4𝑟 𝐿∗ 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2

This results in a competitive ratio dependent on 𝛿, proving Theorem 7 for 𝑟 𝐿∗ =
𝑃𝐻 3
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
Δ
3
+
≤ lim
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 2
𝑂𝑃𝑇



3
1
3


+ 𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
(−𝛿)


4𝑟 𝐿∗ 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2
2

=



3
3
9



 2 + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 4𝑟 ∗ , 6𝑟 ∗ + 2 𝛿

𝐿
𝐿

∞
𝑅𝑃𝐻
3 =

|𝐼𝐿 |
6 size(𝐼𝑆 ) :

lim

for 𝛿 ≤ 0
for 𝛿 ≥ 0.

Now consider 𝑟 𝐿∗ = 1.
As 𝛿 = 𝑟 𝐿 − 𝑟 𝐿∗ = 𝑟 𝐿 − 1 and 𝑟 𝐿 ∈ [0, 1], 𝛿 must be less or equal to 0. Furthermore, size(𝐼𝑆 ) must
be less or equal to |𝐼𝐿 |/6, as otherwise 𝑟 𝐿∗ would be less than 1.
𝑃𝐻 3 = |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐵𝐿 | + |𝐵𝑀 | + |𝐵𝑆 |

As above, each large item 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼𝑋 𝐿 is packed into a separate bin and medium items are packed by
twos.
|𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | = |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 |


|𝐼𝑀 |
|𝐼𝑀 | + 1
|𝐵𝑀 | =
≤
2
2

As pointed out above, |𝐵𝐿 | ≤ |𝐼𝐿 | + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 6 𝛿 size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 3}. As 𝛿 ≤ 0, |𝐵𝐿 | ≤ |𝐼𝐿 | + 3.
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The argumentat used above to get a bound on |𝐵𝑆 | applies here as well.
|𝐵𝑆 | ≤
=
≤
=
≤

3
(1 − 𝑟 𝐿 ) size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1
2
3
(−𝛿) size(𝐼𝑆 ) + 1
2
|𝐼𝐿 |
3
(−𝛿)
+1
2
6
|𝐼𝐿 |
(−𝛿) + 1
4
𝑂𝑃𝑇
(−𝛿) + 1
4

In summary, this yields an upper bound on PH3.
|𝐼𝑀 | + 1
𝑂𝑃𝑇
𝑃𝐻 3 ≤ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | +
+ |𝐼𝐿 | + 3 +
(−𝛿) + 1
2
4
|{z} | {z } | {z } |
{z
}
= |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 |

≥ |𝐵𝑀 |

= |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐼𝐿 | +

≥ |𝐵𝐿 |

≥ |𝐵𝑆 |

|𝐼𝑀 | 𝑂𝑃𝑇
9
+
(−𝛿) +
2
4
2

For |𝐼𝐿 | ≥ |𝐼𝑀 | an estimate against 𝑂𝑃𝑇 can be formulated as follows using Lemma 6.
|𝐼𝐿 |
𝑂𝑃𝑇
9
𝑃𝐻 3 ≤ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐼𝐿 | +
+
(−𝛿) +
2
4
2
| {z } |{z}
≤



≤𝑂𝑃𝑇



≤𝑂𝑃𝑇 /2

3 1
9
+ (−𝛿) 𝑂𝑃𝑇 +
2 4
2

For |𝐼𝐿 | < |𝐼𝑀 |, 𝑃𝐻 3 can be estimated against 𝑂𝑃𝑇 using another bound from Lemma 6.
4|𝐼𝐿 | + 2|𝐼𝑀 | 𝑂𝑃𝑇
9
+
(−𝛿) +
4
4
2
3|𝐼𝐿 | + 3|𝐼𝑀 | 𝑂𝑃𝑇
9
< |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | +
(−𝛿) +
+
4
4
2
|
{z
}

𝑃𝐻 3 ≤ |𝐼𝑋 𝐿 | +




3 1
9
≤
+ (−𝛿) 𝑂𝑃𝑇 +
2 4
2
≤3/2 𝑂𝑃𝑇

This bound leads straight to the competitive ratio.


𝑃𝐻 3
3 1
𝑂𝑃𝑇
9
⇒ lim
≤ lim
+ (−𝛿)
+
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 2
4
𝑂𝑃𝑇 2 𝑂𝑃𝑇
3 1
= + (−𝛿)
2 4 

3
1
3
= + 𝑚𝑖𝑛
,
(−𝛿), 𝛿 ≤ 0
2
4𝑟 𝐿∗ 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2

□
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Tightness

Theorem 8. For any 𝑟 𝐿 , 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [0, 1], the asymptotic competitive ratio given in Theorem 7 is tight.
Proof. Let ⟨𝑎 1, 𝑎 2, . . . 𝑎𝑘 ⟩ × 𝑛 with 𝑛 ∈ N denote 𝑛 repetitions of the sequence ⟨𝑎 1, 𝑎 2, . . . 𝑎𝑘 ⟩.
Let 𝑁 ∈ N and 𝜀 = 1/(12𝑁 + 2).
Let 𝐼 be a sequence consisting of the concatenated subsequences 𝐼𝑆 , 𝐼𝑀 and 𝐼𝐿 . Let 𝐼𝑆 be a sequence
consisting of the two interleaved subsequences 𝐼𝑆𝐿 and 𝐼𝐿𝐿 .
Let

1 𝜀
𝐼𝐿 =
+
× 𝑛𝐿 with 𝑛𝐿 = ⌈4𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 ⌉
2 2
(


0
for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1/3
1 𝜀
𝐼𝑀 =
+
× 𝑛𝑀 with 𝑛𝑀 =
3 2
⌊(6𝑟 𝐿∗ − 2)𝑁 ⌋ for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥ 1/3


1
1
1
′
𝐼𝑆𝑆 =
− 2𝜀, − 𝜀, − 𝜀, 12𝜀 × 𝑛𝑆𝑆 with 𝑛𝑆𝑆 = ⌈𝑛𝑆𝑆
⌉ = ⌈(1 − 𝑟 𝐿 )𝑁 ⌉
3
6
6


1
′
𝐼𝑆𝐿 =
− 𝜀, 3𝜀 × 𝑛𝑆𝐿 with 𝑛𝑆𝐿 = ⌈𝑛𝑆𝐿
⌉ = ⌈4𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 ⌉
6


Let 𝐼𝑆 be interleaved in such a way that whenever PH3 would pack the next item in an L-bin,
the next item in 𝐼𝑆 is the next item in 𝐼𝑆𝐿 , otherwise it is the next item in 𝐼𝑆𝑆 . If the corresponding
subsequence contains no more items, the next item is taken from the other one.
Note that the size of small items packed into each S-bin is exactly four times the size of small
′ and 𝑛
′
items packed into each L-bin. As 𝑛𝑆𝐿 ≥ 𝑛𝑆𝐿
𝑆𝑆 ≥ 𝑛𝑆𝑆 and
𝑛′
size(𝐼𝑆𝐿 )
≈ ′ 𝑆𝐿 ′ = 𝑟 𝐿 .
size(𝐼𝑆 ) 𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 4𝑛𝑆𝑆
PH3 will pack at least 𝑛𝑆𝑆 S-bins and 𝑛𝑆𝐿 L-bins. The last S-bin packed by PH3 may contain items
′
from 𝐼𝑆𝑆 and the last L-bin might contain items from 𝐼𝑆𝐿 , depending on the differences 𝑛𝑆𝑆 − 𝑛𝑆𝑆
′
and 𝑛𝑆𝐿 − 𝑛𝑆𝐿 . For the sake of simplicity, the up to two possible additional bins packed with small
items are ignored, as they do not have impact on the competitive ratio due to the infinite length of
the input sequences considered.
When packing S-bins, PH3 packs the items 1/3 − 2𝜀, 1/6 − 𝜀, 1/6 − 𝜀, 12𝜀. The next item with
size 1/3 − 2𝜀 does no longer fit and a new bin is opened. As the subsequenc packed into each S-bin
is repeated 𝑛𝑆𝑆 times, |𝐵𝑆 | = 𝑛𝑆𝑆 .
As items of size 1/3 + 𝜀/2 are packed by twos in M-bins, |𝐵𝑀 | = ⌈𝑛𝑀 /2⌉.
When packing the 1/3-sub-bins of the L-bins, PH3 packs one item of size 1/6 − 𝜀, then one item
of size 3𝜀. The next item has size 1/6 − 𝜀. As 1/6 − 𝜀 + 3𝜀 + 1/6 − 𝜀 > 1/3, a new bin will be opened.
Accordingly, each L-bin 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝐿 that is packed with small items will contain exactly the items 1/6 − 𝜀
and 3𝜀. As these two items occur 𝑛𝑆𝐿 times each in 𝐼𝑆𝐿 , the number of these bins is 𝑛𝑆𝐿 .
The items of size 1/2 + 𝜀/2 are large and thus packed into the 2/3-sub-bins of L-bins individually.
As there are 𝑛𝐿 such items, the number of L-bins that contain a large item is 𝑛𝐿 as well.
The total number of L-bins is the maximum of the number of L-bins that contain small items
and L-bins that contain large items: |𝐵𝐿 | = max{𝑛𝑆𝐿 , 𝑛𝐿 }.
As the input sequence contains no extra large items, |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | = 0.
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12𝜀
1

1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀

1/3 + 𝜀/2

1/3 − 2𝜀

1/3 + 𝜀/2

S-bin

2/3

M-bin

1/2 + 𝜀/2

1/3
L-bin (a)

1/2 + 𝜀/2

3𝜀

3𝜀

1/6 − 𝜀

1/6 − 𝜀
L-bin (b)

L-bin (c)

Fig. 1. The main types of bins packed by PH3. Dependent on 𝑟 𝐿 and 𝑟 𝐿∗ , type (a) L-bins and type (b) or type
(c) L-bins are packed.

The packing of the bins is illustrated in Figure 1. Overall, PH3 needs the following number of
bins.
𝑃𝐻 3 = |𝐵𝑋 𝐿 | + |𝐵𝐿 | + |𝐵𝑀 | + |𝐵𝐿 |
l𝑛 m
𝑀
= 0 + max{𝑛𝑆𝐿 , 𝑛𝐿 } +
+ 𝑛𝑆𝑆
2
𝑛𝑀
+ 𝑛𝑆𝑆
≥ max{4𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 , 4𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 } +
2
𝑛𝑀
= max{𝑟 𝐿 , 𝑟 𝐿∗ }4𝑁 +
+ (1 − 𝑟 𝐿 )𝑁
2
𝑛𝑀
= 3𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 +
+ 𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁
2
To get an upper bound on OPT, consider the algorithm FFD. FFD is an offline bin packing
algorithm that sorts the items in decreasing order and puts each item in the first bin that has
enough space left to fit the item [13]. Note that although the order of the items is fixed, FFD can
simulate an ordered list by assigning a bin to each item beforehand.
FFD will first pack each large item in a separate bin, opening 𝑛𝐿 bins.
The medium items are packed one each in the first 𝑛𝑀 bins alongside the large items. Note that
there are 𝑛𝐿 = 4𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 large items and 𝑛𝑀 = ⌊(6𝑟 𝐿∗ − 2)𝑁 ⌋ medium items. As 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1, 𝑛𝐿 ≥ 𝑛𝑀 and
thus each medium item can be packed with a large item. Let 𝐵𝐿 the set of bins containing only a
large item and 𝐵𝑀 the set of bins containing a large and a medium item. Note that |𝐵𝑀 | = 𝑛𝑀 and
|𝐵𝐿 | = 𝑛𝐿 − 𝑛𝑀 .
Items of size 1/3 − 2𝜀 are packed into the bins 𝐵𝐿 one each. If there are more such items than
there are bins in 𝐵𝐿 , the remaining items are packed by threes.
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1

1/6 − 𝜀

1/6 − 𝜀

1/3 + 𝜀/2

1/3 − 2𝜀

1/2 + 𝜀/2

1/2 + 𝜀/2

| {z }

|

∈𝐵𝑀

1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀
1/2 + 𝜀/2

{z

}

∈𝐵𝐿

1/3 − 2𝜀
1/3 − 2𝜀

1

|

1/3 − 2𝜀

{z
∈𝐵𝑆

}

1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀
1/6 − 𝜀

Fig. 2. The main types of bins packed by FFD.

Afterwards, the items of size 1/6 − 𝜀 are packed into the bins 𝐵𝑀 and 𝐵𝐿 , items that do not fit are
packed into additional bins.
Each bin in 𝐵𝑀 then contains, besides to the large and the medium item, exactly one item of size
1/6 − 𝜀.
Each bin 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵𝐿 is packed either with the items {1/2 + 𝜀/2, 1/3 − 2𝜀, 1/6 − 𝜀} or the items
{1/2 + 𝜀/2, 1/6 − 𝜀, 1/6 − 𝜀, 1/6 − 𝜀}. In either case, the size of the packed small items is size(𝑏 ∩ 𝑆) =
1/2 − 3𝜀.
Let 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑆 denote the total size of all items of size 1/3 − 2𝜀 and 1/6 − 𝜀. Let 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑆′ denote the total
size those items of size 1/3 − 2𝜀 and 1/6 − 𝜀 that are packed into additional bins.
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑆′






1
1
= 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑆 − |𝐵𝐿 |
− 3𝜀 − |𝐵𝑀 |
−𝜀
2
6






1
1
1
= 𝑛𝑆𝑆
− 2𝜀 + (𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 2𝑛𝑆𝑆 − 𝑛𝑀 )
− 𝜀 − (𝑛𝐿 − 𝑛𝑀 )
− 3𝜀
3
6
2


1
= (𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 4𝑛𝑆𝑆 − 3𝑛𝐿 + 2𝑛𝑀 )
−𝜀
6

When packing the items of size 1/3 − 2𝜀 and 1/6 − 𝜀 in additional bins, FFD packs three items of
size 1/3 − 2𝜀 or six items of size 1/6 − 𝜀 in each bin except one bin, which may contain items of
both sizes, and the last bin, which may contain fewer items. Each of these bins, except for the last
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hast size 1 − 6𝜀. Let 𝐵𝑆 denote the set of these bins.


𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑆′
𝐵𝑆 =
1 − 6𝜀




1
1
=
− 𝜀 (𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 4𝑛𝑆𝑆 − 3𝑛𝐿 + 2𝑛𝑀 )
1 − 6𝜀 6
𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 4𝑛𝑆𝑆 − 3𝑛𝐿 + 2𝑛𝑀 + 6
≤
6
For packing the items of size 12𝜀 and the items of size 3𝜀, at most one additional bin is used, as
′
+ 1)𝜀 + (3𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 1)𝜀
𝑛𝑆𝑆 (12𝜀) + 𝑛𝑆𝐿 (3𝜀) ≤ (12𝑛𝑆𝑆

= (12 − 12𝑟 𝐿 )𝑁 𝜀 + 12𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 𝜀 + 2𝜀
= (12𝑁 + 2)𝜀
=1

Figure 2 shows a visualization of the main types of bins packed by FFD before items of size 12𝜀
or smaller are packed. As FFD provides a feasible solution to the offline bin packing problem, this
also yields a lower bound on the optimal solution OPT.
𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≤ 𝐹 𝐹 𝐷 ≤ |𝐵𝐿 | + |𝐵𝑀 | + |𝐵𝑆 | + 1
𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 4𝑛𝑆𝑆 − 3𝑛𝐿 + 2𝑛𝑀 + 6
+1
≤ 𝑛𝐿 +
6
3𝑛𝐿 + 𝑛𝑆𝐿 + 4𝑛𝑆𝑆 + 2𝑛𝑀 + 12
=
6
∗
3⌈4𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 ⌉ + ⌈4𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 ⌉ + 4⌈(1 − 𝑟 𝐿 )𝑁 ⌉ + 2𝑛𝑀 + 12
=
6
12𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + 4𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 + 4(1 − 𝑟 𝐿 )𝑁 + 2𝑛𝑀 + 20
≤
6
(12𝑟 𝐿∗ + 4)𝑁 + 2𝑛𝑀 + 20
=
6
Consider 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥ 1/3.
𝑛𝑀 = ⌊(6𝑟 𝐿∗ − 2)𝑁 ⌋
𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≤
≤
𝑃𝐻 3 ≥
≥

(12𝑟 𝐿∗ + 4)𝑁 + 2⌊(6𝑟 𝐿∗ − 2)𝑁 ⌋ + 20
6
24𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + 20
< 4𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + 4
6
⌊(6𝑟 𝐿∗ − 2)𝑁 ⌋
3𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 +
+ 𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁
2
3𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 + (3𝑟 𝐿∗ − 1)𝑁 + 𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁 − 1

= 6𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁 − 1

Note that for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥ 1/3, the following two equations hold.
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3
1
1
𝑚𝑖𝑛
, ∗
= ∗
∗
4𝑟 6𝑟 𝐿 + 2
4𝑟 𝐿
 𝐿

9
3
3
𝑚𝑖𝑛
, ∗
= ∗
∗
4𝑟 𝐿 6𝑟 𝐿 + 2
4𝑟 𝐿
Note that for 𝑂𝑃𝑇 → ∞, 𝑁 → ∞ also holds. Thus, for 𝑁 → ∞, a lower bound on the competitive
ratio for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥ 1/3 can be given.
6𝑟 ∗ 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁 − 1
𝑃𝐻 3
≥ lim 𝐿
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
𝑁 →∞
4𝑟 𝐿∗ 𝑁 + 4
3 4 max{𝛿, 0} − 𝛿
= +
2
4𝑟 𝐿∗
3
3


for 𝛿 ≥ 0
+ ∗𝛿


 2 4𝑟 𝐿

=

3
1


 2 + 4𝑟 ∗ (−𝛿) for 𝛿 ≤ 0

𝐿
∞
for
𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥ 1/3
= 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3
lim

Now consider 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1/3.

𝑛𝑀 = 0
(12𝑟 𝐿∗ + 4)𝑁 + 20
6
∗
𝑃𝐻 3 ≥ 3𝑟 𝐿 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 + 𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁

𝑂𝑃𝑇 ≤

Note that for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1/3, the following two equations hold.

1
3
3
𝑚𝑖𝑛
, ∗
= ∗
∗
4𝑟 6𝑟 𝐿 + 2
6𝑟 𝐿 + 2
 𝐿

9
9
3
, ∗
= ∗
𝑚𝑖𝑛
∗
4𝑟 𝐿 6𝑟 𝐿 + 2
6𝑟 𝐿 + 2


As above, for 𝑁 → ∞, a lower bound on the competitive ratio for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1/3 can be given .
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3𝑟 ∗ 𝑁 + max{𝛿, 0}4𝑁 + 𝑁 − 𝛿𝑁
𝑃𝐻 3
≥ lim 6 𝐿
𝑂𝑃𝑇 →∞ 𝑂𝑃𝑇
𝑁 →∞
(12𝑟 𝐿∗ + 4)𝑁 + 20
9𝑟 ∗ + 12 max{𝛿, 0} + 3 − 3𝛿
= 𝐿
6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2
3 12 max{𝛿, 0} − 3𝛿
= +
2
6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2
3
9


+ ∗
𝛿
for 𝛿 ≥ 0


 2 6𝑟 𝐿 + 2

=

3
3


 2 + 6𝑟 ∗ + 2 (−𝛿) for 𝛿 ≤ 0

𝐿
∞
= 𝑅𝑃𝐻 3 for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1/3
lim

□

4 PARALLEL PREDICTIVE HARMONIC3
Now we consider PH3 in the context of 𝑘-copy algorithms.
4.1

Competitive Ratio for PH3 as 1-Copy Online Algorithm

To optimize the performance for PH3 as a 1-copy algorithm, we determine the optimal value for 𝑟 𝐿
with respect to minimizing the asymptotic competitive ratio over all 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [0, 1].
Lemma 9 (Monotonicity of competitive ratio of PH3). For any fixed 𝑟 𝐿 ∈ [0, 1], the competitive factor is monotonically decreasing for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [0, 𝑟 𝐿 ] and monotonically increasing for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [𝑟 𝐿 , 1].
Proof. Assume 𝑟 𝐿 to be fixed. Let 𝑟 +,< , 𝑟 −,< : [0, 1/3] → R and 𝑟 +,> , 𝑟 −,> : [1/3, 1] → R with

3
2
3
𝑟 −,> (𝑟 𝐿∗ ) =
2
3
𝑟 +,< (𝑟 𝐿∗ ) =
2
3
𝑟 +,> (𝑟 𝐿∗ ) =
2

𝑟 −,< (𝑟 𝐿∗ ) =

+

3
(−𝛿)
+2

6𝑟 𝐿∗

1
(−𝛿)
4𝑟 𝐿∗
9
+ ∗
𝛿
6𝑟 𝐿 + 2
3
+ ∗𝛿
4𝑟 𝐿
+

1
3
1
for 𝛿 ≤ 0, 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥
3
1
for 𝛿 ≥ 0, 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤
3
1
for 𝛿 ≥ 0, 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≥
3

∞
∗
= 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3 for 𝛿 ≤ 0, 𝑟 𝐿 ≤
∞
= 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3
∞
= 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3
∞
= 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3

Consider the derivative of 𝑟 −,< and 𝑟 −,> .
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𝜕 3
3
𝜕
∗
𝑟 −,< (𝑟 𝐿 ) = ∗
+
(−𝛿)
𝜕𝑟 𝐿∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿 2 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2


𝜕 3(𝑟 𝐿∗ − 𝑟 𝐿 )
= ∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿
6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2
1
18𝑟 𝐿 + 6
=
≥ 0 for 0 ≤ 𝑟 𝐿 ≤ 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤
∗
2
(6𝑟 𝐿 + 2)
3


𝜕 3
1
𝜕
𝑟 −,> (𝑟 𝐿∗ ) = ∗
+ ∗ (−𝛿)
∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿
𝜕𝑟 𝐿 2 4𝑟 𝐿


𝜕 𝑟 𝐿∗ − 𝑟 𝐿
= ∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿
4𝑟 𝐿∗
1
𝑟𝐿
≥ 0 for 0 ≤ 𝑟 𝐿 ≤ 𝑟 𝐿∗ and ≤ 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 1
=
∗
2
4(𝑟 𝐿 )
3

As the derivatives of 𝑟 −,< and 𝑟 −,> are both non-negative in their respective domains, they are
both monotonically increasing. Because 𝑟 −,< ( 13 ) = 𝑟 −,> ( 13 ), we conclude that the competitive ratio
is monotonically increasing for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [𝑟 𝐿 , 1].
Now consider the derivative of 𝑟 +,< and 𝑟 +,> .


𝜕
𝜕 3
9
∗
𝑟 +,< (𝑟 𝐿 ) = ∗
+
𝛿
𝜕𝑟 𝐿∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿 2 6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2


𝜕 9(𝑟 𝐿 − 𝑟 𝐿∗ )
= ∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿
6𝑟 𝐿∗ + 2
−54𝑟 𝐿 − 18
1
=
≤ 0 for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 𝑟 𝐿 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤
∗
2
(6𝑟 𝐿 + 2)
3


𝜕 3
𝜕
3
𝑟 +,> (𝑟 𝐿∗ ) = ∗
+ ∗𝛿
∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿
𝜕𝑟 𝐿 2 4𝑟 𝐿


𝜕 3(𝑟 𝐿 − 𝑟 𝐿∗ )
= ∗
𝜕𝑟 𝐿
4𝑟 𝐿∗
−3𝑟 𝐿
1
=
≤ 0 for ≤ 𝑟 𝐿∗ ≤ 𝑟 𝐿 ≤ 1
∗
2
4(𝑟 𝐿 )
3

As the derivatives of 𝑟 +,< and 𝑟 +,> are both non-positive in their respective domains, they are
both monotonically decreasing. Because 𝑟 +,< ( 13 ) = 𝑟 +,> ( 13 ), we conclude that the competitive ratio
is monotonically decreasing for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [0, 𝑟 𝐿 ].
□

Because of Lemma 9, the competitive ratio does not decrease with 𝑟 𝐿∗ increasing for 𝛿 ≤ 0. Thus,
as an upper bound on the competitive ratio for 𝛿 ≤ 0, only the competitive ratio for 𝑟 𝐿∗ = 1 has to
be considered.
3 1
∞
𝑅𝑃𝐻
+ (−𝛿) for 𝛿 ≤ 0
3 ≤
2 4
3 1
= + (1 − 𝑟 𝐿 )
2 4
7 𝑟𝐿
= −
4
4
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For 𝛿 ≥ 0, the competitive ratio does not decrease with 𝑟 𝐿∗ decreasing. In this case, the competitive
ratio for 𝑟 𝐿∗ = 0 is an upper bound on the competitive ratio.
3 9
∞
+ 𝛿 for 𝛿 ≥ 0
𝑅𝑃𝐻
3 ≤
2 2
3 9
= + (𝑟 𝐿 − 0)
2 2
3 9
= + 𝑟𝐿
2 2
At the same time, these values are lower bounds on the overall competitive ratio. Given these
bounds, this linear program can be formulated to minimize the competitive ratio:
∞
Minimize 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3

7 𝑟𝐿
−
4
4
3 9
∞
𝑅𝑃𝐻 3 ≥ + 𝑟 𝐿
2 2
𝑟𝐿 ≥ 0

∞
Subject to 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3 ≥

𝑟𝐿 ≤ 1

∞ = 33/19 < 1.7369. Figure 3
The optimal solution for this linear program is 𝑟 𝐿 = 1/19 and 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3
shows the asymptotic competitive ratio of PH3 over 𝑟 𝐿∗ for 𝑟 𝐿 = 1/19.

1
19 0
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−1
6

−2
6

𝛿
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−4
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−5
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−18
19
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∞
𝑅𝑃𝐻
3

1.70
1.65
1.60
1.55
1.50

0 1
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1
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2
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4
6

5
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1

Fig. 3. Competitive ratio of the optimal 1-copy PH3 algorithm dependent on 𝑟 𝐿∗ for a fixed 𝑟 𝐿 .

Compared to other known algorithms for online bin packing, PH3 is not a good choice for worstcase behavior. Among the classical algorithms, only NF and WF, both of which are 2-competitive,
∞
are worse than PH3. Any AAF algorithm achieves an asymptotic competitive ratio 𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐹
= 1.7 [9]
and thus performs slightly better than PH3. The best-performing online algorithm for bin packing
currently known, Son Of Harmonic, is 1.5816-competitive and thus clearly superior to PH3 [11].
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However, if we know in advance that 𝑟 𝐿∗ is restricted to some interval 𝐼𝑟 = [𝑎, 𝑏] ⊂ [0, 1], the
above argument can be used to prove a better competitive ratio.
4.2

Competitive Ratio for PH3 as 𝒌-Copy Online Algorithm

PH3’s property of achieving a better competitive ratio for 𝑟 𝐿∗ being further restricted can be used to
create a set of 𝑘 ∈ N algorithms achieving a better competitive ratio. For this purpose, the interval
[0, 1] is split into 𝑘 sub-intervals 𝐼 1, . . . , 𝐼𝑘 ⊂ [0, 1] with ∪𝑖 ∈ {1,...,𝑘 } 𝐼𝑖 = [0, 1]. Each interval 𝐼𝑖 is
covered by one instance of the algorithm PH3 𝐴𝑖 , such that 𝐴𝑖 achieves a targeted competitive ratio
𝑅 ∈ (3/2, 33/19) for 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ 𝐼𝑖 .
𝑅 is restricted to (3/2, 33/19), because any competitive ratio above or equal to 33/19 can be
achieved with the instance of PH3 shown above, and k-copy PH3 cannot achieve a competitive
ratio of 3/2 or less with finitely many algorithms.
To calculate the number 𝑘 of algorithms needed to achieve a given competitive ratio 𝑅, the
following iterative approach can be used.
Let A be a set of algorithms. Initially, A := ∅. We initialize our iterative approach with 𝑖 = 0 and
0
𝑖
𝑖 , 𝑟 𝑖 and
set 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 0. Then, while 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
< 1, we increase 𝑖 by one and we compute three values 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐿
𝑖
𝑖
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
. With these three values we can define algorithm 𝐴𝑖 for which 𝑟 𝐿𝑖 denotes the value of 𝑟 𝐿 , 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖
∗
denotes the minimal and 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 denotes the maximal value for 𝑟 𝐿 for which 𝐴𝑖 is still 𝑅-competitive.
𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖
By Lemma 9, 𝐴𝑖 will be 𝑅-competitive for the interval [𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]. All three values are computed
𝑖
𝑖−1
𝑖
𝑖
as follows. We set 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Given 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑟 𝐿 can be computed:
𝑖
𝑖 ). Solving this equation for 𝑟 𝑖 we get 𝑟 𝑖 =
If 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
≤ 1/3, we have 𝑅 = 32 + 2+6𝑟9𝑖 (𝑟 𝐿𝑖 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐿
𝐿
𝑚𝑖𝑛


𝑖

2+6𝑟
𝑖 ). Solving this equation for
𝑖
𝑖
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑅 − 32
. If 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
≥ 1/3, we have 𝑅 = 32 + 4𝑟 𝑖3 (𝑟 𝐿𝑖 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
9
𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑖
  4𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖
𝑟 𝐿𝑖 yields 𝑟 𝐿𝑖 = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑅 − 32
.
3
𝑖
Having 𝑟 𝐿𝑖 , we can compute 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
. Because the competitive ratio is the minimum of two values, we
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
get two candidates 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥,1 and 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥,2 for 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
. We can take the maximum of those two candidates,
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
i.e., 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥,1, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥,2 ), because it is sufficient to be 𝑅-competitive in one case. In the first

case ( 6𝑟 ∗3+2 <
𝐿

1
4𝑟 𝐿∗ )

𝑖
we obtain 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥,1
=

3𝑟 𝐿𝑖 −3+2𝑅
12−6𝑅

𝑖
and in the second case we get 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥,2
=

𝑟 𝐿𝑖
7−4𝑅 .

𝑖
Now consider the case when 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
≥ 1. Because each algorithm 𝐴ℓ with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 𝑖 is 𝑅-competitive
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ−1
ℓ
0
for the interval [𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ] = [𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
] with 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
= 0, there is an algorithm 𝐴𝑚 for any 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [0, 1]
that is 𝑅-competitive. Therefore, we have a 𝑖-copy online algorithm for bin packing achieving the
competitive factor 𝑅.
Following this method, we see that 𝑘 = 6 algorithms are sufficient to guarantee a competitive
ratio 𝑅 = 1.5815. This beats the currently best 1-copy online algorithm Son Of Harmonic with
a competitive ratio of 1.5816. Figure 4 shows the competitive ratio achieved by the individual
algorithms over 𝑟 𝐿∗ ∈ [0, 1] for 𝑅 = 1.5815. Note that 1.5815 is not the best competitive ratio
achievable by 6-copy PH3, as shown below in Figure 5. Using 𝑘 = 12 algorithms, a competitive ratio
𝑅 = 1.5402 < 1.5403 can be achieved, beating the highest known lower bound for 1-copy online
algorithms.
To compute the best competitive ratio achievable by 𝑘 ∈ N algorithms, we use binary search on 𝑅
starting in the interval [3/2, 33/19] and test in each iteration if we can guarantee 𝑅-competitiveness
with at most 𝑘 algorithms. Figure 5 shows the best competitive ratios achievable by k-copy PH3.

4.3

Comparison to Related Algorithms

Because 𝑘-copy online algorithms can be translated to an online algorithm with advice and vice
versa (see Lemma 1), it seems natural to compare these two variants, even though 𝑘-copy allows a
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Fig. 4. 6-copy PH3 beats the best 1-copy online algorithm known to date, achieving an asymptotic competitive
∞ < 1.5815.
ratio 𝑅𝑃𝐻
3

1.75
1.7369

competitive ratio

1.70

AAF: 1.7
1.6741

1.65

1.6297
1.6022

1.60
1.55
1.50

1.5844
Advanced Harmonic: 1.57829
1-copy lower bound: 1.54278
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Son Of Harmonic: 1.5816
1.5714
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6

1.5622

7

1.5548 1.5492
1.5445 1.5406
1.5374

8
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11
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𝑘
Fig. 5. k-copy PH3 performance dependent on 𝑘.

more precise analysis on the competitive ratio. In this subsection we compare our algorithm to the
best known online algorithm with constant advice, namely RedBlue introduced by Angelopoulos
et al. [2]. Their second algorithm is 1.47012-competitive (and thus beats our algorithm), but the
amount of advice needed by this algorithm is too large. As the focus of k-copy algorithms is to
provide good solutions for small k, it is reasonable to only compare k-copy PH3 to RedBlue.
Table 1 shows a comparison between RedBlue and 𝑘-copy PH3 for small amounts of advice.
The competitive ratios given are rounded up to the fourth decimal place. The competitive ratios
for RedBlue are computed using the upper bound on the competitive ratio 1.5 + 15/(2ℓ/2+1 ). The
competitive ratios for 𝑘-copy PH3 are calculated using binary search as described above.
Table 1 clearly shows the advantage of 𝑘-copy PH3 over RedBlue for few bits of advice. With as
few as 5 bits of advice, or 𝑘 = 32, 𝑘-copy PH3 achieves a better competitive ratio than RedBlue
with 16 bits of advice, which corresponds to 𝑘 = 65536 algorithms when used as 𝑘-copy algorithm.
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Advice in bits 𝑘
4
16
5
32
6
64
7
128
8
256
9
512
10
1024
11
2048
12
4096
13
8192
14
16384
15
32768
16
65536

∞
𝑅RedBlue
3.3750
2.8258
2.4375
2.1629
1.9688
1.8315
1.7344
1.6657
1.6172
1.5829
1.5586
1.5414
1.5293

∞
𝑅𝑃𝐻
3
1.5305
1.5155
1.5078
1.5040
1.5020
1.5010
1.5005
1.5003
1.5002
1.5001
1.5001
1.5001
1.5001

Table 1. Comparison of the performance of k-copy PH3 and RedBlue.

Although RedBlue and 𝑘-copy PH3 work in a similar way, 𝑘-copy PH3 achieves a better competitive ratio due to the more precise analysis of the intervals for 𝑟 𝐿∗ , in which each algorithm achieves
the competitive ratio. By avoiding overlaps in these intervals, fewer algorithms are needed.
On the other hand, RedBlue simply splits an interval for its parameter 𝛽 evenly into 2ℓ/2 intervals;
translated into a 𝑘-copy setting, this leads to overlaps in the intervals covered by each algorithm.
5

NON-RECURSIVE UPPER BOUND FOR k-COPY PH3

In this section we provide an analytic proof that the competitive ratio of 𝑘-copy PH3 can be
1/𝑘 −3
upper bounded by 32 + 3·4
for 𝑘 algorithms. To this end, we start by calculating the number of
6·41/𝑘 +2
algorithms needed to cover the interval [0, 13 ] and [ 13 , 1]. We call these 𝑘 ≤ 1 and 𝑘 ≥ 1 , respectively.
3

Lemma 10. Let 𝑅 ∈ ( 23 , 33
19 ]. Then, 𝑘 ≤ 1 ≥
3

3

1
.
𝑅
log2 ( 6−3𝑅
)

Proof. With the construction of the algorithms above we have

𝑖
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
=

3𝑟 𝐿𝑖

− 3 + 2𝑅
=
12 − 6𝑅



𝑖−1
𝑖−1 + (𝑅 − 3 ) ( 2+6max )
3 · 𝑟 max
2
9

12 − 6𝑅
2𝑅 +
− 12 + 6𝑅
=
6 · (6 − 3𝑅)


𝑖−1
1 1 + 3𝑟 max
=
𝑅−1
3 6 − 3𝑅
𝑖−1
6𝑅𝑟 max




𝑅 𝑛
𝑛
0
From this, we can proof that 𝑟 max
= 13 6−3𝑅
= 0.
− 1 . For 𝑛 = 0 this is true, as we start with 𝑟 max
Now, suppose this equation is true for some 𝑛 ∈ N. We show that it is still true for 𝑛 + 1.
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𝑛+1
𝑟 max
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𝑛
1 1 + 3𝑟 max
=
𝑅−1
3 6 − 3𝑅
!

𝑅 𝑛
1 6−3𝑅
=
𝑅−1
3 6 − 3𝑅
!

 𝑛+1
𝑅
1
−1
=
3 6 − 3𝑅

𝑛
To cover the [0, 13 ] interval with 𝑛 := 𝑘 ≤ 1 algorithms, 𝑟 max
must be at least 13 . Therefore,
3

𝑛

1
𝑅
1
1
𝑛
𝑟 max ≥ ⇔
−1 ≥
3
3 6 − 3𝑅
3

𝑛
𝑅
⇔
−1 ≥ 1
6 − 3𝑅
⇔ 𝑛 ≥ log 𝑅 (2)
6−3𝑅

⇔𝑛 ≥
Lemma 11. Let 𝑅 ∈ ( 23 , 33
19 ]. Then, 𝑘 ≥ 1 ≥
3

Proof. Similar to Lemma 10, we have

1

log2

𝑅
6−3𝑅

1
.
4
log3 ( 7−4𝑅
−1) −1



□

4𝑟 𝑖−1

𝑖−1 + (𝑅 − 3 ) ( max )
𝑟 max
𝑟 𝐿𝑖
2
3
=
=
7 − 4𝑅
7 − 4𝑅
1 + 4𝑅
−
2 𝑖−1
3
𝑟
=
7 − 4𝑅 max
4𝑅 − 3 𝑖−1
=
𝑟
3(7 − 4𝑅) max


1
4
𝑖−1
=
− 1 𝑟 max
3 7 − 4𝑅
 𝑛+1 4
𝑛
1
0
𝑛
With 𝑟 max
= 13 we have 𝑟 max
= 13
7−4𝑅 − 1 . To cover the [ 3 , 1] interval with 𝑛 := 𝑘 ≥ 13
𝑛
algorithms, 𝑟 max
must be at least 1.
  𝑛+1 
𝑛
1
4
𝑛
𝑟 max ≥ 1 ⇔
−1 ≥ 1
3
7 − 4𝑅
 


1
4
⇔ (𝑛 + 1) log3
+ 𝑛 log3
−1 ≥ 0
3
7 − 4𝑅




4
⇔ 𝑛 log3
−1 −1 ≥ 1
7 − 4𝑅
1
⇔𝑛 ≥
□

4
log3 7−4𝑅 − 1 − 1
𝑖
𝑟 max

Lemma 12. For 𝑅 ∈ ( 32 , 33
19 ] we have 𝑘 ≤ 1 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 1 .
3

3
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𝑅
4
Proof. Let 𝐴(𝑅) := log2 6−3𝑅
− 1 − 1. Then, 𝑘 ≤ 1 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 1 is true if and
and 𝐵(𝑅) := log3 7−4𝑅
3
3
only if 𝐴(𝑅) ≤ 𝐵(𝑅). We show in the following that both functions are monotonically increasing
33
] and that 𝐵 increases faster than 𝐴 in this interval.
for 𝑅 ∈ [ 13 , 19

2
− 13 , we can directly see that both, 𝐴 and 𝐵, are monotonically
Because 𝐴(𝑅) = log2 6−3𝑅
2
16
′
′
increasing for 𝑅 ∈ [ 13 , 33
19 ]. Now, consider 𝐴 (𝑅) = 2𝑅 log 2−𝑅 2 log 2 and 𝐵 (𝑅) = (7−4𝑅) (4𝑅−3) log 3 . Then,
𝐴 ′ (𝑅) ≤ 𝐵 ′ (𝑅) ⇔
2

8 log 2
2𝑅 − 𝑅 2
≥1
log 3 (7 − 4𝑅) (4𝑅 − 3)
2

2𝑅−𝑅
42𝑅−8𝑅 −42
Consider the derivative of (7−4𝑅)
(4𝑅−3) , i.e., ( (7−4𝑅) (4𝑅−3)) 2 . This function is positive whenever the
numerator is positive. Because the numerator is a negative parabola with roots at approximately
𝐴′ (𝑅)
1.34 and 3.9, the function is positive in the interval [ 32 , 33
19 ]. Therefore, 𝐵 ′ (𝑅) is monotonically
log 4

increasing. For 𝑅 = 32 , this quotient is equal to log 3 > 1, i.e., 𝐵 grows faster than 𝐴.
33
Because 𝐴( 23 ) = 0 = 𝐵( 23 ) and 𝐴 ′ (𝑅) ≤ 𝐵 ′ (𝑅) for all 𝑅 ∈ [ 32 , 19
], it follows that 𝐴(𝑅) ≤ 𝐵(𝑅) for
3 33
all 𝑅 ∈ [ 2 , 19 ] and therefore 𝑘 ≤ 1 ≥ 𝑘 ≥ 1 .
□
3

3

Theorem 13. PH3 with 𝑘 algorithms has a competitive factor of at most
Proof. From previous lemmas we conclude:
𝑘 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 1 + 𝑘 ≥ 1 ≤ 2𝑘 ≤ 1 =
3

Solving this for 𝑅 yields
𝑅 ≤ 2−

3

3

2
log2

𝑅
6−3𝑅

3
2

+

3·41/𝑘 −3
.
6·41/𝑘 +2



2
3 3 · 41/𝑘 − 3
=
+
1 + 3 · 41/𝑘 2 6 · 41/𝑘 + 2
| {z }

□

→0, 𝑘→∞

6

CONCLUSION

We have studied the concept of parallel online algorithms for the Bin Packing Problem. We developed
a 𝑘-copy online algorithm named PH3 and showed that PH3 has an asymptotic competitive ratio
1/𝑘 −3
of at most 32 + 3·4
, which converges to 32 for large 𝑘; in particular, 𝑘 = 11 suffices to break
6·41/𝑘 +2
through the lower bound for a single online algorithm. We also considered the relationship to
online algorithms with advice and achieved a considerable improvement compared to a previous
algorithm.
There are various directions for future work. We saw that PH3 is (1.5 + 𝜀)-competitive if
|𝐼𝐿 |
6 size(𝐼𝑆 ) ≤ 1, i.e., when there is a surplus of small items. If there are too few small items, PH3 is
asymptotically (1.5 + 𝜀)-competitive. Can we make better use of the second case for an improvement? Can we guarantee an absolute competitive ratio of 1.5(+𝜀)? We also believe that the concept
of 𝑘-copy algorithms is useful for a wide range of other problems.
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